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One shouldn’t work on semiconductors,
that is a filthy mess; who knows whether
any semiconductors exist.
Wolfgang Pauli
The pace of research,
the pace of scientific and
technological advancement
with these [perovskite] materials
is like science on steroids.
Henry J. Snaith
If we knew what it was we were doing,





The sun continuously irradiates the earth’s surface with an energy flux of about 2× 1017 Joule
per second[1, 2] – enough to cover the world’s annual energy demand of about 200,000 TWh
in just one hour.[3] This enormous energy source is completely sustainable and clean without
any side effects such as the emission of greenhouse gases. In contrast, more than 85% of the
world’s primary energy consumption and 65% of worldwide electric-power generation are still
fueled by the exhaustible fossil energy sources oil, natural gas, and coal.[3] The known reserves
of these carbon-based fuels are estimated to be depleted within the next one hundred years
based on the current annual consumption.[3, 4] These numbers vividly convey an idea why a
transformation of mankind’s energy supply towards sustainable energy sources is inevitable
in the coming decades. Moreover, they impressively illustrate the tremendous potential of
applications harvesting solar energy. In particular with respect to electrical power generation,
the direct conversion of light into electricity in photovoltaics[2, 5, 6] will play an increasingly
important role in this transition process.[7, 8]
Nowadays, crystalline silicon solar cells undisputedly dominate the market of photovoltaic
technologies with a 95% share in production.[9] This success is based on power-conversion
efficiencies of up to 26.7% for research cells and 24.4% for modules[9, 10] and a comparably
cheap production. However, the indirect bandgap of silicon is clearly not ideal and entails spe-
cific requirements for solar cells, primarily high-purity absorber layers with large thicknesses
of several hundred micrometers to ensure sufficient light absorption.[6, 11, 12] These limitations
led to the development of thin-film solar cells based on direct-bandgap semiconductors with
thicknesses of only a few micrometers which open up novel applications and fabrication pro-
cesses.[6, 13] The most prominent representatives Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and CdTe exhibit competitive
power-conversion efficiencies up to 23.3%[14] and 22.1%,[10] respectively.
But recently, so-called perovskite solar cells entered the race. The term perovskite denotes a
large material class with specific crystal structure including ferroelectric ceramics and high-
temperature superconductors.[15–19] In the context of photovoltaic applications, metal halide
perovskites, often also called organic–inorganic perovskites, are used which mostly consist of
an organic cation within an inorganic metal–halide framework, e.g., methylammonium lead
iodide as the most prominent representative.[20–22] In principle, these compounds are not new
but were already synthesized and characterized, e.g., by D. Weber at the University of Stuttgart
in 1978.[23] Still, it took several decades until their first application in photovoltaics.
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Just a few months ago, perovskite-based solar cells “celebrated their 10th birthday”: The
very first journal report of a perovskite solar cell with 3.8% power-conversion efficiency was
published by T. Miyasaka and co-workers on 14th of April in 2009.[24] They utilized a dye-
sensitized solar-cell architecture and implemented methylammonium lead iodide as absorber
dye because of its outstanding light absorption properties. Unfortunately, this first perovskite
solar cell suffered from fast degradation due to the corrosive liquid electrolyte used. Its
replacement with a solid-state hole-transporting material resulted in a greatly improved stability
and a power-conversion efficiency of 10% bringing serious applications within reach for the
first time.[25, 26] Furthermore, the discovery of excellent ambipolar transport properties of both
electrons and holes represents another important milestone[26, 27] which eliminated the necessity
of a mesoporous TiO2 scaffold and led to new device architectures with a planar perovskite
absorber layer.[19, 28] This enabled a rather simple device fabrication based on spin-coating and
subsequent low-temperature annealing.[29–31] As a result, perovskite solar cells attracted a great
deal of attention and numerous research activities followed. This “perovskite fever” is, e.g.,
reflected by an exponentially increasing number of related published articles exceeding 3000
publications in 2018.[32] As a consequence, outstanding results have been achieved despite
the comparable young age of this technology, e.g., a record research-cell efficiency of 24.2%
outperforming Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and CdTe.[10] Moreover, various other applications based on
the excellent optoelectronic properties of organic–inorganic perovskites have been developed
including light-emitting diodes (LEDs),[33–37] lasers,[38–45] and photodectors.[46–48] Or, to quote
Henry J. Snaith, one of the most influential pioneers in perovskite photovoltaics: “The pace
of research, the pace of scientific and technological advancement with these materials is like
science on steroids.”[49]
Nevertheless, because of the rapid growing-up of perovskite solar cells, a comprehensive un-
derstanding is still missing in many areas which will be essential to reach full maturity. This
applies, for instance, to the exact solar-cell working mechanism. In this context, excitons,
i.e., bound electron–hole pairs, play an important role since the separation and collection of
charge-carriers is crucial for efficient solar cells. However, their binding energy and exact role
is still heavily under debate. Another still existing key challenge – despite their exceptional
success story – is the long-term stability of perovskite-based devices.[50–53] Although huge
progress has been made increasing the stability to more than one year[54] and passing standard
industry-relevant tests,[55–58] there is still a long way to go. Deeper insights into degrada-
tion mechanisms and related processes deteriorating solar-cell performance will surely further
advance the perovskite technology.
In order to support this development, the present work focuses on a detailed electro-optic
characterization of different perovskite compounds using optical spectroscopy.
Electromodulation spectroscopy is a powerful tool for precise investigations of the electronic
structure of semiconductors. Developed about sixty years ago, its potential has been proven
in various investigations of fundamental properties of semiconductors[59–66] or quantum-well
structures.[67–73] In recent years, electromodulation spectroscopy was successfully applied even
to multi-layer thin-film solar cells.[74–76] The possibility to study optical resonances in com-
plete working devices can help to understand fundamental processes occuring in perovskite
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solar cells. In addition, in-depth evaluations of absorption spectra can further contribute to
these explorations. Many experimental absorption spectra of metal halide perovskites sur-
prisingly look like textbook examples of conventional high-quality semiconductors despite the
comparably simple low-temperature solution-based fabrication.
Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to establish reliable measurements of absorption spectra
and, in particular, electromodulation spectroscopy of complete perovskite solar cells. In a second
step, both techniques will be combined to further reveal the role of excitons in organic–inorganic
perovskites and implications for solar-cell performance. Moreover, structural changes in a
semiconductor can affect its bandgap energy enabling the detection of the underlying processes
using optical spectroscopy. Accordingly, absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy will
be utilized to thoroughly examine temperature-induced crystal-phase transitions and reversible
instabilities of the perovskite absorber in mixed compounds.
Structure of This Work
This thesis is divided into ten chapters. This general introduction is followed by a brief overview
of organic–inorganic perovskites in chapter 2 describing their crystal and band structure as
well as advantageous properties like defect tolerance and bandgap tunability. Furthermore,
their implementation in solar cells is presented including basic working principle, fabrication
methods, and performance aspects. Applications beyond solar cells and persisting challenges
complement this chapter.
The foundation of both absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy is the interaction of
light and matter. This can be modeled by the dielectric function which is introduced with a
particular focus on excitonic implications in chapter 3.
Based on this, chapters 4 and 5 introduce experimental realization and evaluation methods of
absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy. The analysis of absorption spectra includes
a generalized version of the Elliott formula applicable for least-squares fitting of absorption
spectra and an alternative so-called f -sum rule evaluation method. The Elliott formula in
general describes the absorption coefficient of excitonic semiconductors.[77–79]
In case of modulation spectroscopy, a short general introduction is followed by a more detailed
presentation of the influence of electric fields on the dielectric function since an external
electric field (in the form of an applied bias) is used for electromodulation spectroscopy in case
of perovskite solar cells. Again, the implications of excitons on expected experimental line
shapes in the evaluation are highlighted.
The application of electromodulation spectroscopy to perovskite solar cells and important
pecularities which have to be considered are discussed in chapter 6. This includes especially
the detection at the second harmonic (2f ) of the applied modulation frequency f .
In chapter 7, both temperature-dependent absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy are
combined to reveal the influence of excitons on fundamental optical transitions. These rather
3
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proof-of-principle examinations of methylammonium lead iodide are followed by a quantitative
comparison of the exciton binding energy in different mixed perovskite compounds utilizing
the Elliott analysis introduced in chapters 3 and 4. This chapter is concluded by a discussion
of beneficial and detrimental implications of excitons on the solar-cell performance including
absorption and photocurrent spectra.
Temperature-dependent crystal-phase transitions can affect the electronic structure of semicon-
ductors, e.g., the bandgap energy. This is exploited for optical detection of phase transitions
in different perovskite compounds using absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy in
chapter 8 and confirmed by X-ray diffraction results.
Chapter 9 presents a comprehensive study of a reversible decrease of the bandgap energy dis-
covered in multiple-cation mixed-halide perovskite compounds. A reversible segregation of
the perovskite into iodine-rich and bromine-rich domains under 1 sun illumination and applied
voltage is identified as origin of the observed bandgap instabilities using electromodulation
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and secondary ion mass spectrometry. A detailed characteriza-
tion of the driving forces and atmospheric influences, i.e. relative humidity and oxygen content,
and a discussion of implications for solar-cell performance complement these investigations.





for Thin-Film Solar Cells
With the very broad area of research and application of organic–inorganic perovskites in mind,
this chapter aims at giving a brief overview about structural and electronic characteristics of
this material class including crystal phases and band structure (sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). The
extended field of use is based on the tunability of its composition and related properties,
foremost the bandgap energy (section 2.1.3). Organic–inorganic perovskites have attracted a
great deal of attention in thewake of their integration into a solid-state solar cell leading to a 10%
power-conversion efficiency in 2012.[25, 26] Accordingly, they are predominantly analyzed in the
context of photovoltaic applications within this work. The working principle of perovskite solar
cells mainly relies on charge-selective layers and can be described by a p–i–n heterojunction
(section 2.2.1). However, mobile ions in the device lead to a more complex situation because
they can influence electronic transport and device characterization (section 2.2.3). Furthermore,
commonly used solar-cell architectures and possible fabrication processes are briefly presented
(section 2.2.2). The chapter is complemented by highlighting further applications of organic–
inorganic perovskites also beyond photovoltaics based on their advantageous characteristics,
primarily exceptional optoelectronic properties and versatile fabrication methods. However,
perovskite-based devices still face open challenges such as toxicity and stability which are also
presented (section 2.3).
2.1 Organic–Inorganic Perovskites
The name perovskite refers to the crystal structure of calcium titanate (CaTiO3) and denotes
all compounds with the same type of crystal structure.[15–18] In general, this includes, i.a.,
ferroelectric ceramics such as BaTiO3 as well as high-temperature superconductors.[17–19] In
the context of solar cells and related optoelectronic devices, so-called organometal or (hybrid)
organic–inorganic halide perovskites incorporating organic cations as well as inorganic metal
and halide ions are the relevant class of perovskite materials (Solar cells based on this type of
perovskites as absorber layer are often shortly denoted as “perovskite solar cells”.). The most
prominent representative is by far methylammonium lead iodide which is discussed as a model
system in the following.
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2.1.1 Crystal Structure
Perovskites are described by the formula ABX3. In case of organic–inorganic compounds,
A denotes an organic cation, B a metal cation (mainly Pb2+ or Sn2+), and X a halide anion
(I−, Br−, Cl−) – leading to CH3NH3PbI3 (or abbreviated MAPbI3 with MA+ =̂ CH3NH+3 )
as model system methylammonium lead iodide.[20–23] Figure 2.1 visualizes the cubic crystal
structure with organic MA+ cation in the center of the unit cell and one exemplary PbI6
octahedron (marked in blue). Other possible substitutes for A, B and X are discussed in
section 2.1.3. The simple cubic structure is only observed at high temperatures above 327K[80]
at which the spherically non-symmetric MA+ cation oscillates between different rotational
orientations on a picosecond time scale resulting in, on average, spherical symmetry.[81–83] At
lower temperatures, the reduced rotational motion of the MA+ cation leads to distortions of the
inorganic Pb–I cage and, thereby, a tetragonal or orthorhombic structurewith reduced symmetry.
Below 162K, the MA+ cations are in a fully ordered state due to stabilization by hydrogen
bonding between theNH3 endgroup and the iodide of the inorganic cage.[82, 84, 85] This alignment
of the MA+ cations causes a distortion of the inorganic Pb–I framework because of the
missing rotational symmetry of MA+ ions (see I–Pb bonding angle in Fig. 2.2 (a) left) which
is accompanied by a tilting of the PbI6 octahedra (see right-hand side of Fig. 2.2 (a)). As a
result, this leads to an orthorhombic phase with reduced symmetry compared to the cubic
structure.[82, 84–86] Since the MA+ cations of two layers on top of each other are aligned
antiparallel (see Fig. 2.2 (a)), a larger unit cell compared to the simple cubic structure is necessary





Figure 2.1: The cubic perovskite structure ABX3 with organic cation A in the center, here methylammo-
nium (CH3NH+3 with C in brown, N in blue, and H in beige), metal cation B (gray), here
lead (Pb2+), and halide anion X (purple), here iodide (I−). An exemplary PbI6 octahedron
is marked in blue. Rotations of the organic cation on a picosecond time scale at high tem-




(b) Tetragonal Structure at T = 162 K− 327 K













Figure 2.2: Top view, side view, and polyhedron graphs of (a) low-temperature orthorhombic and
(b) room-temperature tetragonal crystal structure of MAPbI3 with Pb2+ (gray), I− (purple)
and CH3NH+3 (C in brown, N in blue and H in beige). Adapted with permission from [87].
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
Between 162K and 327K, MAPbI3 crystallizes in a tetragonal structure (illustrated
in Fig. 2.2 (b)). The increased thermal motion of the MA+ cation weakens the hydrogen
bonds and results in more possible orientations of MA+ than in the orthorhombic phase.[82, 84]
As a result, the Pb–I framework is less distorted which can be recognized by comparing the
tilting of the PbI6 octahedra (especially along the c axis) in the tetragonal and orthorhombic
structure (see right-hand side of Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b)). Still, the exact configuration of MA+ is
not unambiguously clear in literature.[82, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90]
The implications of temperature-induced transitions between these crystal phases in MAPbI3
and other perovskite compounds on the optoelectronic properties such as the bandgap energy
are discussed in chapter 8.
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2.1.2 Band Structure and Defects
The band structure of perovskites has been calculated by various research groups using density
functional theory (DFT) at different levels of complexity.[87, 88, 91–100] Figure 2.3 presents results
for the tetragonal crystal structure of MAPbI3 at room temperature (left part).[94] The direct
bandgap is at the Γ point in the center of the Brillouin zone1.[81, 94] The bandgap energy Eg
of 1.5 eV − 1.6 eV fits well to experimental results (see also chapters 7 and 8).
The breakdown of the density of states (DOS) into contributions of different atomic orbitals
(right part of Fig. 2.3) reveals one of the exceptional properties of lead halide perovskites:



























Figure 2.3: Calculated band structure and density of states (DOS) for the tetragonal phase of MAPbI3.
The bandgap is at the Γ point. The DOS is dominated by Pb–s and I–p orbitals at the valence
band maximum (VBM) and Pb–p (and, to some extent, I–p) orbitals at the conduction
band minimum (CBM). Adapted with permission from [94]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.




The valence band maximum (VBM) is mainly composed of Pb–s and I–p orbitals, and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) is formed by Pb–p (and, to some extent, I–p) orbitals.
The p orbitals forming the CBM show less dispersion compared to s orbitals in the CBM
of, e.g, gallium arsenide (GaAs). The resulting larger DOS in the CBM (leading to a higher
joint density of states, see chapter 3.1) is one of the reasons for the exceptional absorption of
perovskites.[93, 101] Additionally, the intra-atomic transitions from Pb–s to Pb–p states possess
high transition probabilities.[101] The impact of the organic MA+ cation on the electronic
structure is negligible except from indirect effects due to distortion of the Pb–I inorganic
framework as discussed above.[81, 87, 93, 102]
The bonding diagram in Fig. 2.4 (a) reveals the nature of the molecular orbitals (blue) forming
VBM and CBM from the Pb–6s and I–5p atomic orbitals (gray) and the Pb–6p and I–5p
orbitals (gray), respectively: Both are antibonding[91, 103–105] – in contrast to other typical




























Figure 2.4: (a) Bonding diagram of MAPbI3 illustrating the molecular orbitals (blue) composed of I–5p,
Pb–6s, and Pb–6p atomic orbitals (gray). Both CBM and VBM are formed by antibonding
molecular orbitals of lead and iodine. As a result, vacancies and corresponding weakly or
non-bonding orbitals (corresponding energy levels in green) only lead to shallow or intraband
defect states which is known as the defect tolerance of lead halide perovskites. (b) For
comparison, in typical semiconductors such as CdSe or GaAs, the VBM is formed by bonding
molecular orbitals (here as simplified schematic diagram). Thereby, weakly or non-bonding
orbitals due to vacancies result in defect states (red) within the bandgap. See also [105,106].
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This is the origin of the so-called defect tolerance of lead halide perovskites which essentially
means that defects do not strongly affect the electrooptic properties.[104–107] In case of typical
semiconductors such as CdSe or GaAs, vacancies (e.g., Cd vacancies) result in defect states (red)
within the bandgap due to remaining weakly or non-bonding orbitals (e.g., of Se) as illustrated
in Fig. 2.4 (b).[104–106] These deep traps then act as charge-carrier recombination centers, e.g.,
for Shockley–Read–Hall recombination.[103] In contrast, the bandgap in lead halide perovskites
is formed between two antibonding molecular orbitals and, therefore, these defect states (green)
mainly reside inside the valence or conduction band or form only shallow traps close to the
band edge.[104–106,108] This is one of the reasons for the outstanding optoelectronic properties
of lead halide perovskites despite the low-temperature solution-based fabrication processes
(e.g., compared to high-purity silicon or GaAs). Furthermore, the antibonding nature of CBM
and VBM has a strong impact on the temperature dependence of the bandgap energy Eg which
will be discussed in chapter 8.1.
Nevertheless, there are defects present in halide perovskites which have been studied by numer-
ous theoretical calculations. Antisite substitution of iodine on MA or lead sites and vice versa
(IMA, IPb, MAI, PbI) are found to be energetically and kinetically unstable and are expected to
dissociate into vacancies and interstitials.[109, 110] Accordingly, interstitials (Ii, MAi, Pbi) and
vacancies (VI, VMA, VPb) are the most likely formed defects.[109, 110] The reported defect forma-
tion energies are not fully consistent which might be partly caused by the calculation itself but
is also related to different conditions considered, e.g, non-stochiometric compounds.[111–114]
For instance, some studies predict lower defect densities and less detrimental effects for
slightly I-poor (and, therefore, Pb-rich) fabrication.[115, 116] Other investigations even report
the possible formation of deep-level defects[116, 117] which could be inactivated under certain
fabrication conditions or post-synthesis treatment.[116] Experimental examinations (based on
admittance spectroscopy[118, 119] or thermally stimulated current measurements[120, 121]) yield
defect activation energies between 70meV and 700meV with trap densities in the order of
1015 cm−3 − 1017 cm−3 (multicrystalline silicon: 1012 cm−3 − 1015 cm−3 [121–123]).
However, there is general consensus that iodine is the most mobile ion in MAPbI3 followed by
MA based on calculated activation energies.[22, 110, 113, 114,124–126] This ion migration is easily
activated and has also been observed experimentally.[127–129] Still, further investigations are
needed to clearly identify the migration channels, e.g., in the bulk and/or – as suggested by
recent results – at grain boundaries.[110, 124, 125, 130] The good conductivity for ions in halide
perovskites also affects the charge-carrier dynamics in solar cells and, thereby, influences their
working mechanism (see section 2.2.1). Moreover, mobile ions are most likely at least one of
the reasons for the phenomena of hysteresis effects in j–V charactistics (see section 2.2.3) and
reversible halide segregation in mixed compounds (see chapter 9). Furthermore, other ions
initially not present in the perovskite itself have been found to migrate into it, e.g., Au atoms
from the back contact in solar cells leading to severe degradation.[114, 131]
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2.1.3 Bandgap Tunability and Mixed Compounds
Undoubtly, one of the major advantages of perovskites is the possibility to integrate different
cations and anions in the ABX3 crystal structure which opens up a large space for tailor-made
properties, e.g., the bandgap energy Eg.
The so-called tolerance factor t introduced by Goldschmidt[20, 132, 133] is based on a solid-sphere






with effective radii RA, RB, and RX of A, B, and X ion, respectively. For 0.81 < t < 1.1,
the formation of a perovskite compound can be expected.[20, 134] It presumably crystallizes in a
cubic structure for the narrower range of 0.9 < t < 1.0 or in the tetragonal phase for smaller t
(0.81 < t < 0.9).[20, 135] For more precise predictions, an additional octrahedral factor
µ = RB/RX
[133,134,136] can be utilized which needs to fulfill the condition 0.44 < µ < 0.90
for perovskite formation.[20, 134]
Figure 2.5 presents the “perovskite toolbox” of widely used cations and their effective
radii.[20, 135, 137] While the variety of the usable B-site cations lead and tin (and, potentially,
germanium[138]) and X-site anions iodine, bromine, and chlorine is rather limited (at least for
optoelectronic applications), manymore small organic molecules than themost commonly-used





Methylammonium (MA) Formamidinium (FA) Cesium (Cs) Rubidium (Rb)
Lead (Pb) Tin (Sn)
Iodine (I) Bromine (Br) Chlorine (Cl)
0.181 nm0.196 nm0.220 nm
0.110 nm0.119 nm




Figure 2.5: Commonly used “perovskite toolbox” of cations (A, B) and anions (X) for mixed perovskite
compounds including effective ionic radii.[20, 135, 137]
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Furthermore, numerous combinations of the different ions and ratios of mixed cations and/or
anions are possible. In particular, some “pure” compounds containing only one type of ion at A,
B, and X site, e.g., FAPbI3 or CsPbI3 do not form stable photoactive perovskite phases[86, 139, 140]
but can be stabilized by incorporation of small ratios of other cations.[141–144]
One of the main benefits of composition tuning is the possibility of engineering the related
bandgap energy towards desired values. For instance, the bandgap energy Eg of MAPbI3
of about 1.6 eV is still larger than the optimum value of 1.3 eV − 1.5 eV of the Shockley–
Queisser limit.[145, 146] In this case, incorporation of the larger FA cation helps to decrease the
bandgap energy.[143, 147] At the other end, organic–inorganic perovskites are ideal candidates
for wide-bandgap top cells in tandem applications with, e.g., silicon or Cu(In,Ga)Se2 bottom
cells.[57, 148–154] In this configuration, slightly increased values of Eg of 1.65 eV − 1.80 eV are
desirable[155, 156] which can be achieved, e.g., by substitution of iodine with bromine. By tuning
the bromide content x in MAPb(I1−xBrx)3, the bandgap energy can be adjusted in a wide
range of 1.6 eV − 2.3 eV[157–159] (see Fig. 7.6) which can be also interesting for optoelectronic
applications beyond photovoltaics, e.g., perovskite-based lasers[38–41,43–45] or light-emitting
diodes (LEDs).[34–37,160] By additional (partial) substitution of the B-site cation lead with tin,
even perovskite–perovskite tandem cells with power-conversion efficiencies up to 23% have
been realized (bottom cell: Eg ≈ 1.2 eV − 1.3 eV, top cell: Eg ≈ 1.7 eV − 1.8 eV).[161–166]
In addition to tailoring the bandgap energy for specific applications, perovskite compounds
with mixed cations and/or anions have demonstrated reduced defect densities and improved
charge-carrier transport[120] which leads to enhanced power-conversion efficiencies (PCE). The
model example in this context is the incorporation of cesium and rubidium in the already
known (FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 mixed-compound leading to a PCE up to 21.6% and improved
reproducibility.[167, 168] On top of that, the long-term stability of the devices is significantly
increased to over 500 hours (preserving 95% of the initial PCE) under continuous illumination
at 85 ◦C (compared to < 100 h without Cs and Rb).[167, 168] However, while there is broad
consensus about the benefits of cesium incorporation,[167–171] the additional rubidium could
lead to unwanted non-photoactive non-perovskite side phases since it is slightly to small for
incorporation in a perovskite structure according to the tolerance factor.[172] Detailed studies of
compositional stability of Cs-containingmultiple-cationmixed-halide perovskites are presented
in chapter 9.
In a similar fashion, various additional cations have been investigated – some are incorpo-
rated in the perovskite structure, others rather act as doping or lead to improved crystalliza-
tion.[173–176] Further details can be found, e.g., in [138, 140, 177]. In particular, so-called
2D perovskites have recently gained significant attention. By intentionally adding organic
molecules which are too large to fit in a perovskite structure (e.g., C6H5(CH2)2NH+3 ), com-
pounds consisting of alternating organic and inorganic layers are formed.[140, 178–182] The
layered structure reduces moisture sensitivity and degradation but also decreases charge-carrier
transport.[140, 178, 181, 183] The combination of conventional 3D and layered 2D perovskites
promises both high PCE (up to 21% PCE) and enhanced long-term stability (95% of initial
PCE after 500 hours of operation).[54, 183–187]
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2.2 Fundamentals of Perovskite Solar Cells
Thin-film solar cells are most likely the most prominent application of organic–inorganic
perovskites due to the outstanding rise of their power-conversion efficiency outperforming (on
a reasearch scale) established technologies such as Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and multicrystalline silicon.
This chapter will briefly introduce the basic structure and working principle of perovskite-based
solar cells and present possible fabrication methods, cell architectures and performance issues.
2.2.1 Basic Structure and Working Principle
In general, the basic principle of a photovoltaic device can be divided into [1, 188–190]
(i) generation of electron–hole pairs due to absorption of photons and
(ii) separation and extraction of electrons and holes at different contacts.
Reflecting about step (i) with regard to organic–inorganic perovskites, the outstanding ab-
sorption coefficient in the range of values for GaAs (or even above)[20, 191] and its relation
to the specific nature of valence and conduction band have been already discussed in sec-
tion 2.1.2. As a consequence, thicknesses of the perovskite absorber in solar cells as low
as 300 nm − 400 nm are sufficient for devices with high power-conversion efficiency exceed-
ing 22%.[30, 167, 168, 192–194] Additionally, comparable low exciton binding energies[76, 195] (e.g.,
compared to organic semiconductors[196, 197]) enable thermal dissociation of bound electron–
hole pairs resulting in predominantly free electrons and holes under working conditions (room
temperature, 1 sun illumination). See chapter 7 for a detailed discussion of excitonic effects. In
summary, the efficient generation of electron–hole pairs and separation into free electrons and
holes is easily possible in organic–inorganic perovskites and one of their major advantages.
In a second step (ii), the photogenerated electrons and holes have to be driven towards different
contacts in order to convert their energy into usable electric power.[1] To achieve selective
transport of electrons (holes) towards “their” respective electrode, an electron (hole) transport
layer with high conductivity for electrons (holes) and low conductivity for holes (electrons)
is required.[1, 189, 190, 198, 199] These layers can be perceived as “semipermeable membranes”
essentially blocking either electrons or holes and can be realized in a number of ways, e.g., by
doping in a p–n homojunction or a more effective p–i–n heterojunction, or in dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSC).[1, 189, 190, 199]
Historically, today’s perovskite solar cells evolved from liquid-electrolyte DSSC with MAPbI3
or MAPbBr3 as light-absorbing dye on a mesoporous TiO2 scaffold reaching power-conversion
efficiencies between 0.4% and 3.8%.[19, 24, 200, 201] By substituting the liquid electrolyte with
spiro-OMeTAD2 as a solid-state hole-transport layer, power-conversion efficiency could be fur-
ther increased to 10%with simultaneously enhanced stability due to the removal of the corrosive
liquid electrolyte.[25, 26] Furthermore, Snaith and co-workers replaced the electron-transporting
2 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)-9,9’-spirobifluorene
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TiO2 with an insulating Al2O3 scaffold. Surprisingly, the power-conversion efficiency was
even increased which impressively demonstrated that the perovskite material itself facilitates
good ambipolar transport of both holes and electrons.[26, 27] This is also reflected by large
electron and hole mobilities and diffusion lengths exceeding 1µm.[86, 202–206] This inherent
property of organic–inorganic perovskites led to the realization of solar-cell architectures with
a planar perovskite absorber film3 sandwiched between an electron- and a hole-extraction
layer[19, 28] which is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.6. Electron–hole pairs are photogenerated
in the perovskite absorber and collected at the respective metal or TCO4 contact. The electron-
transport layer (ETL) and hole-transport layer (HTL) act as the required charge-selective layers
due to their energy bands blocking either holes or electrons, respectively.
Although there is still an ongoing debate about the exact working principle[208–211] perovskite
solar cells are often perceived as n–i–p heterojunctions with the perovskite absorber as a high-
quality intrinsic layer.[212–214] Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) illustrate the band diagram of a n–i–p
heterojunction in the dark and under illumination at the operating voltage for maximum power
output, the so-calledmaximumpower point (MPP), respectively. The n-doped and p-doped layer
can be identified with ETL and HTL, respectively. Under equilibrium conditions in the dark
(Fig. 2.7 (a)), the difference in thework functions of n-doped and p-doped layer leads to a built-in
potential Vbi.[199, 211, 215] Under illumination (Fig. 2.7 (b)) the Fermi level splits into separate
quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes EF,n and EF,p, respectively, within the intrinsic layer
which determine the maximum achievable voltage V = (EF,n − EF,p) /e.[199, 211, 215] Small
gradients in these quasi-Fermi levels act as driving force for the charge carriers, and selective
collection of electrons and holes is achieved by the extraction layers.[1, 199]
However, the situation appears to be more complex in case of perovskite solar cells since addi-
tional mechanisms can modify the well-known n–i–p working principle. Here, in particular, the
high ionic conductivity in perovskites has to be considered which leads to the presence ofmobile
ions, predominantly iodine in MAPbI3 (see section 2.1.2). These additional movable charges
can influence internal electric fields and, e.g., lead to the complete screening of electric fields
within the bulk of the perovskite layer by accumulation of mobile ions at the interfaces between
perovskite and ETL/HTL as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (c).[216, 217] In general, the coupling of the elec-
tronic transport of holes and electrons with an additional comparably slow transport of mobile
ions, can affect the charge-carrier extraction underworking conditions. Moreover, the accumula-
tion of ions at interfaces will influence surface recombination and, thereby, depend on the actual
materials and interface quality.[217] Various simulations have been performed to elucidate these
more complex phenomena in perovskite solar cells – including mobile cations and/or anions,
different boundary conditions, and different doping of the perovskite (which might be uninten-
tionally p- or n-doped).[112, 213, 217, 219–222] Despite good agreement in most cases further studies
are needed for an universal model beyond individual experimental and computational results.
3 In some device structures, an additional mesoporous TiO2 between compact TIO2 and perovskite absorber (also
infiltrated by the perovskite) is still used because it seems to improve the interface. However, it is not necessary for
well-performing solar cells as pointed out above.[207, 208]
4 Transparent Conductive Oxide, e.g., FTO (Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide), ITO (Indium-doped Tin Oxide),
or IZO (Indium-doped Zinc Oxide)
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In summary, organic–inorganic perovskites exhibit outstanding inherent properties for solar
cells, namely, high absorption coefficient, sufficiently low exciton binding energy and ex-
cellent ambipolar transport of both electrons and holes. In addition, suitable electron- and
hole-transport layers are crucial for high-performance devices. Moreover, the fabrication of
high-quality films and interfaces of both absorber and extraction layers is important to avoid















Figure 2.6: Basic structure of a perovskite solar cell. Incident light (from left side) generates electron–
hole pairs in the perovskite absorber. ETL and HTL ensure selective transport of electrons


























Figure 2.7: Illustration of a n–i–p heterojunction (here, ETL–perovskite–HTL) (a) in dark and (b) under
illumination at maximum power point. Under illumination, the Fermi level splits into quasi-
Fermi levels for electrons and holes EF,n and EF,p within the absorber layer. (c) Mobile
ions present in perovskites presumably introduce different additional effects, e.g., screening
of electric fields within the bulk of the perovskite layer due to accumulation of ions at the
interfaces (in the dark). See also [199,216].
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2.2.2 Cell Architectures and Fabrication Methods
Perovskite solar cells can be fabricated in various configurations using different materials and
layer sequence. The most commonly used so-called “standard” architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 2.8 (a).[29–31] The layer stack is built up on a glass substrate coated with a transparent
conductive oxide, mostly FTO5 or ITO6, as front contact. Typically used materials for the
electron-selective layer (ETL) are TiO2 and SnO2, and spiro-OMeTAD is mainly used as hole-
selective layer (HTL). The device is completed by a thin gold layer as back contact. The final
solar cells are illuminated from the glass side and electrically contacted at the gold and FTO5
(ITO6) layer. Figure 2.8 (b) shows an exemplary scanning-electron micrograph of the sample
structure mainly investigated within this work.
Moreover, also semitransparent devices are achievable by substitution of the gold back contact
with a TCO layer, e.g., sputtered IZO7 [223] (see Fig. 2.8 (c)). Thereby, fabrication of tandem
solar cells with perovskites as large-bandgap absorber can be realized.[148, 151, 153,154] Further-
more, optical spectroscopy techniques in transmission configuration become possible which























Figure 2.8: (a) Standard layer stack of a perovskite solar cell with ETL / perovskite / HTL / gold deposited
on a glass substrate coated with FTO5 or ITO6. (b) Scanning-electron micrograph of an
exemplary device mainly used within this work. (c) Semitransparent devices by substitution
of the gold contact with sputtered IZO allow optical spectroscopy in transmission as well as
fabrication of tandem solar cells (Thin additional interlayers ofMoO3 between IZO7 and spiro-
OMeTAD, and PCBM8 between TiO2 and perovskite are implemented but are not visible
here.). (b) and (c) have been obtained by Simon Woska and Eva Wirth at KIT, and Moritz
Schultes at the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg
(ZSW) in Stuttgart, respectively.
5 Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide
6 Indium-doped Tin Oxide
7 Indium-doped Zinc Oxide
8 Phenyl-C61-Butyric-acid-Methyl ester, a fullerene derivative
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Additionally to the standard architecture, an inverted structure with exchanged order of electron-
and hole-selective layer is feasible which enables the use of other charge-carrier extraction layers
inspired by organic solar cells.[31, 224] Promising results in terms of performance and stability
have been recently reported for solar cells with inverted architecture.[225–230]
Apart from absorber composition and layer sequence, enormous efforts have been invested
in the investigation of improved charge-selective layers (predominantly HTLs)[231] in order
to enhance stability, e.g., by inorganic layers such as NiO[228, 232] or CuSCN,[233] increase
performance,[213, 234, 235] and reduce costs.[236, 237]
The vast majority of perovskite solar cells and, in particular, their absorber layer are fabricated
by spin-coating of a solution with dissolved precursor salts and subsequent thermal annealing
to evaporate residual solvents and start crystallization.[29–31] The straightforward and rather
fast sample preparation facilitates low-cost production and still yields high-quality layers and
devices. Various processing steps and parameters have been developed to improve crystal
quality, e.g., one or two step deposition or solvent engineering.[29–31,238–240] All samples
investigated within this work are based on solution-processing. See appendix F and [223, 241]
for more details about the layer stack. Additionally, solvent-free fabrication of perovskite
absorber layers and complete devices is possible using vacuum deposition. Thereby, the mostly
toxic solvents are avoided and a better control of layer thicknesses and composition as well as
more flexibility in terms of layer sequence[242] is achieved.[28, 243–246]
Particularly with regard to commercial applications, numerous studies examined up-scalable
high-throughput fabrication methods. Spray coating,[247, 248] slot dye coating,[249–251] and blade
coating[252–254] present promising steps towards fast and cheap roll-to-roll processing. Addition-
ally, printing techniques such as screen printing,[255] inkjet printing,[41, 256, 257] and aerosol-jet
printing[258] offer the possibility of customizable and complex geometries. By additional inkjet-
printed fluorescent dye layers, variously colored perovskite solar cells make further practical
applications accessible,[259] e.g, for building-integrated photovoltaics.[260] See [30, 31, 261] for
further information about different technologies.
2.2.3 Dynamic Hysteresis in j–V Analysis and Performance
Characteristics of Perovskite Solar Cells
The analysis of j–V characteristics to assess the performance of perovskite solar cells reveals
rather unusual effects: The experimentallymeasured j–V curve can be very sensitive to different
parameters, namely scan rate, measurement direction (from forward to reverse bias or vice versa),
and pre-measurement conditions, in particular, prebiasing.[217, 262–266] Figure 2.9 presents amore
severe example with distinct variations between the two measurement directions and the scan
rate.[267] This so-called dynamic hysteresis effect complicates the determination of photovoltaic
parameters, i.e., open-circuit voltageVoc (at j = 0), short-circuit current density jsc (at V = 0),
fill factor, and power-conversion efficiency (PCE) since results vary depending on measurement
conditions. Different measurement standards have been proposed and used.[262, 268–271]
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The so-called maximum power-point tracking (MPPT), nowadays one of the standards for
performance characterization of perovskite solar cells, measures the maximum power-output
of the device over time until its stabilization in order to determine a meaningful value for the
power-conversion efficiency.[262, 269]
The observed hysteresis effects are very likely closely linked to the interplay of charge carriers
and slowly moving ions (with time scales up to the order of seconds[129, 272–274]) as mentioned
above. Fast j–V scans at very high scan rates could clearly separate fast carrier dynamics
and slow ionic processes acting as a “slow dynamic background”.[274] Numerous further
studies exploring these phenomena experimentally and theoretically proposed different mech-
anisms[217, 273] including ferroelectric effects,[275] trapping and detrapping of charge carriers at
interfaces,[276, 277] ionic motion and accumulation.[216, 278] Detailed discussions are beyond the
scope of this work and can be found, e.g., in [217, 264].
Fortunately, it turned out that hysteresis effects are strongly reduced or completely vanish in
most high-performance solar cells (in particular, in inverted architecture[229, 230]) and become
more severe in less performing or aged devices.[193, 217, 274,279] Since high-performance devices
rely on high-quality layers and, in particular, interfaces at the charge-selective contacts this
indicates the importance of their (superior) properties for (reduced) hysteresis effects.[276, 280–282]
Additionally, a meaningful comparison of performance results is possible in this case (in
combination with MPP tracking).




























Figure 2.9: Dynamic hysteresis effect. The shape of the measured j–V curve can be strongly dependent
on scan rate and measurement direction (1.1 V→ −0.5 V or −0.5 V→ 1.1 V). Accord-
ingly, the determination of photovoltaic parameters, i.e, Voc, jsc, fill factor, and PCE, is not
unambigiously possible. Data obtained in collaboration with Nico Weber.[267]
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Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells
Perovskite-based thin-film solar cells show remarkable performance results. The current world
record of the power-conversion efficiency of 24.2% for a research cell outperforms estab-
lished technologies such as Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (23.3%),[14] multicrystalline silicon (22.3%),[10]
and CdTe (22.1%).[10]
Values above 90% of the maximum predicted by the Shockley–Queisser limit (SQL)[283] have
been reported for short-circuit current density jsc and open-circuit voltage Voc (as well as fill
factors of 84% [284] and 87% [285]):
jsc,max
22.8 mA cm−2 =̂ 92% of SQL with Eg = 1.63 eV [168]
24.9 mA cm−2 =̂ 92% of SQL with Eg = 1.56 eV [286]
Voc,max
1.26 V =̂ 95% of SQL with Eg = 1.6 eV [287]
1.31 V =̂ 91% of SQL with Eg = 1.72 eV [185]
Table 2.1: Best reported values of short-circuit current density jsc and open-circuit voltageVoc exceed 90%
of the theoretical Shockley–Queisser limit (SQL).
However, since these values are not achieved within one single device the power-conversion
efficiencies of the best devices reach a maximum of between 70% and 80% of the Shockley–
Queisser limit (compared to excellent 81% for crystalline silicon and 87% for GaAs).[185, 283, 288]
2.3 Opportunities and Challenges
for Organic–Inorganic Perovskites
The exceptional optoelectronic properties of organic–inorganic perovskite materials, which
led to the remarkable performance results of perovskite solar cells, also facilitate the devel-
opment of promising applications even beyond photovoltaics. However, still open challenges
such as toxicity and stability of the perovskite compounds and respective devices have to
be overcome for successful commercialization. Both light and shade of perovskite-based
applications will be summarized within this section in order to complete this review about
organic–inorganic perovskites.
Tandem Solar Cells
As already mentioned above, perovskite solar cells are ideal candidates for wide-bandgap top
cells in tandem solar cells. Bandgap energies of Eg = 1.65 eV − 1.80 eV can be realized
using composition tuning and represent the ideal range for a combination with silicon or
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Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells as bottom cell (Eg ≈ 1.1 eV).[155, 156, 289] Remarkable results have been
achieved for both individually contacted top and bottom cells (4-terminal configuration, 4T)
and monolithically stacked architectures (2-terminal devices, 2T). In case of complete thin-film
tandem solar cells consisting of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and perovskite, power-conversion efficiencies up
to 25.3% (4T)[151, 153, 154] and 22.4% (2T)[152] have been reported.
The combination with highly efficient silicon solar cells yields even higher values up
to 26.4% (4T)[148] and 25.2% (2T).[57, 149, 150] The latter has been realized by successful de-
position of the perovskite film and contact layers on top of a textured silicon cell.[150] Just
recently, OxfordPV, a pioneering spin-out of the University of Oxford, set a new world
record of 28% for perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells demonstrating the huge potential of
this technology.[10, 290, 291]
Further Applications in Photovoltaics
The possible solution-based and low-temperature (< 150 ◦C) deposition techniques (see sec-
tion 2.2.2) enable fabrication of perovskite devices on flexible substrates such as polymer
foils.[292–294] Additionally, especially inkjet printing[41, 256, 257] facilitates highly customizable
perovskite solar cells which can be produced either colored[259] or with color-neutral trans-
mission[295] for building-integrated photovoltaics.[260] Furthermore, first results on perovskite-
coatedflexible fibers for possible application inwearable electronics have been presented.[296, 297]
Perovskite-based solar cells exhibit an unprecedented power-to-weight ratio of 23 W g−1 which
makes them suitable candidates for photovoltaic applications in space.[298] This environ-
ment implies different requirements including low temperatures and radiation tolerance against
electrons and protons.[299, 300]
Perovskite Lasers and Light-Emitting Diodes
Due to the fact that high-performance solar-cell materials are also suitable for efficient light
emission (“A great solar cell needs to be a great LED”,[301]), light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
based on organic–inorganic perovskites can been realized. The first LED operating at liquid-N2
temperature was demonstrated years before the first solar cell.[33] Nowadays, also room-
temperature performance is achieved.[34, 35] Recently, the external quantum efficiency (EQE),
i.e. the efficiency of electron-to-photon conversion, exceeded 20%[36, 37] and, thereby, ap-
proaches the values for quantum-dot LEDs (∼ 20%)[302] and OLEDs (up to 31%).[303, 304]
Furthermore, optically pumped amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and lasing have been
established in organic–inorganic perovskites by utilizing, e.g., distributed feedback (DFB) grat-
ing structures[38–42] or whispering-gallery mode (WGM) resonators.[43–45] In the context of light
emission, perovskite nanocrystals provide promising properties in terms of photoluminescence
quantum yield (PLQY), stability, and wavelength tuning and profit from the defect tolerance of
perovskites.[106, 160, 305] Further information can be found, e.g., in [305–308].
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Toxicity
Since lead is an integral constituent of most organic–inorganic perovskites questions about
toxicity are raised. While some studies emphasize the toxicity of lead (and possibly methy-
lammonium)[309, 310] others claim that the released amount of lead would be small even for
complete failure of the solar-cell encapsulation and despite the water solubility of Pb2+.[311]
Various approaches to fabricate lead-free alternatives have been pursued but with clearly re-
duced power-conversion efficiency.[312–315] Tin-based perovskites yield values up to 9%but with
the drawback of decreased stability and still some toxicity issues.[316–318] Other more stable
compounds are Cs3Bi2I9[319] and so-called double perovskites, e.g., Cs2AgBiBr6,[320, 321] with
power-conversion efficiencies of up to 3%. Furthermore, with respect to lead-based perovskites,
possible recycling of lead as well as FTO-coated substrates has been demonstrated.[322, 323]
Stability
Clearly, the major challenge for commercialization of perovskite solar cells and other
perovskite-based devices is their long-term stability.[50–53] Strong progress has been made
increasing the stability of perovskite solar cells from days to more than a year.[54] Some of
the standard tests of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have been already
passed,[55] e.g., thermal stability for 1000 h at 85 ◦C,[56] damp heat test at 85% relative humidity
and 85 ◦C,[57, 58] and thermal cycling between−40 ◦C and 85 ◦C[58] However, additional degra-
dation mechanisms and influences have been found which are not included in standard testing,
e.g., loss of PCE during temperature cycling under operation (despite stable performance at
constant high temperatures).[324] Overall, there is still a long way to go in understanding and
preventing the various degradation mechanisms not only of the perovskite absorber but also of
the charge-extraction layers (in particular, organic materials) and contacts.
One of the most detrimental influences that degrades organic–inorganic perovskites is moisture.
Both reversible formation of a hydrated perovskite and irreversible degradation by formation
of PbI2 can occur depending on humidity and condensation of water.[325–327] In addition to the
encapsulation of devices, the development of 2D perovskite layers on top of a 3D perovskite
is a successful strategy to reduce moisture sensitivity.[54, 183–185] The presence of oxygen can
also harm the perovskite or organic transport layers, in particular, in combination with UV
radiation leading to the formation of O−2 superoxides. These superoxides can easily react
with the MA cation leading to formation of PbI2 and, thereby, irreversible degradation of the
perovskite.[328–330] The photocatalytic TiO2 supports these processes and needs to be replaced
by SnO2 or optimized for long-term stability.[52, 331] Due to the possible low-temperature
fabrication of perovskites and organic extraction layers, e.g., spiro-OMeTAD, these materials
are also prone to thermal degradation.[332–334] Therefore, the development of stable, possibly
inorganic HTLs is essential for thermal stability. Concerning the perovskite absorber itself,
the exact composition can have a strong impact on ion migration that can lead to segregation
in the material. For instance, halide segregation occurs under illumination after seconds or
minutes in MAPb(I1−xBrx)3.[335] These effects are reported to be suppressed in multiple-
cation compounds including additional FA and Cs (see chapter 9 for more details).[336, 337]
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2.4 Summary and Relevance for This Work
Organic–inorganic perovskites represent a class of materials crystallizing in an ABX3 structure
with an organic cation at the A site within an inorganic framework, e.g., methylammonium lead
iodide, CH3NH3PbI3, (abbreviated as MAPbI3) as the most prominent example. Their specific
band structure with valence band maximum and conduction band minimum both formed by
antibondingmolecular orbitals (in case ofMAPbI3, mainly from Pb–6s / I–5p and Pb–6p atomic
orbitals ) gives rise to high absorption coefficients and so-called defect tolerance. The resulting
outstanding optoelectronic properties combined with possible low-temperature and solution-
processed fabrication entail the successful application of perovskite materials in thin-film solar
cells, LEDs, lasers and many more.
Despite remarkable power-conversion efficiencies of perovskite solar cells exceeding 24%,[10]
fundamental understanding lacks behind in some areas. One example is the binding energy EB
of excitons (i.e., bound electron–hole pairs) in perovskites which is still under debate.[79, 338–341]
The determination of EB for different perovskite compounds is one of the objectives of this
work (see chapter 7). Furthermore, the influence of excitonic effects on fundamental transitions
in MAPbI3 are investigated using temperature-dependent optical spectroscopy. In the context
of solar cells, these questions are of particular relevance since the separation of photogen-
erated electron–hole pairs is the fundamental working principle in photovoltaics. Therefore,
implications of excitonic effects on solar-cell performance are discussed.
The feasibility of compositional engineering for optimization of desired material properties,
mainly bandgap tuning and stability enhancement, is an important aspect for further evolution
of perovskite devices. Multiple-cation lead mixed-halide compounds including Cs, FA, and
MA as well as I and Br have demonstrated promising properties in terms of improved power-
conversion efficiency and stability. Therefore, a special emphasis of this work is on the optical
and structural properties of these compounds. On the one hand, temperature-induced phase
transitions between different crystal phases (orthorhombic and tetragonal) and their impact
on the bandgap energy are studied (see chapter 8). The occurence of phase transitions in
the temperature range of operation of solar cells or lasers can have a significant impact on
the performance. Furthermore, stability of organic–inorganic perovskites and related devices
is the key challenge for commercialization. Mixed-halide compounds show fast segregation
of the halides under illumination which can be reduced by additional cation incorporation.
The stability of the promising multiple-cation lead mixed-halide compounds is thoroughly
examined in chapter 9. Electromodulation spectroscopy provides the required sensitivity for
determination of small changes in bandgap energy which serve as an indicator for segregation
effects in this work.
Therefore, the utilized absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy are presented in the
following chapters. Since the dielectric function describes the interaction of light and matter it
represents the underlying foundation for the understanding of spectroscopic techniques and is
thus introduced in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Implications of Excitons on
Dielectric Function and Absorption
in Semiconductors
Bound electron–hole pairs, named excitons, can play an important role in semiconducting ma-
terials such as organic–inorganic perovskites, especially for the application in photovoltaics.
By absorption of photons in the semiconductor, simultaneously electrons in the conduction
band and holes in the valence band are generated. The efficient extraction of these charge
carriers is crucial for the performance of the photovoltaic device. Consequently, the forma-
tion of bound electron–hole pairs can hinder separation and extraction of charge carriers in
solar cells. Therefore, the analysis of excitonic effects in absorber layers of solar cells is of
particular relevance.
This chapter serves as an introduction on how excitons affect the optical properties of direct
semiconductors. Since all optical characteristics are embedded in the dielectric function ε, an
overview of the basicmodeling of εwill be given as well as important fundamental relationships,
e.g. the so-called Kramers–Kronig relations (section 3.1). After a discussion of optical excita-
tions in the one-electron picture neglecting charge-carrier interactions, the attractive Coulomb
potential between negatively charged electrons and positively charged holes is implemented
leading to two-particle bound states named excitons (section 3.2). Equipped with the modeling
of the wave function and energy levels of weakly boundWannier–Mott excitons, their impact on
the dielectric function as well as the respective absorption coefficient is discussed. The resulting
Elliott formula describes the absorption spectrum including excitonic effects and demonstrates
significant changes not only due to bound states, but also because of a continuum of ionized
excitonic states above the bandgap energy (section 3.3).
3.1 The Dielectric Function of Semiconductors
The essential foundation of every optical spectroscopy is the interaction of matter with electro-
magnetic waves. In the framework ofMaxwell’s equations, this is described by the fundamental
relation D = ε0E + P of electric displacement field D, electric field E and polarization field P.
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For the materials and excitation densities used in this work, the discussion can be restricted
to the case of linear optics, for which a linear response of the polarization P induced in the
material by an external electric field E is assumed. This is characterized by the susceptibility




P (ω, k) = χ (ω, k)E (ω, k) = (ε (ω, k)− 1)E (ω, k) (3.1)
Generally being a second-rank tensor, ε (ω, k) is reduced to a scalar function for isotropicmedia.
Since the wavelength of light is much larger than relevant atomic distances, e.g., lattice constant
or exciton radius, in most cases, the k dependence of ε (ω, k) (so-called spatial dispersion) can
be neglected.[343, 344] The remaining ε (ω) is a complex function ε (ω) = εr (ω) + iεi (ω).
The real and imaginary part of the dielectric function are linked by so-called Kramers–Kronig
relations (in the absence of magnetic fields)[342–344]





















where P denotes the Cauchy principal part of the integral. These fundamental relationships are
solely based on causality since the response to an electric field cannot appear before the electric
field itself. Moreover, they imply that either εr (ω) or εi (ω) are sufficient for the description of
optical material properties.
The exact modeling of the dielectric function ε (ω) requires a detailed understanding of possible
excitations in the system. In case of transitions from the valence to the conduction band in
direct semiconductors, first-order perturbation theory (Fermi’s Golden Rule) yields, e.g., for






d3k |Pcv (k)|2 δ (Ec (k)− Ev (k)− ~ω) (3.3)
where |Pcv (k)| designates the matrix element for transitions from the valence band Ev (k) to
the conduction band Ec (k) using the dipole approximation and
∫
BZ the integral over the first
Brillouin zone. The Dirac delta function δ ensures energy conservation and can be alternatively













(Ec (k)− Ev (k)− ~ω) t
]
dt (3.4)
which will be further used for the discussion of electric-field induced effects on ε in chapter
5.2. Since the transition matrix element is approximately constant close to the band edge, this
result can simplified by introducing the k-independent oscillator strength fcv ∝ |Pcv| /ω and




fcv ·Dj (~ω) . (3.5)
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The remaining integration over the constant energy surface Sk (with Ecv = const.) defines the









which essentially describes the density of optical transitions for a given energy difference
Ecv ..= Ecv (k) = Ec (k)−Ev (k) of conduction and valence band (Accordingly, ~ω = Ecv for
optical transitions described in ε (ω).).
In other words, the imaginary part εi of the dielectric function is determined by the combination
of the oscillator strength fcv, describing the transition probability, as well as the density of
possible transitions Dj. Accordingly, in the vicinity of the band edge, the dielectric function
εi (ω) is mainly governed by the shape of the JDOS.
The singularities in Dj (Ecv) for vanishing |∇k (Ecv)| (see (3.6)) are named critical points or
Van-Hove singularities and are classified in M0, M1, M2, and M3 (see [342–344] for details).
The energy of critical points in the band structure can be precisely determined by modulation
spectroscopy which will be discussed in chapter 5.
For an M0 critical point, e.g., the fundamental absorption edge of a direct semiconductor, the
calculation ofDj (Ecv = ~ω) in the vicinity of the band edge results in a square-root dependence
∝
√
~ω − Eg above the bandgap energyEg (assuming parabolic band dispersion and 3 dimen-






~ω − Eg ~ω ≥ Eg
0 ~ω ≤ Eg
(3.7)
The corresponding absorption coefficient α can be deduced from the imaginary part of the
dielectric function εi via[343–345]
α (ω) = 2k0 · κ (ω) =
ω
c0 · n (ω)
· εi (ω) , (3.8)
where ñ (ω) = n (ω) + iκ (ω) denotes the complex refractive index and is linked to ε (ω) by
εr = n
2 − κ2 and εi = 2nκ. c0 and k0 are the speed and the wavenumber of light in vacuum,









~ω − Eg ~ω ≥ Eg
0 ~ω ≤ Eg
(3.9)
Equivalent to εi (ω), the absorption coefficient of a direct semiconductor close to the band
edge is strongly dominated by the square-root dependence of the JDOS. Taking finite lifetime
broadening Γ into account smears out the absorption onset at the bandgap energy Eg and leads
to the expression α (~ω) ∝
√
~ω − Eg + iΓ (similar is true for εi (ω)).[346, 347]
However, so far we only used the one-electron approximation for the description of direct
band-to-band transitions. In fact, multi-particle excitations such as excitons play a crucial role
in many semiconductors, e.g., organic-inorganic perovskites.
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3.2 Fundamentals of Excitons
In the one-electron picture, we only considered the excitation of a single electron from the
valence to the conduction band leading to a “missing” electron in the valence band, a so-called
hole. However, since electrons and holes are charged (quasi-)particles, they influence each
other via the Coulomb interaction. This attractive potential leads to a correlation of the motion
of electron and hole and, as a result, to bound electron–hole pairs, in analogy to the hydrogen
or positronium atom, which are called excitons.[342–344,348]
Since the Coulomb potential only depends on the relative position of electron and hole to
each other, it is convenient to decompose the exciton motion into a relative motion of electron
and hole, and a center-of-mass translation. In most semiconductors, the Coulomb potential is
strongly screened by valence electrons (associated with large dielectric constants) leading to
only weakly interacting electrons and holes.[343–345] These weakly bound electron–hole pairs
are known as Wannier–Mott excitons (or simply Wannier excitons) and can be described in
the effective mass approximation with me and mh for electron and hole, respectively. The
resulting problem for the relative motion of electron and hole can be solved in analogy to the
hydrogen atom. The dispersion relation of excitons (consisting of relative and center-of-mass
contribution) is then given by[343, 344]







with the principal quantum number nB = 1, 2, 3, ..., center-of-mass wave vector K = ke + kh
and massM = me +mh of the exciton. The exciton binding energyEB of the bound electron–
hole pair (also known as excitonic Rydberg energy following the hydrogen atom) and the related











with reduced exciton mass µ = memhme+mh , Rydberg energy Ry = 13.6 eV and Bohr radius
aB ≈ 0.053 nm of the hydrogen atom and electron massm0.[348]
In typical semiconductors, the exciton binding energy EB is in the range of some meV, e.g.,
4.9meV in GaAs[343] or 14.7meV in Si,[349] up to 59meV in ZnO,[343, 344] due to reduced µ
and large ε because of the screened Coulomb potential. Similarly, the exciton Bohr radius
is significantly increased compared to the hydrogen atom. Typical values are in the range of
1 nm − 100 nm and, thus, much larger than the lattice constant, which justifies the effective
mass approximation forWannier excitons in a self-consistent way.[343, 344, 348] However, excitons
which are confined to one unit cell exist in some materials, e.g., alkaline halides such as NaCl,
and are called Frenkel excitons.[343–345]
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The dispersion relation of Wannier excitons is depicted in Fig. 3.1. As described by (3.10), it
consists of a series of parabolas describing the center-of-mass dispersion. For nB → ∞, the
excitonic states merge into the ionization continuum above the bandgap energy Eg.
The wave function ofWannier excitons ΨKnB,l,m (re, rh) consists of the conduction- and valence-
band functions φe,h (re,h) with space coordinate re,h of electron or hole, respectively, the plane-
wave factor eiK·R describing the free propagation of the exciton through the crystal and an
envelope function φenvnB,l,m (r):
[344, 350]
ΨKnB,l,m (re, rh) =
√
Ω φe (re)φh (rh) eiK·RφenvnB,l,m (r) (3.13)
with normalization factor
√
Ω and the relative and center-of-mass coordinates r = re − rh and
R = mere+mhrhme+mh , respectively. The envelope functions φ
env
nB,l,m
(r) are solutions to the modified
hydrogen problem and describe the relative motion of electron and hole.[344, 350] By using the
wave function ΨKnB,l,m (re, rh) in (3.13), the influence of Wannier excitons on the absorption
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Figure 3.1: Dispersion relation of Wannier excitons in a semiconductor with bandgap energy Eg and
exciton binding energyEB (see (3.10)). Bound states with nB = 1, 2, 3 and continuum states
are illustrated. Visualization based on [344].
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3.3 Absorption of Excitonic Semiconductors
and Elliott Formula
In order to evaluate the influence of excitons on the absorption in the vicinity of the band
edge of a direct semiconductor (in general: in the vicinity of a M0 critical point), the con-





|P0f|2 δ (Ef (K)− E0 − ~ω) , (3.14)
where |P0f|2 describes the transition matrix element from ground state with no excitons and
energy E0 to the final excited state with an exciton with energy Ef and wave vector K. Due
to momentum conservation, K must be equal to the negligible photon wave vector leading to
K ≈ 0. Calculations by Elliott demonstrate that the transition matrix element |P0f|2 and,
thereby, the oscillator strength fnB of the nB-th excitonic transition is directly proportional to




∣∣φenvnB,l,m (r = 0)∣∣2 . (3.15)
Since r = 0 is identical to re = rh, this can be interpreted in such a way that fnB is determined by
the probability of finding a conduction-band electron and a valence-band hole within the same
lattice unit cell or, in other words, by the overlap of the electron and hole wave function.[78, 343]
The further derivation of the imaginary part of the dielectric function εi (ω) and the corre-
sponding absorption α (~ω) leads to an expression consisting of two contributions: a series of
discrete absorption lines due to bound electron–hole pairs and a continuum of ionized excitons
above the bandgap. Both are presented in the following sections.
3.3.1 Bound States of Electrons and Holes
According to the dispersion relation in (3.10), for vanishing wave vector K, excitons exhibit a
series of discrete energy levels ∝ 1/n2B below the bandgap energy Eg which show up in the
absorption spectrum as discrete lines.
Because
∣∣∣φenvnB,l,m (0)∣∣∣2 and, thereby, the oscillator strength fnB are nonzero exclusively for l = 0
(analogous to the hydrogen atom), only excitons with s-like wave functions can be optically






3.3 Absorption of Excitonic Semiconductors and Elliott Formula













where the δ function serves a similar purpose as the JDOS in (3.5). Accordingly, εi (ω) and the
corresponding absorption spectrum consist of a sum of infinitely sharp peaks with a decreasing
intensity ∝ 1/n3B.
3.3.2 Ionization Continuum Above the Bandgap Energy
In the ionization continuum for energies ~ω > Eg, the excitons are ionized and electrons and
holes are no longer in a bound state. However, there is still a residual effect of the Coulomb
interaction due to the mutual attraction of electrons and holes. This leads to a correlation of
their statistical positions in space and, thereby, an enhanced wavefunction overlap. Analogously
to (3.15), the oscillator strength is determined by the probability of finding electron and hole in
the same unit cell. Calculations by Elliott yield[77, 78, 342, 343]∣∣φenvnB,l,m (r = 0)∣∣2 = τeτNV sinh (τ) , (3.18)




The density of states for excitons with parabolic dispersion is similar to (3.7) given by[77]
D (~ω) ∝
√
~ω − Eg (3.19)










For vanishing exciton binding energy EB → 0 leading to τ → 0, τe
τ
sinh(τ) is close to unity and
reproduces the non-excitonic case in (3.7).
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3.3.3 Elliott Formula and Sommerfeld Enhancement Factor
Combining the contributions of bound electron–hole pairs and the ionization continuum in
(3.17) and (3.20), and calculating the corresponding absorption α (~ω) results in the so-called
Elliott formula[77, 79, 351]


















Contribution of bound excitons





sinh (τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ionization continuum
 , (3.21)
with transition matrix element µ2cv (similar to |Pcv|
2 above, e.g., in (3.3)) and the Heaviside
step function θ.
This result is also confirmed by more elaborate calculations by Haug and Koch.[78] Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Elliott Formula (red curve) consisting of a series of discrete lines arising from bound electron–
hole pairs and the ionization continuum above the bandgap energy Eg (Intensities of discrete




The comparison of the excitonic continuum absorption αcontinuum (see (3.20) and (3.8)) and




















For photon energies ~ω close to the bandgap energy Eg, S is approximately constant to
1/
√
~ω − Eg compensating the square-root dependence in the non-excitonic case. This results
in a constant absorption close to the band edge and demonstrates the significant influence
of excitonic effects due to the Coulomb interaction even above the bandgap energy Eg (see
Fig. 3.2). For vanishing exciton binding energyEB, S is close to unity and the first contribution
of bound excitons in (3.21) vanishes, recovering the result for free charge carriers in (3.9).
This discussion of the Sommerfeld enhancement is continued in chapter 7.3.1 with a more
illustrative description of excitonic effects by means of the example of perovskites.
3.4 Summary
This chapter presents an overview about the optical properties of semiconductors starting
from the dielectric function ε and highlighting the influence of bound electron–hole pairs, i.e.,
excitons, on ε as well as on the absorption spectrum.
The complex dielectric function ε contains all information about the optical properties of a
solid-state material. Due to causality, its real and imaginary part are fundamentally linked
by Kramers–Kronig relations which will be used for the evaluation of experimental spectra
in chapter 5.
For semiconductors, the imaginary part εi can be modeled by calculating the transition rate
of electrons from the valence to the conduction band due to the absorption of photons using
Fermi’s Golden Rule. The resulting absorption spectrum mainly depends on the joint density
of states (JDOS) of valence and conduction band and results in a square-root dependence in the
vicinity the bandgap. Additionally, the JDOS exhibits singularities at critical points which can
be experimentally determined using modulation spectroscopy (see chapter 5).
However, for a complete description of semiconducting materials, bound states of electrons and
holes due to the attracting Coulomb potential need to be considered. These electron–hole pairs
are only weakly bound in most semiconductors because of the screened Coulomb potential and
are called Wannier–Mott excitons with discrete energy levels similar to the hydrogen atom.
By taking these two-particle excitations into account, the resulting absorption spectra are
significantly changed. Below the bandgap energy Eg, a series of discrete lines arises from
the discrete excitonic energy levels. However, even above Eg, the absorption spectrum is
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modified by the correlation of electron and hole movement. The change of this ionization
continuum compared to the square-root dependence in the non-excitonic case is described by
the Sommerfeld enhancement factor S. This results in an constant absorption closely above
the bandgap. The complete description of the absorption including excitons is combined in the
so-called Elliott formula.
Still, for an effective application in the evaluation of experimental absorption spectra, further





The detailed description of the impact of excitonic effects on the absorption coefficient of
semiconductors by the Elliott formula presented in chapter 3 facilitates a verification by ex-
perimentally obtained absorption spectra. This chapter presents the experimental realization
(section 4.1) and necessary background for the evaluation of measured spectra. The latter
includes phenomenological modifications of the Elliott formula such as finite line-width broad-
ening Γ to enable least-squares fitting to experimental data (section 4.2). In addition, the
concept of the so-called f -sum rule method proposed by Sestu et al.[352] can be utilized for de-
termination of the exciton binding energy EB from temperature-dependent absorption spectra
(section 4.3). It relies on the fact that the oscillator strength f is independent of the temperature-
dependent line-width broadening Γ and can be employed for a more reliable evaluation of EB
by normalization and integration of measured spectra.
4.1 Experimental Realization of Temperature-Dependent
Absorption Spectroscopy
The absorption of a material can be calculated based on energy conservation of the inci-
dent light:[353]
Iincident = Ireflection + Itransmission + Iabsorption ⇔ 1 = R+ T +A′ (4.1)
which is also reflected by the relative coefficients {R, T,A′} = Ix/Iincident of reflected, trans-
mitted, and absorbed light intensity Ix = {Ireflection, Itransmission, Iabsorption}.
Generally, for the evaluation of absorption spectra, not the so-called absorptance A′ but the
logarithmic absorbance A is used which is, for transparent samples (R ≈ 0), given by[353]
A ≈ − log10 T. (4.2)
It is related to the absorption coefficient α by A = (d/ ln 10) · α with d being the distance of
the light traveling through the medium.[353]
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In order to obtain absolute values for absorptance A′ and absorbance A, both reflectance R
and transmittance T are measured using an Ulbricht sphere (or integrating sphere) to collect
also scattered light. However, this is not feasible for temperature-dependent measurements
using a liquid-helium cryostat. Still, for the evaluation of absorbance spectra performed in this
work, the assumptions of transparent samples and negligible scattering are sufficient (similar
to most reports in literature[353]). An exemplary comparison of measurement results with
spectra obtained by a commercial spectrophotometer with integrating sphere (PerkinElmer
Lambda 1050) at room temperature is presented in Fig. A.1 (a) in appendix A.1.
Figure 4.1 depicts the experimental setup to record temperature-dependent absorption spectra.
Since the bandgap energyEg of the investigated perovskites is in the range of∼ 1.5 eV−2.3 eV
(∼ 830 nm−540 nm) a halogen lamp serves as suitable illumination source. The light is guided
onto the sample by a series of lenses (L) and a pinhole (PH). The detection of the transmitted
light is performed using a grating monochrometer with 0.275m focal length following a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera. For the wavelength calibration a neon spectral lamp is used.
The sample is mounted in a liquid-helium cryostat which allows to control the temperature T
in a range of 4.2K up to room temperature. The transmission coefficient T and the related















4.2 K − 295 K
Figure 4.1: Experimental realization of temperature-dependent absorption spectroscopy within this work.
The sample is mounted in a liquid-helium cryostat (T = 4.2 K−295 K) and illuminated by a
halogen lamp. The transmitted light is focused on the entrance slit of a gratingmonochromator
and detected by a CCD camera. Detailed information about setup components can be found
in appendix A.3.
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4.2 Generalized Elliott Formula for the Evaluation of Absorption Spectra
Further details about each component of the setup can be found in appendix A.3. Additionally,
a different setup was used for the simultaneous measurement of absorption and modulation
spectra which is presented in chapter 6.1.
4.2 Generalized Elliott Formula
for the Evaluation of Absorption Spectra
For an effective application of the Elliott formula in the evaluation of experimental spectra,
further phenomenological advancements are necessary. Obviously, the infinitesimal line width
of the bound excitonic states needs to be replaced by a realistic finite line width Γ which
accounts, e.g., for homogeneous lifetime broadening. This can be realized by substituting
the δ function in (3.21) with a bell-shaped function such as the hyperbolic secant function
sech (x/Γ).[78, 79, 351] Similar can be achieved for the ionization continuum by convolution
with sech (x/Γ).
Additionally, Saba et al. introduced a correction factor b in the joint dispersion relation
of valence and conduction band to account for deviations from the assumption of perfectly
parabolic bands[79]




with the reduced electron–hole mass µ. The resulting joint density of states D′ (~ω) is then
given by
D′ (~ω) ∝ 1
1− 8µ2b~4 (~ω − Eg)
√
~ω − Eg (4.4)
which reproduces the parabolic assumption for b = 0.
A generalized version of the Elliott formula including finite line-width broadening Γ and
non-parabolicity correction factor b is then suitable for the evaluation of measured
absorption spectra:[79]


































1− 8µ2b~4 (E − Eg)︸ ︷︷ ︸





Chapter 4 Absorption Spectroscopy and Evaluation Methods
Figure 4.2 illustrates the influence of different values for Γ and b. Larger values of the non-
parabolicity factor b lead to an increased upwards-bending of the initially constant ionization
continuum at higher photon energies. Finite line-width broadening Γ results in a broadening of
both the discrete excitonic peaks and the onset of the ionization continuum. Correspondingly,
the sum of excitonic peaks is strongly dominated by the n = 1 contribution and higher-order
peaks can only be resolved for Γ . 0.1EB.
The generalized Elliott formula enables the evaluation of experimental spectra using least-
squares fits. However, a careful analysis of these Elliott fits is required because of numerous
fitting parameters.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the generalized Elliott formula (red) proposed by Saba et al. consisting of a
sum of discrete excitonic peaks (green) and the ionization continuum (blue).[79] Realistic
parameters for MAPbI3 are used (Eg = 1.65 eV, EB = 30 meV, Γ = 20 meV) but with
ideally parabolic bands (b = 0). Finite line-width broadening Γ acts on both the width of
the excitonic peaks and the onset of the continuum (here Γ = 2 meV − 30 meV). The
sum of the broadened excitonic peaks is strongly dominated by the n = 1 states. Only for
very small Γ . 0.1EB, the n = 2 peak can be resolved which is typically not observed in
absorption measurements of perovskites. Inset: A finite non-parabolicity factor b leads to an
upward-bending of the constant ionization continuum (here 8µ
2b
~4 = 0 eV
−1 − 1.2 eV−1).
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4.3 f -Sum Rule Method for Determination
of the Exciton Binding Energy
The analysis of temperature-dependent absorption spectra by fitting the generalized Elliott for-
mula in (4.5) to experimental data yields reliable results for the bandgap energy Eg and the
exciton binding energy EB, especially at cryogenic temperatures. However, for temperatures T
approaching room temperature, the reliability can be compromised, in particular for semicon-
ductors with small EB, because the increasing line-width broadening Γ can lead to difficulties
in resolving the sum of discrete excitonic peaks and the ionization continuum separately. While
the accuracy of the determined bandgap energy Eg might still be sufficient for the desired
application, the situation is much more critical for exciton binding energies EB in the meV
range. A representative example of these difficulties is shown in Fig. B.1 in appendix B.
In order to improve the reliability of the determination of EB, Sestu et al. proposed a different
method.[352] The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 based on calculated spectra using the
generalized Elliott formula in (4.5). Afterwards the underlying principle will be translated into
a practical evaluation method.
All curves depicted in Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b) are shifted by the respective energy position
Eex = Eg − EB of the excitonic peak maximum which facilitates better comparison.
Additionally, each spectrum is normalized to the absorbance at a defined energy En (in
this case En = Eex + 0.25 eV). The normalization eliminates any dependence on the pref-
actor µ2cv in (4.5) which is typically influenced by lattice contraction or expansion as well as
phase transitions.[352]
In Fig. 4.3 (a), the broadening parameter Γ is varied while EB is kept constant. Thereby, the
shape of the excitonic continuum is not strongly modified, but only the excitonic peak and the
band edge become broadened (see also Fig. 4.2). The integral I over the depicted energy range,





α (E) dE (4.6)
stays approximately constant in the case of varyingΓ at fixedEB which is presented in Fig. 4.3 (c)
as dashed blue curve.
In contrast, if Γ is kept constant while varying EB (Fig. 4.3 (b)) both the discrete lines and the
ionization continuum are clearly affected. The corresponding integrated normalized absorption
I is no longer constant but increases with EB as shown in Fig. 4.3 (c) as solid red curve.
The underlying physical principle behind this phenomenon is a so-called f -sum rule. The total
activity of oscillators (or resonances) in this frequency range (in general, all frequencies) is
given by the sum of all oscillators described by their oscillator strength f .[78, 345] This f -sum
is independent of any details of the applied model or the dielectric function as long as all
oscillators are included.[78, 345, 352]
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the basic principle behind the f -sum rule method proposed by Sestu et al.[352]
The spectra are calculated according to the generalized Elliott formula in (4.5), shifted by the
excitonic peak position Eex and normalized to En = Eex + 0.25 eV for better comparison.
Parameters similar toMAPbI3 are used (Eg = 1.6 eV,EB = 25 meV in (a), andΓ = 15 meV
in (b)). (a) The variation of Γ only affects the excitonic features close to the absorption edge.
(b) Varying EB strongly affects both the discrete lines and the excitonic continuum. (c) The
integrated normalized absorption I is nearly constant for varying Γ (dashed blue line) as in
(a) but increases for larger values ofEB (red curve) as in (b). This is based on the fact, that the
oscillator strength f does only change with EB but not with Γ, leading to a so-called f -sum
rule. Visualization based on [352].
Since the line-width broadening Γ only defines the (spectral) spread of the transitions (or
oscillators) contributing to the absorption, the integral I of all transitions is independent of Γ
and stays constant.[352] On the other hand, a change of the exciton binding energy EB modifies
the oscillator strength and, thereby, the integral I .
This principle is exploited in the proposed f -sum rule method since for known values of the
non-parabolicity factor b, the integral becomes a function I (EB) which only depends on EB
and serves as a direct measure for the exciton binding energy.
In practice, experimental absorption spectra are shifted by Eex (determined by a fit of the
excitonic peak or linear interpolation for completely washed-out peaks at high temperatures)
and normalized to the absorbance α (En) at En. For the subsequent numerical integration
of the experimentally obtained spectra, the normalization energy En is also chosen as up-
per limit of the integrated normalized absorption Iexp (with index “exp” for the experimen-
tal spectra). Thus, the choice of En influences the value of Iexp but not the f -sum rule
as long as En − Eg  Γ. However, the best sensitivity of Iexp on EB is expected when
En leads to comparable contributions of the discrete and continuum part in the integral.[352]
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Additionally, the lower bound of the integral in (4.6) is chosen to beEex−∆with∆ being large
enough to ensure that the whole excitonic peak is included even for large Γ at room temperature.
Simultaneously, ∆ needs to be small enough to reject any low-energy absorption which is not
due to band-to-band transitions.[352]
In order to obtain quantitative values for the exciton binding energyEB, the function I (EB) for
the integrated normalized absorption needs to be inverted. Since this is not analytically possible,
the “inversion” is achieved by calculating I (EB) as in Fig. 4.3 (c) utilizing the generalized Elliott
formula and inserting the parameters used in the experimental evaluation, e.g, normalization
energyEn and lower bound of the integral.[352] By comparison with the experimental value Iexp,





/~4 describing non-parabolic bands needs to be obtained by
directly fitting the generalized Elliott formula to absorption data. Since the determination of(
8µ2b
)
/~4 does not rely on the (eventually washed-out) excitonic peak but on the upwards-
bending at higher photon energy, it allows for a robust evaluation even at higher temperatures.
Sestu et al. reported negligible variations of the non-parabolicity factor with temperature for





this work is shown in Fig. B.2. Furthermore, implications for the reliability of the f -sum rule
method at high temperatures compared to direct Elliott fits are discussed in appendix B.
The f -sum rule method proposed by Sestu et al. can help to increase the reliability of the
obtained values for the exciton binding energy at high temperatures approaching room temper-
ature where the excitonic peak in the absorption spectrum can no longer be clearly resolved by
the Elliott formula.
4.4 Summary
The experimental methods for measuring temperature-dependent absorption spectra presented
in this chapter are straightforward and well-established in semiconductor spectroscopy.
Nevertheless, a careful evaluation and analysis is required in order to obtain reliable results.
For a direct least-squares fit of the Elliott formula presented in chapter 3 phenomenological
modifications are necessary: Line-width broadening is taken into account by the convolution
with a bell-shaped function with width Γ. Deviations from the assumption of parabolic bands
close to the bandgap are considered by an additional bk4 term in the joint dispersion relation of
valence and conduction band with non-parabolicity factor b. The resulting generalized Elliott
formula facilitates the evaluation of measured absorption spectra by least-squares fitting in order
to determine the bandgap energy Eg and the exciton binding energy EB.
However, especially for large line-width broadening Γ in the order of EB at temperatures ap-
proaching room temperature, the reliability and accuracy of the fit can be reduced, mainly influ-
encing the determination of EB. The so-called f -sum rule method proposed by Sestu et al.[352]
relies on the fact that the sum of the oscillator strength f is independent of the line-width
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broadening Γ. Therefore, the integral I of the normalized absorption can be used as a universal
measure for the exciton binding energy EB. Still, this method implies that the temperature
dependence of the non-parabolicity µ2b/~4 is weak within the investigated temperature range
and does not affect I . Thus, with careful analysis of temperature-dependent absorption spectra,
the f -sum rule method can improve the reliability of determined exciton binding energies EB





Carriers and Excitonic Effects
Combined with detailed fitting and analysis techniques, absorption spectroscopy provides a
well applicable and powerful tool to investigate electronic properties, e.g., bandgap energy or
exciton binding energy, which are embedded in the dielectric function. However, depending on
the properties of interest of the dielectric function, even more suitable methods are available. In
particular, this is true for precise investigations of critical points in the band structure (introduced
in chapter 3.1, see especially (3.6)) for which modulation spectroscopy is the method of choice.
This chapter presents fundamentals of modulation spectroscopy including objective and basic
concept as well as theoretical foundation and physical background. After a brief introduction in
modulation spectroscopy techniques in general (section 5.1), the focus remains on electromod-
ulation spectroscopy for the rest of this work since it is the most suitable type for the application
to solar cells. Therefore, in the following chapter, the influence of an electric field on the
dielectric function of a direct semiconductor is discussed in the framework of Franz–Keldysh
theory as well as Aspnes’ approximations in the low-field regime (section 5.2).[346, 347] A special
emphasis is on the scenario of confined and, in particular, excitonic states (section 5.2.3). The
respective line shapes for the measurable optical spectra, i.e., reflectance and transmittance,
are presented for both non-excitonic band-to-band transitions and excitonic resonances (section
5.3). Additionally, experimental spectra can be evaluated by a so-calledmodulus transformation
based on Kramers–Kronig relations.[73, 354] Finally, this chapter concludes with a comparison
of absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy highlighting the respective advantages and
possible applications.
5.1 Basic Principle of Modulation Spectroscopy
Characteristic features in the dielectric function and the corresponding optical quantities, re-
flectance and transmittance, are spectrally rather broad, especially at room temperature. Van-
Hove singularities, e.g., at the bandgap energy Eg (see (3.6) and chapter 3.1) are of particular
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interest for the examination of the electronic structure in semiconductors, but appear only
weakly in these spectra compared to the broad background. However, the derivatives of the
optical quantities with respect to energy diverge at these points.[343, 346, 355,356] Modulation
spectroscopy allows to directly access these derivatives experimentally. The obtained sharp
derivative-like resonance spectra enable a precise detection of critical points while strongly
suppressing any spectrally broad background.[343, 346, 355,356]
The fundamental concept of modulation spectroscopy techniques is always based on the
detection of small changes in the optical spectrum of a sample while modulating either
the measurement system (internal modulation) or the physical properties of the material
(external modulation).[346, 356] The relative changes of reflectance ∆R/R or transmittance
∆T/T are typically in the order of 10−3 − 10−6, which can be measured with phase-sensitive
detection using a lock-in amplifier.[343, 346, 356] The normalization with respect to the abso-
lute value R or T entails the benefit of eliminating any dependence on detector response or
intensity fluctuations of the light source.[342, 343, 346, 356] Modulation of the measurement sys-
tem can be performed by modifying the excitation wavelength. On the other hand, external
modulation is achieved by application of a perturbation in temperature (thermomodulation),
stress (piezomodulation), illumination intensity (photomodulation), magnetic or electric
field (electromodulation).[342, 343, 346, 356]
The different types of external modulation always affect the band structure and, thereby, modify
the joint density of states which enters the dielectric function (see, e.g., (3.5) and (3.6)).
Therefore, a variation of the electronic structure translates into a variation of the dielectric
function and, in turn, a change of reflectance and transmittance. Depending on the type
of perturbation, the physical mechanism of modulation can be divided into two categories:
modulations which preserve lattice periodicity, e.g., temperature or stress, and perturbations
which break the translation symmetry of the crystal, e.g., electric and magnetic fields.[342, 347]
In the former case, optical transitions remain vertical due to momentum conservation and
negligible photon momentum as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (a). The modulation mainly affects the
energy, broadening or amplitude of the respective optical transition and can often be described
by first-derivative line shapes.[347] On the other hand, electric and magnetic fields break the
translation symmetry of the crystal lattice and, thereby, momentum conservation along the field
direction. Consequently, the vertical optical transitions are washed out and the resulting line
shapes can only be described by higher-order derivatives (see Fig. 5.1 (b)).[347]
In order to obtain theoretically expected line shapes, the experimental ∆R/R or ∆T/T spectra
need to be linked to the change of the dielectric function. Since the modulation amplitudes are







= α (εr, εi) ∆εr + β (εr, εi) ∆εi. (5.1)
The so-called Seraphin coefficients (here exemplary for R)
α (εr, εi) =
∂ lnR
∂εr




















(i) Bandgap Energy (ii) Line-Width Broadening
ε i
Figure 5.1: The underlying physical mechanisms of modulation spectroscopy for a perturbation which
(a) conserves or (b) breaks the translation symmetry of the periodic lattice. Temperature
modulation as an example for (a) can cause modifications of (i) the bandgap energy or (ii) the
lifetime broadening both resulting in a first-derivative line shape. In contrast to (a), the
modulation by an electric field allows non-vertical transitions since momentum is no longer
conserved and free charge-carriers can be accelerated. See also [342,347].
are obtained by differentiation of the Fresnel expressions for reflectance R or transmittance
T .[59, 346] The change in the dielectric function εr and εi requires a detailed modeling of the
impact of the applied perturbation. In the scope of this work, electromodulation spectroscopy
is used because of its facile applicability especially to solar cells, even for multilayer thin-film
devices,[74–76,241,341,358] and well-defined resonance features in experimental spectra. Conse-
quently, the influence of electric fields on the dielectric function of semiconductors with and
without pronounced excitonic effects and the implications for the measured line shapes are
discussed in the following sections.
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5.2 Influence of Electric Fields on the
Dielectric Function of Semiconductors
While the basic experimental realization of electromodulation spectroscopy is rather straight-
forward, the correct evaluation and interpretation of the measured spectra can be challenging
and require a deeper understanding of the modulation mechanism. For this reason, the influence
of electric fields on the dielectric function of a direct-bandgap semiconductor will be reviewed
in this section. First fundamental work on this topic has been performed by Franz and Keldysh
after which the corresponding effect is named.[359, 360] Aspnes, Pollak and many more studied
the implications on electromodulation in detail and developed practical models, e.g., for the
low-field regime.[346, 347, 355, 356, 361–366]
5.2.1 Franz–Keldysh Theory
The Franz–Keldysh theory describes the influence of an electric field E on unbound electrons
and holes in a semiconductor and the resulting alterations of the optical properties. The electric
field destroys the translational symmetry of the solid-state material along the field direction
and accelerates unbound electrons and holes. The corresponding implications on the dielectric
function can be treated either by a stationary scalar potential or by using time-dependent
pertubation theory. The former can be found in [361,362].
Here, the calculation of the transition rate is presented similar to (3.3) which results in an






















where Γ denotes the line-width broadening and Ecv (k) = Ec (k) − Ev (k) the joint energy
dispersion of valence and conduction band. s(′) = t(′)/~ (with time t) is introduced for clarity.






caused by the electrostatic force. The related additional wave vector −eEt/~ “smears” out the
formerly vertical transitions (due to negligible photon momentum) in the band structure leading
to also non-vertical optical transitions (see Fig. 5.1 (b)). For E = 0, (5.3) recovers (3.3) (here
with vanishing Γ = 0).
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In case of sufficiently weak electric fields, the joint energy dispersion can be expanded in a
Taylor series[363]
Ecv (k− eEs′) = Ecv (k)− es′ (E ·∇k)Ecv (k) +
e2s′2
2
(E ·∇k)2Ecv (k)− ... (5.5)
which is truncated after the quadratic term. Since the symmetric integral of the linear contri-






























is the characteristic energy of a particle with mass µ‖ in a uniform electric field E . µ‖ denotes
the interband reduced mass of valence and conduction band along the electric-field direction
which is constant under the assumption of parabolic bands.
Neglecting the broadening parameter Γ, (5.6) can be simplified by using the definition of the





























= δ(Ecv(k)−~ω) for ~Ω→0
(5.9)
The physical interpretation of the Airy function is the mixing of different contributions in
the vicinity of k. Accordingly, in the limit of vanishing electric fields E , i.e., ~Ω → 0,
the Airy function is replaced by the Dirac delta distribution δ (Ecv (k)− ~ω) and the form
of (3.3) is restored.[363] This is synonymous to the recovery of energy conservation due to
translational symmetry.
The remaining mathematical calculations do not provide deeper insights into physical principles
and can be found in [361]. The final result of these derivations and approximations describes
∆ε in the so-called intermediate field regime as classified by Aspnes.[347] Additionally, it should
be noted that a more elaborate approach using the complex version of the Airy function enables
the integration of line-width broadening Γ.
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The resulting solution for the intermediate field regime is given by[367]














(Eg − ~ω) + iΓ
~θ
. (5.11)
and the complex electro-optic function
H (z) = π
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Ai (z) and Bi (z) are the complex Airy functions of first and second kind, respectively. The
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Figure 5.2: Illustrations of real (red) and imaginary (blue) part of the electro-optic function H (z) for
Γ = 0. The inset shows the imaginary part εi (ω) of the dielectric functionwithout (black) and
with (red) an electric field (with Γ = 0, Eg = 1 eV). For photon energies above the bandgap
energy Eg, i.e., Re (z) < 0, Franz–Keldysh oscillations (FKO) appear. The exponential
tail below Eg (Re (z) > 0) can be explained by the tunneling of electrons from valence to
conduction band due to tilting of the bands by the electric field. Visualization based on [343].
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Figure 5.2 depicts the real and imaginary part of H (z) (often denoted as electro-optic func-
tions F (z) and G (z) in literature).[343, 346, 367] For Re (z) < 0, i.e., photon energies ~ω above
the bandgap energy Eg, characteristic so-called Franz–Keldysh oscillations appear which are
also visible in the dielectric function.[346, 356, 363] For photon energies ~ω < Eg (Re (z) > 0),
the dielectric function is no longer zero as in the case without applied electric field but
decays exponentially.
In order to understand the physical origin of these effects, a slightly different perspective can
be helpful for further insights: The application of an electric field leads to an additional linear
potential eEz in space along the field direction z which causes a spatial tilt of the bands along
z. Thereby, strictly speaking, the energy gap is removed since for a certain (distance) value of z
both valence and conduction band are on the same energy level. Accordingly, the exponential
tail below Eg can be seen as a result of electrons tunneling a distance z from valence to
conduction band.[342, 343, 356]
An alternative explanatory approach considers the spatial-dependent overlap of electron and
hole wave functions in conduction and valence band, respectively. Both are mathematically
described by Airy functions which consist of an oscillatory part and decay exponentially in
the spatial region between the (spatially) tilted conduction and valence band. Due to the
linear potential eEz electron and hole (Airy) wave functions are shifted relative to each other
depending on the energy difference. The resulting change of the wave function overlap can
explain both the exponential decay below Eg and the oscillatory behavior above Eg. Further
details on this approach can be found in [368,369].
The physical phenomena as well as the mathematical derivation of the intermediate field regime
discussed in this section rely on the condition of an unchanged band structure, i.e., eEa Eg
(with real space length a of a unit cell), justifying the use of pertubation theory. On the other
hand, the electro-optic energy ~θ can exceed the broadening Γ which leads to clearly observable
Franz–Keldysh oscillations.[347] The following section will introduce the so-called low-field
regime for ~θ < Γ.[346, 347]
5.2.2 The Low-Field Regime
The Franz–Keldysh oscillations are effectively “washed” out for increasing lifetime broaden-
ing Γ compared to the electro-optic energy ~θ which is visualized in Fig. 5.3.
For sufficiently small electric fields E and, thereby, small ~θ and ~Ω, the lifetime broadening
term e−Γs cuts off the integrand in (5.6) before higher-order terms play a significant role
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The corresponding condition for the low-field limit is given by ~Ω ≤ Γ/3.[370, 371] Accordingly,
the change of the dielectric function can be expressed by










s3 ds exp (−i [Ecv (k)− ~ω − iΓ] s)
(5.14)
since the first term of the approximation compensates for the unperturbed dielectric function.
The s3 term is mathematically identical to (−i ∂/∂ (~ω))3. Thus, the change ∆ε can be
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Figure 5.3: The influence of line-width broadening Γ on the change of real (red) and imaginary (blue)
part of the dielectric function ∆εr (ω) and ∆εi (ω) (with Eg = 1 eV, ~θ = 20 meV).
With increasing Γ, the Franz–Keldysh oscillations above the bandgap energy are effectively
“washed” out approaching the so-called low-field regime.
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The third-derivative nature of ∆ε explains the sharpness of electromodulation spectra.[346] The
corresponding Third-Derivative Functional Form (TDFF) will be introduced in section 5.3.1.
More importantly, the line shape of ∆ε and, thereby, of the experimentally obtained optical
spectra is independent of the electric field in the low-field regime.[346] Only the amplitude of the
spectra scales quadratically with E due to ∆ε ∝ (~Ω)3 ∝ E2 which will be further examined
in chapter 6.
5.2.3 Confined States and Excitons
So far, the discussion of the field-induced implications on the dielectric function presented
above completely relies on acceleration of free charge-carriers in the presence of an applied
electric field. However, this mechanism is obviously not possible in case of bound states, e.g.,
in molecular systems, spatially-confined states, and excitons. Instead, the confinement leads to
discrete and, thereby, dispersionless energies resulting in an infinite effective mass (along the
confinement direction) and vanishing electro-optic energy ~θ = 0.[356] As a consequence, the
electric field does not break translational symmetry but acts as an additional linear potential on
the charge-carriers which still remain confined. Then, the influence of the additional electric
field is ratherweak compared to the confining potential and can bemodeled as small perturbation
in the framework of Stark theory. The shift in energy∆E induced by an external electric field E
is described by[372, 373]
∆E (E) = −mif · E −
1
2
(pif E) · E (5.16)
with mif and pif being the change in dipole moment and polarizability, respectively, between
initial and final state of a transition. The first (latter) term refers to the linear (quadratic) Stark
effect. The resulting change ∆α of the absorption can be obtained by expanding it as a Taylor














mif · E︸ ︷︷ ︸












(mif · E)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
permanent dipoles
+ ... (5.18)
The first linear contribution vanishes for isotropic samples. The second (third) term describes
the influence of induced (permanent) dipoles and the associated first-(second-)derivative char-
acteristic of the electromodulated absorption. Since excitons play the most significant role in
the context of semiconducting perovskites and do not possess a permanent dipole moment, the
focus of this work is on so-called first-derivative spectroscopy. It should be noted here that the
electromodulated optical features based on the quadratic Stark effect scale quadratically with
electric field E as in the low-field limit of free charge-carriers.
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Extensive studies on excitons in the context of electromodulation have demonstrated that the
modulating electric field EAC does not only modify the resonance energy of an optical transition
Eres but can also alter the wavefunction overlap (intensity I) and, thereby, the oscillator strength
as well as the lifetime broadening Γ.
Accordingly, the change of the dielectric function ∆ε is given by the sum of the respective first


























The corresponding line shape is termed a First-Derivative Functional Form (FDFF) and will
be introduced in section 5.3.2.
For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that, for sufficiently strong electric
fields or small exciton binding energies, the exciton might be ionized leading to a break-
down of Stark theory. This more complex situation has been treated, e.g., by Blossey who
introduced an ionization field EI to combine excitonic and unbound third-derivative proper-
ties.[341, 378] Rowe and Aspnes pursued an approach including a so-called “contact” interaction
with strength g, which is localized within one unit cell, resulting in an altered change of the
dielectric function ∆ε = ∆ε/ [1 + g (ε− 1)]2.[342, 346, 379]
5.3 Evaluation and Line Shapes
The fundamental physical considerations of the electric-field influence on the dielectric function
ε of a semiconductor in the previous chapter led to a third-derivative behavior of the change
∆ε for unbound charge-carriers in the low-field limit and a first-derivative characteristic for
excitons. In this section, the resulting line shapes for the evaluation of experimental spectra are
presented, which are named Third-Derivative Functional Form (TDFF) and First-Derivative
Functional Form (FDFF), respectively. Additionally, for the precise and facile determination of
the resonance energy of an optical transition independent of such assumptions on the physical
mechanism, a so-called modulus transformation which is based on Kramers–Kronig relations
can be utilized.
5.3.1 Third-Derivative Functional Form (TDFF)
The third-derivative form of (5.15) can be explicitly calculated for parabolic bands using (3.7)





(~ω − Eg + iΓ)5/2
(5.20)
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This result can be generalized by a complex resonance line shape leading to Aspnes’ Third
Derivative Functional Form (TDFF) for the experimentally accessible relative change in re-










(~ω − Eg + iΓ)n
]
(5.21)
where C and ϕ are amplitude and phase factor which vary only slowly with ω. n equals 5/2 for
a M0 critical point in three dimensions. The quadratic scaling of the signal with the amplitude
of the electric field E is implemented in the amplitude C, whereas the asymmetry of the line
shape is governed by the phase factor ϕ. Figure 5.4 shows a TDFF line shape (with n = 5/2)
and its strong dependence on the phase factor ϕ.
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Figure 5.4: Dependence of the Third-Derivative Functional Form (for n = 5/2) on the phase factor ϕ
(with Eg = 1.6 eV, ~θ = 40 meV). Clearly, the asymmetry of the line shape is mainly
governed by ϕ.
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5.3.2 First-Derivative Functional Form (FDFF)
In the case of bound states, in particular excitons, the change of the real and imaginary part of











(I/Γ) EAC, ξ = {r, i} (5.22)
with
AE = (1/Γ) (∂Eres/∂EAC) f (ξ)E = (∂εξ/∂Eres)
AΓ = (1/Γ) (∂Γ/∂EAC) f (ξ)Γ = (∂εξ/∂Γ) (5.23)
AI = (1/I) (∂I/∂EAC) f (ξ)I = (∂εξ/∂I)




I can be calculated for a single resonance depending on the
assumed broadening mechanism which will be either Lorentzian or Gaussian. The respective
mathematical expressions for the assumed dielectric functions ε and resulting modulation




I for both broadening types are shown in appendix C.1.
The treatment of individual resonances, e.g., discrete excitonic energy levels, with suitable
broadening mechanism in case of FDFF line shapes apparently differs from the descrip-
tion of band-to-band transitions with a parabolic band dispersion of (quasi-)free electrons
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Figure 5.5: Calculated line shapes for the derivatives of the real and imaginary part of the dielectric
function ε for (left) Lorentzian and (right) Gaussian broadening with respect to resonance
energyEres, broadeningΓ and intensity I . Mathematical expressions can be found in appendix
C.1. In case of Lorentzian broadening, f (r)E and −f
(i)





reducing the number or necessary terms for line-shape fitting. Similar is approximately true
for Gaussian broadening.
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I for both broadening types. If
intensity modulation terms f (ξ)I can be neglected in the case of Lorentzian broadening only f
(r)
E





respectively (see Fig. 5.5). The residual line shape can then be expressed analytically by (5.21)
with n = 2.[356] For Gaussian-broadened line shapes, similar approximated expressions can be
found.[356] Thus, in most cases, f (r)E and f
(i)
E are sufficient for proper fitting of experimental





shape fits of electromodulation spectra investigated in this work is presented in appendix C.2.
5.3.3 Modulus Transformation based on Kramers–Kronig Relations
An alternative method for the precise evaluation of the bandgap energy (or in general the
energy of an optical resonance) was developed by Hosea based on Kramers–Kronig relations
(see (3.2)).[354] The measured spectrum, here exemplary ∆R/R, is treated as real part of a
complex quantityM (E). Since ∆ε and, thereby ∆R/R, are causal functions, the correspond-
ing imaginary part I (E) = Im [M (E)] can be calculated using Kramers–Kronig relations.
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Figure 5.6: Transformation of (a) the experimentally obtained ∆R/R spectrum to (b) the peak-like so-
called modulus spectrum |M (E)| based on Kramers–Kronig relations. The energy of the
optical resonance is equivalent to the peak position and can be easily determined independent
of any line-shape assumptions, e.g., by fitting with a Gaussian function (red curve). Data
published in [241,383].
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The working principle behind this operation is easily demonstrated by application to the general
form of a TDFF in (5.21)[73, 354]
|M (E)| =
∣∣∣∣ Ceiϕ((E − Eg) + iΓ)n
∣∣∣∣ = C(
(E − Eg)2 + Γ2
)n/2 . (5.25)
The resulting spectrumexhibits a “pseudo-Lorentzian” peak function no longer depending on the
phase factor ϕwhich strongly influences the line shape of the TDFF (illustrated in Fig. 5.4).[354]
The peak position coincides with Eg and can be easily determined without the necessity of any
assumptions on the critical-point type and the exponent n. Figure 5.6 presents an exemplary
evaluation of a ∆R/R spectrum of a solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber layer.
5.4 Summary and Comparison with
Absorption Spectroscopy
Modulation spectroscopy is a powerful measurement technique for the exploration of the
electronic structure at critical points in semiconductors. The fundamental principle relies on
the experimental detection of small relative changes in reflectance or transmittance spectra
(∆R/R or ∆T/T ) with respect to a – in most cases – external perturbation, e.g., temperature,
stress or, electric field. These periodic modifications affect the electronic band structure via the
joint density of states and, thereby, the dielectric function and related optical properties. The
underlying physical mechanisms can either conserve or break the translational symmetry of the
crystal lattice which results in line shapes which can be described by either first or higher-order
derivatives of the dielectric function.
Electromodulation spectroscopy is the most suitable type for the application on photovoltaic
devices, even on multilayer thin-film solar cells, and is therefore utilized within this work. The
periodic perturbation by an applied electric field can accelerate free charge carriers and break
the translation symmetry along the field direction which allows non-vertical transitions in the
band structure. The corresponding theoretical foundation has been reviewed in this chapter
in the framework of Franz–Keldysh theory resulting in characteristic oscillations above the
bandgap energy. In the low-field limit, the change of the dielectric function can be approx-
imated by the third derivative of the dielectric function itself leading to a Third-Derivative
Functional Form (TDFF). In case of confined and, in particular, excitonic states, the charge-
carries cannot be accelerated by the electric field and lattice periodicity is maintained. For
excitons, this results in a first-derivative line shape, a so-called First-Derivative Functional
Form (FDFF). Both line shapes scale with the square of the amplitude of the modulating elec-
tric field which will be further discussed in the following chapter. Additionally, the spectra
can be evaluated by an assumption-independent modulus transformation which is predicated
on Kramers–Kronig relations.
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The main benefit of modulation spectroscopy resides in the capacity to probe the electronic
band structure and, in particular, to determine the energy of critical points and the respective
optical transitions very precisely due to sharp resonance features in the spectra. Moreover,
the measurement of relative changes of reflectance or transmittance effectively eliminates the
dependency on influences such as detector response or intensity fluctuations of the illumination
source. In case of solar cells, the application of an ac bias to modify the electric field in the
device is straightforward and the possibility to investigate opaque samples in reflection geometry
is advantageous in many cases.
However, in some instances, absorption spectroscopy can provide insights into material prop-
erties which are not accessible by electromodulation spectroscopy. The careful evaluation of
absorption spectra utilizing a generalized Elliott formula or f -sum rule enables the determina-
tion of exciton binding energy EB and bandgap energy Eg. In particular, the relationship of
the bandgap energy and the resonance energy obtained from electromodulation spectroscopy
requires an in-depth examination for a correct interpretation of the results which can be achieved
in correlation with absorption spectroscopy. However, the acquisition of absorption data de-
pends on the capacity of fabricating semitransparent samples, i.e. solar cells with transparent
contact layers, which is not always feasible.
In this work, both spectroscopic techniques are utilized to gain deeper insights into the prop-
erties of perovskite solar cells depending on the appropriate use case: analysis of absorp-
tion spectra, e.g., for determination of exciton binding energies in different perovskite com-
pounds (chapter 7.2), electromodulation spectroscopy, e.g., for precise studies of bandgap
instabilities (chapter 9), and the combination of both to investigate the nature of funda-






of Perovskite Solar Cells
Modulation Spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the electro-optic characterization of semi-
conductors in various applications ranging from bulk materials[59–66] to quantum-well struc-
tures[67–73] to solar cells.[74–76,341,384–387] In the latter case, in particular, electromodulation
is perfectly suited since electric contacts for the application of an external electric field are
already integrated in the device structure. In recent years, electroreflectance spectroscopy has
been successfully applied to thin-film solar cells based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 or Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4
absorber layer.[74, 75] Within this work, electroreflectance and electroabsorption spectroscopy
are successfully applied to perovskite-based thin-film solar cells.
This chapter presents the experimental realization of electromodulation techniques (section 6.1)
as well as peculiarities of the application to perovskite solar cells. By comparison with estab-
lished results of Cu(In,Ga)Se2- and Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4-based solar cells, optical and electronic as-
pects relevant for electromodulation spectroscopy are discussed: interference-related line-shape
distortions due to multilayer stacks (section 6.2.1), reflectance and transmittance configuration
(section 6.2.2), influence of frequency and waveform of the modulating voltage (section 6.3),
and differences in case of first and second harmonic detection (section 6.4).
In particular, the possibility of detecting reflectance and transmittance enables the investigation
of both standard opaque samples with metal back contact and semitransparent solar cells for
comparison with absorption results. Furthermore, the correlation of spectra detected at first
and second harmonic frequency with varying amplitude of the modulating voltage represents
the basis for a non-destructive determination of the built-in potential. Respective fundamen-
tal features are demonstrated utilizing simulations of already established Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based
solar cells.
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6.1 Experimental Realization of
Electromodulation Spectroscopy
The basic concept for the experimental realization of electromodulation spectroscopy can be
understood based on Fig. 6.1. The light of a tunable light source consisting of a monochromator
(focal length f = 0.32 m, 600 lines/mm) equipped with a 250W halogen lamp is focused onto
the solar-cell sample. Light from higher diffraction orders is blocked by a filter (F1) in front of
the monochromator. The reflected light is imaged onto an electrically-cooled silicon photodiode
using a lens system (L3 and L4). The sample is positioned on a double-rotation mount to enable
a continuous and independent choice of angle of incidence (AOI) and angle of detection (AOD),
both measured against the surface normal of the sample. The required electromodulation of the
sample’s optical properties is achieved by applying an ac bias with frequency f using a function
generator. This reference signal is passed on to two lock-in amplifiers for phase-sensitive
detection of the change in reflected light intensity “∆R”1 (the ac part of the photodiode output).
The averaged reflected light intensity “R”1 (the dc part of the detector signal) is simultaneously
recorded by a multimeter. The final ∆R/R spectrum is calculated using a custom LabVIEW
program. By using two lock-in amplifiers, the ∆R/R spectrum can be simultaneously recorded
at the fundamental modulation frequency f and the second-harmonic frequency 2f . Further
details on this aspect, which is especially useful for perovskite-based solar cells, is presented
in section 6.4.
The measurement setup has been extended in collaboration with Pascal Rietz within his bach-
elor’s thesis[383] in order to simulate solar-cell working conditions. A compact solar simulator
provides approximately an AM1.5 solar spectrum. In order to control the surrounding atmo-
sphere of the solar-cell sample, a plexiglass2 chamber has been integrated which can be flooded
by compressed air, pure nitrogen or oxygen. The gas is partly guided through a gas washing
bottle filled with distilled water to absorb additional humidity. The relative humidity (%RH) in
the chamber can be adjusted by two flow controllers changing the ratio of gas with and without
increased humidity and is monitored by a hygrometer. On the front side of the chamber, a quartz
glass window is used to reduce optical losses leading to a decrease of the signal amplitude of
less than 10% without any apparent distortions.
Furthermore, temperature-dependent measurements (T = 4.2 K− 295 K) of electrore-
flectance and electroabsorption spectra are possible using a liquid-helium cryostat, which is
depicted in Fig. 6.2. Therefore, mirror M1 (in Fig. 6.1) is removed to guide the light of the
tunable illumination source (via M2) to the sample which is mounted inside the cryostat in
this case (in Fig. 6.2). Depending on the configuration of mirror M2, both reflectance (via L5)
or transmittance (via M3 and L6) measurements are feasible to obtain electroreflectance or
electroabsorption spectra.
1 “R” and “∆R” are not the actual reflectance R and its change ∆R since the measured signals are not corrected for
the spectral dependence of illumination intensity and detector response or compared to a reference. However, these
influences cancel out in the final ∆R/R spectrum which is one of the advantages of this measurement technique.
2 polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
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f = 0.32 m
Figure 6.1: Experimental realization of room-temperature electromodulation spectroscopy. Light of a
tunable light source consisting of a halogen lamp spectrum filtered by a monochromator is
focused onto the sample. The reflected light is imaged onto a silicon detector and detected
by a multimeter (“R”1). An ac bias with frequency f (and, if necessary, a dc offset) is
applied to the investigated solar cell and two lock-in amplifiers are used for phase-sensitive
detection (“∆R”1) at first and second harmonic frequency (1f and 2f , respectively). Angle
of incidence and detection on the sample can be varied continuously and independently by a
double-rotation mount. In order to control the atmosphere surrounding the investigated solar
cell, the chamber can be flooded with different gases (compressed air, pure N2 or O2) with
adjusted humidity. Additionally, solar irradiation can be simulated with a solar simulator. By
removal of mirror M1, the tunable light source can be used for temperature-dependent mea-
surements (see Fig. 6.2). Additional information are presented in appendix A.3. Visualization
partly based on [383].
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f = 0.64 m
Figure 6.2: Realization of temperature-dependent electroreflectance and electroabsorption spectroscopy.
Light of the same tunable light source shown in Fig. 6.1 is focused onto the solar-cell sample
which is mounted inside a liquid-helium cryostat (T = 4.2 K − 295 K). Analogously to
Fig. 6.1, an ac bias with frequency f is applied to it, and “R” and “∆R” are detected
by a multimeter and two lock-in amplifiers (at 1f and 2f ), respectively. An additional
monochromator in the detection beam path (in front of the silicon photodiode) which is tuned
synchronously to the illumination light source can be used to suppress unwanted light such
as luminescence from the sample. Otherwise the silicon photodiode is placed directly behind
pinhole PH2. Depending on the orientation of mirror M2, reflected or transmitted light from
the sample is detected. In the latter case, absorption spectra as presented in Fig. 4.1 and
chapter 4.1 can be obtained by recording a spectrum of the illumination source before or after
measuring the sample’s spectra. Further details can be found in appendix A.3.
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Additionally, absorption spectra can be calculated similar to the setup presented in Fig. 4.1
(see chapter 4.1) by recording a spectrum of the light source before or after measuring the
sample’s spectrum. In the detection path, the reflected or transmitted light of the sample
is imaged (via L7 and L8) onto a pinhole (PH2) to block stray light and focused onto the
entry slit of a second monochromator. The latter is scanned synchronously with the illu-
mination wavelength and can be used to suppress background light or luminescence from
the sample. Alternatively, the silicon photodiode can be placed directly behind the pin-
hole (PH2). The sample is contacted using gold spring probes (as in the room-temperature
setup) to apply the modulating ac voltage inside the cryostat. The detection of “R” (“T ”) and
“∆R” (“∆T ”) and calculation of ∆R/R (∆T/T ) are performed similarly to the room-
temperature case in Fig. 6.1.
Further details about the components of the setup can be found in appendix A.3. The choice of
typical measurement parameters is discussed in the following sections based on experimental
tests and comparison with well-established electroreflectance spectroscopy on other thin-film
solar-cell types.
6.2 Influence of Measurement Geometry
on Electromodulation Spectra
In order to establish electromodulation spectroscopy on perovskite solar cells, the influences
of measurement setup and parameters need to be examined carefully. For instance, the multi-
layer nature of thin-film solar cells (with thicknesses comparable to wavelengths in the visible
spectrum) can give rise to interference effects. In fact, this is one of the major challenges
for electromodulation spectroscopy of Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4- and Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based solar cells
causing severe line-shape distortions of the measured spectra.[74, 75] Furthermore, differences
between measurements in reflection and transmission are evaluated since both configurations
can enable useful applications, e.g., comparison with absorption results or investigation of
standard solar-cell samples with metal back contact.
Major parts of initial testing and verification of electromodulation spectroscopy on perovskite
solar cells presented in this and the following chapter have been achieved in collabora-
tion with Ina Kelz within her master’s thesis.[388] Temperature-dependent electroreflectance
and electroabsorption results have been obtained together with Alice Magin within her
master’s thesis.[389]
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6.2.1 Evaluation of Interference-Related Line-Shape Distortions
in Electroreflectance Spectra
In order to assess the influence of interference effects on the line shape of electromodulation
spectra, measurements with varying angle of incidence (AOI) and angle of detection (AOD)
have been performed. Figure 6.3 (a) shows normalized ∆R/R spectra measured in spec-
ular reflection geometry, i.e., AOI = AOD, for different angles of incidence ranging from
15◦ to 40◦. Clearly, no distortions of the spectra are observable, thereby, excluding any influ-
ence of interference effects on the evaluation. This observation is rather surprising because of
the multi-layer structure of these thin-film solar cells and contrasts electroreflectance spectra
of, e.g., Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based devices. Nevertheless, the occurrence of interferences is influ-
enced by different parameters such as layer thicknesses, refractive index contrast and interface
roughness. Optical simulations indicate that there are indeed interference-related effects present
in reflectance and transmittance spectra of perovskite solar cells but, fortunately, they do not
significantly affect the investigated energy region close to the bandgap energy.[390–392]
For further evidence, additional measurements of diffuse electroreflectance have been carried
out. This technique has been developed by Christoph Krämmer et al. specially for the
suppression of interference-related distortions in electroreflectance spectra of Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4-
and Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based thin-film solar cells.[75] By detecting diffusely scattered light, the
effective angular interval of the collected light is much larger compared to the narrow angle in
specular reflection.[75] Thereby, interference-related oscillations in ∆R/R spectra are washed
out enabling an evaluation with standard Third-Derivative Functional Form (TDFF) fits.[75]
See [75] for further information.
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Figure 6.3: Dependence of ∆R/R spectra on angle of incidence (AOI) and angle of detection (AOD)
in (a) specular and (b) diffuse (blue and grey curves) reflection geometry. In all cases no
distortions of electroreflectance spectra due to interference effects are visible. Data in (b)
published in [388].
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In case of perovskite-based solar cells, no changes in the spectra (blue and gray curve in
Fig. 6.3 (b)) compared to specular reflectance (red curve) are visible except for a strong reduction
of signal-to-noise ratio due to a decrease in detected light intensity.
In conclusion, opposed to Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4- and Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based solar cells, interference
effects do not lead to any observable line-shape distortions in electromodulation spectra of
perovskite-based thin-film solar cells. Therefore, all measurements are carried out in specular
reflection geometry (mainly at AOI = AOD = 15◦) due to the best signal-to-noise ratio.
6.2.2 Reflection and Transmission Configuration
Because perovskite solar cells can be easily fabricated in a semitransparent design using trans-
parent electrodes, they can be used in various ways – not only in terms of practical applications,
but also with regard to spectroscopy. Therefore, the comparability of electromodulation results
obtained in reflection and transmission geometry is an important question.
Figure 6.4 (a) presents normalized experimental ∆T/T (red curve) and ∆R/R (blue curve)
spectra of a semitransparent solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber layer and transparent FTO3 and
IZO4 electrodes. Both line shapes exhibit a small difference concerning the relative amplitudes
of their two side minima. However, this does not necessarily mean that the extracted resonance
energy is inconsistent but rather that the mixing of real and imaginary part of the change ∆ε
of the dielectric function into ∆R/R and ∆T/T is different as described by the Seraphin
coefficients in equations (5.1) and (5.2) (also illustrated by the phase factor ϕ in Fig. 5.4). The
equal resonance energies are confirmed by nearly identical peak positions of Gaussian fits to
the transformed modulus spectra |M (E)| in Fig. 6.4 (b).
An additional comparison of extracted resonance energies Eres from temperature-dependent
∆T/T electroabsorption (red circles) and ∆R/R electroreflectance (blue triangles) spectra at
T = 10 K − 295 K is shown in Fig. 6.5. Overall, both measurements yield similar results
but with a small but still striking divergence in the orthorhombic crystal phase below 150K.
Although the reason for this clearly needs further investigation the deviations are small compared
to other relevant energy differences, e.g., between resonance energy and bandgap energy Eg
(black squares) extracted from Elliott fits to absorption spectra. This comparison ofEres andEg
is subject of a more elaborate discussion in chapter 7.1.
In summary, both reflection and transmission geometry yield similar results with only minor
deviations enabling the evaluation of the spectra which suit the respective use case best. The
comparison with absorption spectra in chapter 7 requires the use of semitransparent samples
favoring electroabsorption spectroscopy, while phase-transition studies in chapter 8 can be
performed on standard opaque solar cells.
3 Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide
4 Indium-doped Zinc Oxide
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Figure 6.4: (a) Comparison of normalized ∆T/T (red curve) and ∆R/R (blue curve) spectra measured
on a semitransparent solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber layer and transparent FTO3 and IZO4
contact layers at room temperature. Despite small differences in relative intensities of the side
minima, no significant deviation of the peak position in the transformed modulus spectra in
(b) is observable resulting in very similar resonance energies ET / Rres (determined by Gaussian
fits depicted as red and blue curves). Data published in [388].






















Figure 6.5: Comparison of resonance energies obtained from transformed modulus spectra of measured
electroabsorption (red circles) and electroreflectance (blue triangles) spectra on a semitrans-
parent solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber at T = 10 K − 295 K. Both yield similar results
with only minor deviations especially in the low-temperature orthorhombic crystal phase.
For comparison with bandgap energy Eg extracted from Elliott fits to standard absorption
spectra, see chapter 7.1. © 2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [358].
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6.3 Identification of Suitable Modulation Voltages
In addition to optical aspects, it is important for reliable measurements to achieve a modulation
of the electric field in the absorber layer while preventing a current flow through the device since
this could lead to distortions in the recorded spectra. In order to inhibit any current injection in
the perovskite, an additional insulating layer can be integrated in the layer stack of the sample,
e.g., a PMMA5 interlayer, which is typically utilized to measure electromodulation spectra
of perovskites.[341, 374, 393] Figure 6.6 (a) presents first electroreflectance measurements which
have been performed on modified devices (red curve) with an approximately 230 nm-thick
PMMA5 layer instead of the hole-transporting spiro-OMeTAD layer (see inset for scanning
electron micrograph of sample cross section). In this case, comparably high amplitudes of the
modulation voltage can be applied, here Vac = 5 V, compared to an unmodified standard device
(black curve) with Vac = 0.8 V.
However, concerning practical applications, measurements on standard solar cells without the
necessity of modifying their layer stack are strongly desirable. Moreover, any modifications of
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Figure 6.6: (a) Electroreflectance spectrum for a MAPbI3-based solar cell in standard configuration
(black curve) and with insulating PMMA5 layer (red curve) instead of spiro-OMeTAD as
hole-transport layer. With additional insulating layer higher amplitudes of the modulation
voltage are possible and needed (here Vac = 5 V compared to Vac = 0.8 V for the standard
cell). Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of modified device architecture with PMMA5 layer
(dark blue). (b) Normalized ∆R/R spectra of a standard solar cell for sine-wave (orange
and red curve) and square-wave (blue and black) voltage in reverse bias condition (orange
and blue) and symmetric around Vdc = 0 V (black and red). All spectra do not show any
differences indicating that no line-shape distortions due to current injection occur. Data in (a)
published in [388].
5 polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
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the layered solar-cell structure (especially of layers in direct contact with the perovskite absorber)
can change the properties of the investigated system (see, e.g., the examination of bandgap
instabilities in chapter 9) and should therefore be avoided. For Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based solar
cells, electromodulation spectroscopy of complete standard solar cells is realized by applying
a voltage in reverse bias.[74, 75] Accordingly, square-wave (as used for Cu(In,Ga)Se2) and sine-
wave modulation voltages in reverse bias (blue and orange curves, with dc offset Vdc = −0.5 V)
are compared to symmetric wave-forms around Vdc = 0 V (black and red curves) for standard
perovskite solar cells in Fig. 6.6 (b). Due to the missing current-blocking insulating layer, much
smaller modulation amplitudes have to be used to prevent significant current flow and sample
damage, here Vac = 0.5 V. Still, well-defined electroreflectance spectra can be obtained (see
Fig. 6.6 (a) and (b)). The normalized∆R/R spectra do not exhibit any apparent differences in all
four cases including reverse bias and symmetricwave-forms aroundVdc = 0 V. This observation
is confirmed by studies of Li et al. who partially observed deviations in their results for dc
voltages above Vdc ≈ 1 V or below Vdc ≈ −0.6 V (at Vac = 1 V).[129] Additionally, current
measurements of the investigated devices reveal maximum values of ∼ 0.3 mA at Vac = 1 V
(and Vdc = 0 V) which are comparable to reference measurements on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells
for which electroreflectance spectroscopy can be considered as well-established technique.[388]
In conclusion, electromodulation spectroscopy is successfully applied to perovskite solar cells
with standard layer stack (without additional modifications needed) using either sine-wave or
square-wave voltages with up to Vac = 1 V and Vdc = 0 V or under reverse bias conditions.
Within this work, sine-wave voltages are used since they do not contain higher-order frequency
components (in contrast to square waveforms). If not otherwise stated, Vac = 0.5 V − 1 V and
Vdc = 0 V are applied. The dependence of electromodulation results on the applied modulating
frequency f is part of the following section in the context of detection at fundamental and
second harmonic frequency.
6.4 Detection at Fundamental and
Second-Harmonic Frequency
In case of electromodulation applied to a sample by an external electric field (induced by an
applied ac bias) with frequency f , one would intuitively expect to detect changes in the optical
properties of the sample at the same frequency f . However, for a modulating electric field E
consisting of a constant offset E0 and an oscillating ac part described by
E = E0 + Eac cos (Ωt) with Ω = 2πf, (6.1)
the resulting change in the dielectric function relevant for modulation spectroscopy can be
expressed as[341]
∆ε ∝ E2 =
(
2EacE0 cos (Ω t) +
1
2






6.4 Detection at Fundamental and Second-Harmonic Frequency
This is justified because ∆ε scales with the square of the electric field in the low-field limit of
free charge carriers as well as for excitonic states. As a result, (6.2) contains both a contribution
varying with applied modulation frequency Ω (or f , in red) and an additional term oscillating
with the second-harmonic frequency 2 Ω (2f , in blue). It should be noted that the constant
offset E0 can consist of an externally applied field Edc and an internal electric field E int.
Experimentally, spectra can be obtained at both the fundamental frequency f and the second-
harmonic frequency 2f which is shown in Fig. 6.7 (a) and (b), respectively. While the line shape
of the normalized ∆R/R spectra is independent of the modulation frequency f at 2f detection,
severe distortions occur in the 1f case, in particular with decreasing frequency f . Therefore,
in most cases, stable electromodulation spectra with good signal-to-noise ratio are recorded at
2f detection and higher frequencies (In the following, f = 990 Hz is used unless otherwise
mentioned.).[341, 393] In contrast to this, electromodulation spectra of other established thin-film
solar cells such as Cu(In,Ga)Se2 are commonly obtained at the fundamental frequency. The
reason for this exceptional behavior at 1f detection could be rather unstable internal fields
affecting only 1f spectra since E0 and E int only enter the contribution varying with Ω (in red)
but not 2 Ω (in blue) in equation (6.2). These unstable internal fields could be related, e.g., to
ion migration processes at corresponding millisecond to second time scales.[129, 272–274]
For deeper insights into electromodulation spectra at 1f and 2f detection, measurements
with varying amplitude of the modulating ac voltage Vac at constant Vdc = 0 V have been
performed (Fig. 6.8 (a) and (b)). Afterwards, the amplitudes AER of the resonance feature in
the electroreflectance spectra have been extracted by Gaussian fits to the transformed |M (E)|
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Figure 6.7: Dependence of electroreflectance spectra of a perovskite solar cell withMAPbI3 absorber layer
onmodulation frequency f in a range of 66 Hz−990 Hz detected at (a) fundamental frequency
1f and (b) second harmonic frequency 2f . In case of 1f detection, line-shape distortions are
observable, in particular, at low modulation frequencies while at 2f detection all normalized
∆R/R spectra show an identical line shape. Best signal quality and signal-to-noise ratio are
achieved for second-harmonic detection at f = 990 Hz. Data published in [388].
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modulus spectra and are shown in Fig. 6.8 (c) and (d) for 1f and 2f detection, respectively
(The error bars represent the fit uncertainties only and are negligible in case of 2f detection.
However, the total uncertainties are presumably larger especially for the rather noisy signals at
1f detection.). While at 1f detection, the dependence of the amplitude AER on modulation
amplitude Vac can be reasonably well fitted by a linear relationship, AER scales with the square
of Vac in case of 2f detection. This is also confirmed by a slope of 2.06± 0.03 in a double
logarithmic plot (see inset of Fig. 6.8 (d)) and similar results reported by, e.g., Wu et al.[393] and
Ziffer et al.[341] These dependencies match the predictions in (6.2) for the naive assumption
that the ∆R/R amplitude scales similarly with Vac as ∆ε increases with Eac.
In order to further substantiate these findings, simulations of electroreflectance spectra of
well-established Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based thin-film solar cells have been conducted since required
material parameters are already better known in this system compared to perovskite solar cells.
The calculations of the electronic structure and electric fields in the device for a discretized
applied sine-wave voltage are performed by the one-dimensional simulation program SCAPS
developed at the University of Gent.[394–396] Based on these electric field distributions, opti-
cal simulations are performed using a transfer-matrix method approach initially developed by
Christian Huber and Christoph Krämmer.[74, 397, 398] Finally, a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) is
utilized to obtain electroreflectance spectra at 1f and 2f detection frequencies from the calcu-
lated time-domain data. Initial simulation results (as well as the experimental data in Fig. 6.8)
have been obtained in collaboration with Alice Magin within her master’s thesis[389] and have
been further improved together with Ellen Förstner. Further details on the simulation procedure
can be found in appendix D and the above mentioned references.
Figure 6.9 presents simulation results on a thin-film solar cell with Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber
layer similarly visualized as the experimental results on MAPbI3-based solar cells in Fig. 6.8. It
should be noted that the simulations are conducted for reverse bias conditions with
Vdc = −900 mV in accordance with typical measurement conditions for these solar cells.
The amplitude of the ∆R/R spectra at 1f detection is apparently larger than for 2f detection
which matches one’s intuitive expectation but is opposed to the results for MAPbI3-based solar
cells. The oscillations at higher photon energies which appear for increasing voltage ampli-
tudes can be attributed to Franz–Keldysh oscillations. Figures 6.9 (c) and (d) clearly verify
the experimental observations of a linear trend of the amplitude AER of ∆R/R spectra on
modulation amplitude Vac in case of 1f detection and the quadratic behavior in the 2f case
(notice a slopem close to 2 in the double logarithmic plot in the inset).
In addition to the intuitive assumption for the dependency of ∆R/R amplitudeAER on ac mod-
ulating voltage Vac derived from the relationship between ∆ε and ac modulating electric field
Eac, more detailed simulations could provide deeper insights into these relations and underlying
principles. In particular, the spatial distribution of the electric field in the device and its influ-
ence on the resulting spectra need further investigation. Ultimately, a detailed understanding
of these effects can provide an electro-optic measurement technique for non-destructive inves-
tigations of internal fields in thin-film solar cells by comparison of voltage-dependent scaling
of electroreflectance spectra at 1f and 2f detection (see E0 in both terms in (6.2)).
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Figure 6.8: Experimental electroreflectance spectra for varying amplitude of modulation voltage
Vac = 350 mV − 700 mV of a MAPbI3-based solar cell in case of (a) 1f and (b) 2f de-
tection. The corresponding amplitudes AER have been extracted from Gaussian fits to the
transformed |M (E)| modulus spectra, again for (c) 1f and (d) 2f detection (The error
bars represent the fit uncertainties only and are negligible in case of 2f detection. How-
ever, the total uncertainties are presumably larger especially for the rather noisy signals at
1f detection.).AER depends linearly on Vac for 1f detection and scales with the square of Vac
in the 2f case. The latter is confirmed by a slope m of 2.06± 0.03 in the double logarith-
mic plot (see inset). These observations seem to confirm the naive expectations from (6.2)
assuming a similar relationship between amplitude AER and Vac compared to ∆ε and Eac.
Data published in [389].
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Figure 6.9: Simulated electroreflectance spectra for varying amplitude of modulation voltage
Vac = 200 mV − 800 mV at Vdc = −900 mV (reverse bias condition) of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2-
based solar cell in case of (a) 1f and (b) 2f detection. ∆R/R amplitudes are larger in case
of 1f detection as intuitively expected and Franz–Keldysh oscillations arise at higher mod-
ulation voltages. The linear scaling of the electroreflectance amplitude AER with increasing
ac modulation amplitude Vac at 1f detection in (c) as well as the quadratic dependence in the
2f case in (d) (see also the double logarithmic plot in the inset with a slope m close to 2)




In this chapter, the experimental realization of electromodulation spectroscopy used within this
work is presented. This includes the possibility of additional illuminationwith an approximately
AM1.5 solar spectrum, and controlled surrounding gas atmosphere and relative humidity to sim-
ulate solar-cell working conditions. Furthermore, temperature-dependent (T = 4.2 K−295 K)
measurements in reflection (electroreflectance) or transmission (electroabsorption) are feasible.
The comparability of the extracted resonance energies for both measurement configurations
is demonstrated for the whole temperature range investigated showing only minor deviations.
Consequently, both electroreflectance and electroabsorption spectroscopy can be utilized de-
pending on the respective use case, e.g., comparison with absorption spectra for semitrans-
parent solar cells (see chapter 7) or investigation of standard opaque devices with metal back
contact (see chapter 8).
The influence of interference effects and different modulation voltages is experimentally
examined and compared to results of well-established electroreflectance spectroscopy on
Cu(In,Ga)Se2- and Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4-based thin-film solar cells. In contrast to these, electro-
modulation spectra of perovskite solar cells do not show any dependence of obtained line
shapes on the angle of incidence and detection – neither in specular nor in diffuse reflection –
proving the absence of interference-related distortions of the spectra. While Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and
Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 solar cells are standardly measured using reverse bias conditions to prevent
a significant current flow through the device, perovskite solar cells yield identical line shapes
for both reverse bias and symmetric voltages around an offset Vdc = 0 V for comparably low
ac voltage amplitudes Vac = 0.5 V − 1.0 V.
An exceptional characteristic of thin-film solar cellswith perovskite absorber layer is the strongly
improved robustness of electromodulation spectra detected at the second-harmonic frequency
2f compared to the fundamental frequency f of the applied modulating ac bias (see also chapter
9.5.1). In particular at low frequencies, severe line-shape distortions occur in spectra at 1f
detection which are not present in the 2f case. Furthermore, the expected linear dependence
of the ∆R/R amplitude on the amplitude Vac of the modulating ac bias at 1f detection and
quadratic relation for the 2f case are verified by experimental results onMAPbI3-based devices
as well as numerical simulations of well-established Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells. Additional
more elaborate simulations could provide deeper insights into the impact of the electric field
and its spatial distribution on electroreflectance spectra and, thereby, offer a non-destructive,
electro-optic measurement technique to study internal electric fields in thin-film solar cells.
After establishing electromodulation spectroscopy on complete perovskite solar cells, it is




Excitonic Nature of Optical Transitions
in Perovskites
The role of excitons in semiconductors, especially in photovoltaic applications, is an important
research question to be addressed since it strongly influences the operation of optoelectronic
devices. Therefore, the binding energy EB of excitons is a significant measure or “figure of
merit” to quantify these effects. In inorganic semiconductors, EB is typically in the order of
some meV (e.g., 4.9meV in GaAs[343] and 14.7meV in Si[349]) and, thereby, small compared
to thermal energy at room temperature kBT ≈ 25 meV. Consequently, bound electron–
hole pairs can be easily dissociated and move freely, and the solar-cell operation conditions
are governed by free electrons and holes.[1, 399] In the other extreme, organic semiconductors
typically exhibit exciton binding energies in the range of 100meV up to 1 eV.[196, 197] Therefore,
appropriate device architectures are needed in organic photovoltaics to enable efficient diffusion
and dissociation of excitons at suitable interfaces in the device.[1, 399]
Furthermore, a clear understanding of excitonic effects is also essential for the correct in-
terpretation of experimental results in electro-optic material characterization. For instance,
the commonly used technique for determination of the bandgap energy Eg in semiconduc-
tors based on linear extrapolation of a so-called Tauc plot[400–402] is simply not applicable
in case of significant excitonic effects.[20, 81] This is because the underlying assumption of a
(α~ω) ∝ (~ω − Eg)1/2 dependence of the absorption coefficient α is no longer valid (see
also chapter 3.1).
Therefore, the importance of excitons for both the correct interpretation of optical spectra of
organic–inorganic perovskites and the performance of corresponding optoelectronic devices,
especially perovskite-based solar cells, will be diligently examined in this chapter. In partic-
ular, the nature of fundamental transitions in electromodulation spectroscopy and the conse-
quences for correct evaluation are studied in detail for the mostly used model system MAPbI3
(section 7.1). Additionally, absorption spectroscopy provides a suitable tool for the assessment
of influences of compositional variations of the perovskite absorber on the exciton binding en-
ergy. Here, both the modification of the iodine–bromine ratio utilized for bandgap tuning and
the incorporation of additional cations such as cesium are examined (section 7.2). A discussion
of implications of excitonic effects on the absorption and charge-carrier extraction in perovskite
solar cells complements this chapter (section 7.3).
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7.1 Excitonic Origin of Fundamental Transitions in
Electroabsoption Spectra of Perovskite Solar Cells
Electromodulation spectroscopy provides an effective instrument for the exploration of fun-
damental optical transitions in the band structure of semiconductors and is a precise method
for determination of the corresponding resonance energies as pointed out in detail in previous
chapters. In order to access its full potential on perovskites, the correlation with other charac-
terization techniques offers deeper insights into the origin of optical transitions. In this context,
the generalized Elliott fit evaluation of absorption spectra (chapter 4) represents a straightfor-
ward tool for comparison due to its distinction into contributions of discrete excitonic states
and ionization continuum above the bandgap energy. Moreover, absorption spectra can be
measured simultaneously with electroabsorption spectra ensuring precise results. Additionally,
a detailed analysis of experimentally obtained electromodulation spectra based on theoretical
models for the observed line shapes further supplements the full picture. Both approaches have
been pursued and are presented in the following sections.
Main parts of the measurements in this section were achieved in collaboration with AliceMagin
within her master’s thesis[389] and are published in [76, 358].
7.1.1 Correlation of Absorption and Electroabsorption Spectroscopy
In order to reveal deeper insights about fundamental transitions, absorption and electroabsorp-
tion spectra of semitransparent perovskite solar cells with MAPbI3 absorber layer (see chapter
2.2.2 for details) have beenmeasured simultaneously at temperatures fromT = 10 K up to room
temperature. Figure 7.1 (a) and (b) present obtained experimental results at T = 10 K. Due to
strongly reduced broadening at cryogenic temperatures, sharp features and, in particular, a pro-
nounced excitonic peak are apparent in the absorption data. In order to facilitate best possible
comparison with electroabsorption results, the absorption spectrum in Fig. 7.1 (a) is analyzed
using the generalized Elliott formula (introduced in chapter 4.2) and, thereby, decomposed
into contributions of discrete excitonic peaks (green curve) and excitonic ionization contin-
uum (blue). The fit reproduces the experimental data very well and yields a bandgap energy
of 1.66 eV which is depicted by a dashed blue line. The direct comparison of absorption and
∆T/T spectra demonstrates that the distinct resonance feature in the electroabsorption results in
Fig. 7.1 (b) is definitely below the bandgap energy Eg. This clearly points towards an excitonic
origin of the fundamental optical transition rather than non-excitonic band-to-band transitions.
This conclusion of an excitonic resonance is further substantiated by applying the modulus
transformation introduced in section 5.3.3 to the experimental ∆T/T data. The resulting
|M (E)| modulus spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.1 (c) and offers a more appropriate comparison
since the energy position of the peak-like line shape directly represents the energy of the optical
resonance as discussed in section 5.3.3. The energy position of the transformed modulus
peak corresponds well to the contribution of discrete excitonic peaks (green curve in (a)).
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Elliott Formula with EB = 0
Figure 7.1: Comparison of (a) absorption, (b) electroabsorption ∆T/T , and (c) transformed |M (E)|
modulus spectrum of a perovskite solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber layer at T = 10 K.
The characteristic resonance features of both the measured ∆T/T and the transformed
|M (E)| spectrum are clearly below the bandgap energy Eg = 1.66 eV determined by a
generalized Elliott fit to the absorption data in (a). The red curve in (c) visualizes a Gaussian
fit to the experimental data and corresponds well to the discrete excitonic contribution (green
curve) of the Elliott formula in (a) proving the excitonic nature of the fundamental optical
transition in MAPbI3 probed by electroabsorption spectroscopy. © 2018 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from [358].
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The small deviations in the order of 10meV might be caused by simplifying assumptions used
in the evaluation, e.g., state-independent broadening, and treatment of all excitonic transitions
as one effective resonance.[76] However, the clear agreement in energy position of the fun-
damental optical resonance probed by electroabsorption spectroscopy with the contribution
of discrete excitonic transitions in absorption spectra proves its excitonic nature arising from
bound electron–hole pairs instead of ionized excitons of the excitonic continuum above Eg.
These findings hold true not only for T = 10 K but even up to room temperature since
Fig. 7.1 serves only as exemplary representation of the whole investigated temperature range.
Figure 7.2 (a) shows the respective energies of the bandgap Eg (black squares) obtained by
Elliott fits (see Fig. 7.1 (a)) and the peak positions of the transformed modulus spectra (red
circles) determined by Gaussian fits (see red curve in Fig. 7.1 (c)) to the experimental data
for T = 10 K − 295 K. Filled and semi-filled symbols denote different samples verifying
reproducibility of the results. Both bandgap energy Eg and modulus peak position exhibit an
overall shift towards higher energies for increasing temperature which is typical for lead-based
perovskites due to their specific electronic structure (see section 8.1). This overall blueshift is
interrupted at Tp ≈ 160 K by a jump of about 100meV towards lower energies which is a clear
indication of the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition. Furthermore, the coexistence of
both phases in the temperature range close to the phase transition can lead to a variation of
the observed Tp values. Detailed investigations of crystal phase transitions in perovskites are
presented in chapter 8.
Still, here, only the relative energy shift between bandgap energyEg and modulus peak position
is of interest which stays approximately constant over the whole temperature range investigated.
This emphasizes that the evaluation and the corresponding results presented above are consistent
even up to room temperature and further support the relevance of excitonic effects on optical
transitions in perovskites.
Figure 7.2 (b) displays the temperature-dependent exciton binding energy EB obtained as fit
parameter in the generalized Elliott formula. The EB values depend on the crystal phase and
are around 26meV for the low-temperature orthorhombic phase and 19meV for the room-
temperature tetragonal phase. Despite small deviations (as discussed above), EB is similar to
the offset of bandgap energy and fundamental excitonic resonance (frommodulus peak position)
in Fig. 7.2 (a) as expected from theory.
In conclusion, the overall picture of combined temperature-dependent absorption and electro-
absorption results clearly reveals the excitonic nature of the fundamental transition in MAPbI3
arising from the discrete contribution of excitons in the absorption spectrum rather than unbound
electron–hole pairs in the ionization continuum. Furthermore, the relevance of excitonic effects
in perovskites is shown – even up to room temperature.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Bandgap energy Eg (black squares) obtained from generalized Elliott fits of absorption
spectra and energy of modulus peak position (red circles) from transformed electroabsorption
spectra (as determined in Fig. 7.1) for temperatures T = 10 K−295 K (Filled and semi-filled
symbols denote different samples verifying reproducibility of the results.). The overall blue
shift of Eg and modulus peak position is typical for lead-based perovskites and the jump of
about 100meV at Tp ≈ 160 K is related to the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition.
The coexistence of both phases for T ≈ Tp can lead to a variation of observed Tp values (see
chapter 8 for further discussion). The constant offset of bandgap energy and modulus peak
position demonstrates the reliable evaluation and consistent results proving the importance
of excitonic effects on fundamental transitions in perovskites solar cells. (b) Exciton binding
energies EB obtained by Elliot fits as in (a). The values are around 26meV and 19meV
for the low-temperature orthorhombic and room-temperature tetragonal phases, respectively,
and, thereby, in the range of the offset betweenEg and the modulus peak position as expected.
Previous version published in [76], further data can be found in [358].
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7.1.2 Excitonic Line Shapes of Electroabsorption Spectra in Perovskites
While the correlation with absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool, electroabsorption spectra
itself can provide indications of excitonic influences by comparison of measured line shapes
with theoretical predictions. An in-depth review of expected line shapes in electromodulation
spectroscopy for unbound and confined states has been presented in chapter 5. In the case of
band-to-band transitions of freely movable charge-carriers, a third-derivative form is predicted
(in the low field limit). Confined states and, in particular, excitonic transitions result in
first-derivative spectra.
Figure 7.3 depicts the numerically calculated first, second, and third derivative of a measured
absorption spectrum at T = 190 K and a comparison with the corresponding electroabsoption
result. The best qualitative agreement of the ∆T/T spectrum with the first derivative can be
considered as first hint of an excitonic line shape.
T = 190 K
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of a ∆T/T electroabsorption spectrum with the numerically calculated first,
second and third derivative of the measured absorption spectrum of MAPbI3 at T = 190 K.
The best qualitative agreement with the first derivative indicates an excitonic nature of the
optical resonance in electroabsorption spectra. Reprinted from [76], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.
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However, since additional parameters such as phase factorsmight influence the electromodulated
spectra, only direct line-shape fits of the appropriate theoretical models introduced in chapter
5.3 can provide convincing evidence. The Third-Derivative Functional Form (TDFF) represents
the predicted line shape for band-to-band transitions of (quasi-)free electrons in the low-field
limit. On the other hand, a First-Derivative Functional Form (FDFF) is expected in case of
excitons which possess discrete energy levels (Details on the different contributions to the
FDFF line shape with respect to energy, broadening, or intensity modulation can be found
in appendix C.).
The direct comparison of FDFF and TDFF line-shape fits is preceded by a determination
of the suitable broadening type of the First-Derivative Functional Form. In chapter 5.3.2,
the two commonly used choices have been introduced, which are Gaussian and Lorentzian
broadening. Figure 7.4 displays an exemplary comparison of both broadening types, here at
T = 190 K, either as direct least-squares fit of the respective FDFF functions (as introduced
in chapter 5.3.2) to the electroabsorption spectra in (b) or as fit of Gaussian or Lorentzian
functions to the transformed modulus spectrum in (c).
In both cases, theGaussian-broadened alternative results in a better reproduction of themeasured












































T = 190 K(b)
(c) T = 190 K
MAPbI3
Figure 7.4: Investigation of broadening effects in MAPbI3 by comparison of Gaussian (red squares and
curve) and Lorentzian (green circles and dashed green curve) broadening in electroabsorp-
tion spectra. (a) Coefficient of determination R2 for the respective FDFF fits to experimental
∆T/T electroabsorption spectra for T = 10 K−295 K. The values for Gaussian-broadening
FDFF fits being closer to unity indicate a better agreement with the measured data. (b) Ex-
emplary illustration of both line-shape fits at T = 190 K and (c) the corresponding fits of
Gaussian and Lorentzian peak functions to the transformed |M (E)| spectrum. Original
measured spectra obtained in collaboration with Alice Magin.[389]
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describes the goodness of the fits for Gaussian- and Lorentzian-broadened FDFF line shapes,
respectively, to the ∆T/T electroabsorption spectrum (see exemplary spectrum in Fig. 7.4 (b)).
The clear trend towards values closer to unity for the Gaussian broadening over the whole
temperature range investigated represents a better agreement with the measured data and in-
dicates inhomogeneous broadening. Still, the underlying mechanisms, e.g., spatial variations
of the resonance energy, could be in principle more complex and might not be perfectly de-
scribed by a Gaussian function.[344] Nevertheless, one would not expect a completely identical
resonance energy of the entire (polycrystalline) material which would result in homogeneous,
Lorentzian-shaped broadening.[344] This is in accordance with the observed inferior suitability
of the Lorentzian-broadened FDFF.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of excitonic FDFF (red curve) and non-excitonic TDFF (blue curve, expected for
band-to-band transitions) least-squares fits to an exemplary experimental ∆T/T electroab-
sorption spectrum at T = 190 K. In particular, the relative intensities of the two side minima
are better described by the FDFF fit which indicates an excitonic origin of the optical transi-
tion. Inset: The coefficient of determination R2 for both fits. The conclusion of an excitonic
transition is consistent for the whole investigated temperature range T = 10 K−295 K. Orig-
inal measured spectra obtained in collaboration with Alice Magin.[389] Exemplary spectra
also published in [76, 389].
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Equipped with this prerequisite, one can compare least-squares fits to experimental electro-
absorption spectra by utilizing TDFF and Gaussian-broadened FDFF line shapes representing
band-to-band and excitonic transitions, respectively. An exemplary comparison is shown in
Fig. 7.5. While both line shapes provide a reasonable agreement with the experimental data,
the excitonic FDFF line shape apparently reproduces the spectrum better and is, therefore, the
more appropriate theoretical model. The deviations of the TDFF fit become especially apparent
at the relative intensities of the two side minima which cannot be reproduced simultaneously.
This comparative analysis has been performed for the whole temperature range measured from
T = 10 K up to room temperature. The resulting coefficients of determination R2 for both
line-shape fits are presented in the inset of Fig. 7.5. The goodness of the fits is a little bit
reduced for low temperatures which still needs further investigation. In any case, the overall
trend clearly demonstrates that the excitonic FDFF fit is unambiguously the better suited line
shape. Therefore, the conclusion of an excitonic origin of the fundamental optical transitions in
MAPbI3 probed by electromodulation spectroscopy is further substantiated by this evaluation.
In summary, both an in-depth line-shape analysis of electromodulated ∆T/T spectra and the
correlation with absorption spectra provide a clear picture of fundamental optical transitions
in MAPbI3: These resonances which are probed by electromodulation spectroscopy are clearly
excitonic arising from discrete states of bound electron–hole pairs rather than unbound electrons
and holes in the ionization continuum. In particular, it has to be emphasized that this conclusion
is found to be true for the whole temperature range investigated from T = 10 K up to even room
temperature. These findings imply that resonance energies extracted from electromodulation
spectra are not identical to the bandgap energyEg as it would be the case in semiconductors with
negligible excitonic effects, e.g., as in Cu(In,Ga)Se2,[74, 75] but are shifted by about the exciton
binding energy towards lower values. Furthermore, the electro-optic properties of perovskites
and their devices are influenced by excitons. Since the exciton binding energy quantifies the
extent and, thus, relevance of excitonic effects, it will be further analysed for different perovskite
compositions in the following section.
7.2 Exciton Binding Energy in
Organic–Inorganic Perovskites
In order to compare the impact of excitons in different materials and, in particular, varying
perovskite composition, the exciton binding energy serves as a useful measure. The exciton
binding energy in organic–inorganic perovskites is still heavily discussed in the scientific
community and a wide range of values for EB has been reported. Therefore, in the following
section, major, but by nomeans exhaustive, examples of determinationmethods and resultingEB
values are reviewed. Thereafter, the impact on EB of different compositional modifications of
the model systemMAPbI3 at both the halogen and the organic-cation site in the crystal structure
(see chapter 2.1.3) is studied by absorption spectroscopy. Results of these investigations are
partly published in [195].
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7.2.1 Review of Published Values for the Exciton Binding Energy
in Organic–Inorganic Perovskites
Different published experimental values forEB and respective utilized methods are summarized
in Tab. 7.1. In addition, discussions of experimental investigations and theoretical predictions
can be found, e.g., in [21, 403] and [88, 95, 97, 404, 405], respectively. Thus, relevant determi-
nation methods are only briefly highlighted here.
Years before organic–inorganic perovskites have attracted significant attention as well-suited ab-
sorbermaterial in photovoltaics, Hirasawa et al. andTanaka et al. usedmagnetoabsorption spec-
troscopy to determine the excition binding energyEB ofMAPbI3.[339, 340] Bymeasuring the dia-
magnetic shift of the exciton absorption peak in magnetic fields up to B = 40 T at temperature
T = 4.2 K they obtained an exciton binding energyEB of 37meV[339] and 50meV,[340] respec-
tively, for MAPbI3 and 76meV for MAPbBr3.[340] Later, Lin et al. questioned their estimate
for the dielectric permittivity of ε = 6.5 and recalculated EB to ∼ 2 meV (using ε ∼ 70).[406]
EB [meV] Method Ref.
MAPbI3 2 Recalc. of [339, 340] [406]
7.4 (tetr.) Electroabsorption [341]
16± 2 (orth.)
High-B Magnetoabs. [338, 407, 408]a few (tetrag.)
19± 3, 32± 5 Photoluminescence [409,410]
34± 3 (orth.)
Absorption Fits [79, 351, 352]
23− 29 (tetr.)
45 (orth.) T -Dep. Absorption [411]
37, 50 (orth.) Magnetoabsorption [339,340]
MAPbI3−xClx 14 (orth.) High-B Magnetoabs. [407]
10 (tetr.)
55± 20 (tetr.) T -Dep. Absorption [412]
MAPbBr3 25 (orth.) High-B Magnetoabs. [407]
60± 3 Absorption Fits [352]
76 (orth.) Magnetoabsorption [340]
Table 7.1: Summary of published values for the exciton binding energy EB in organic–inorganic
perovskites and utilized determination methods. If no crystal phase (orthorhombic or
tetragonal) is specified, data from cryogenic and room temperature have been combined in
calculation or fitting procedure.
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Revised magnetoabsorption measurements with increased magnetic fields up to B = 65 T
(even exceeding 130 T for short-pulsed experiments) allow for more precise studies of 1s and
2s excitonic resonances as well as additional Landau levels.[338, 407, 408] Exciton binding energies
and effective masses can be extracted by fitting the dependence of the respective energy levels
on the applied magnetic field (a so-called “Landau fan” diagram) using elaborate numerical
calculations which promise more accurate results. However, the influence of strong magnetic
fields B > 50 T on EB still remains somewhat unclear. The obtained values are in general
smaller compared to the initial studies[338, 407, 408] and similar for both thin films and single
crystals indicating the intrinsic nature of the obtained values.[408]
Detailed analysis of temperature-dependent photoluminescence and absorption spectra has
led to numerous EB estimates. Some of them rely on the determination of the temperature-
dependent behavior (e.g., of line-width broadening or intensity) of the excitonic absorption or
photoluminescence peak and a subsequent Arrhenius evaluation[409, 410, 412] yielding EB values
of, e.g., 19meV[409] or 32meV.[410] However, these results should be considered as rather
rough estimates due to large uncertainties in determination and interpretation. Least-squares
fitting of generalized versions of the Elliott formula or similar advanced evaluation methods
as introduced in chapter 4 yield EB values of ∼ 34 meV[352] and 23 meV − 29 meV[79, 351, 352]
for the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases, respectively, in MAPbI3 as well as 60meV for
MAPbBr3.[352] Compared to Arrhenius evaluations, these direct fits of absorption spectra
can be expected to yield more reliable results – at least for sufficiently small temperature-
induced broadening.
In summary, there is still a wide range of published exciton binding energies forMAPbI3 from as
low as 2meV up to 50meV. However, the vast majority of EB values is in the order of thermal
energy at room temperature with an overall trend to smaller values for the high-temperature
tetragonal phase.
In the following, the exciton binding energy EB of various perovskite compounds including
mixed-halide and mixed-cation compositions is studied using temperature-dependent absorp-
tion spectra and generalized Elliott fits (introduced in chapter 4).
7.2.2 Variation of Iodine–Bromine Ratio Used for Bandgap Tuning
and its Impact on the Exciton Binding Energy
Bandgap engineering is one of the key issues for the application of perovskites as large-bandgap
top cell in tandem configurations (see chapters 2.1.3 and 2.3). The partial replacement of
iodine by bromine offers strong tunability of the perovskite’s bandgap energy in a range of
about 1.6 eV − 2.3 eV which is illustrated by experimental absorption spectra in Fig. 7.6 at
T ≈ 275 K close to room temperature. However, the spectra do not only demonstrate the wide-
range tunability but also show an increasingly pronounced excitonic peak close to the band edge
for higher bromine content x. This is an indication for an increased exciton binding energy
in bromine-rich compounds which could hamper charge-carrier separation and collection and,
thereby, decrease the performance of corresponding photovoltaic devices.
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Figure 7.6: Absorption spectra of MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 thin films on glass with varying bromine content
0 < x < 1 illustrating the wide-range tunability of the bandgap energy from about 1.6 eV
up to 2.3 eV. But, in addition, the increasingly distinct excitonic peak close to the band edge
for increasing bromine content x indicates an enhanced exciton binding energy. It should
be noted here, that any instabilities of the perovskite for intermediate bromine ratios x as
reported by Hoke et al.[335, 413] do not preclude stable and reliable measurements as can be
seen from these spectra.
Here, it should be noted that Hoke et al. observed bandgap instabilities in photoluminescence
spectra related to a photo-induced halide segregation of the perovskite for intermediate iodine–
bromine ratios.[335, 413] Similar effects will be reviewed and elucidated extensively in chapter 9.
Still, they do not prevent the measurement of stable and reliable absorption spectra as can be
seen in Fig. 7.6 by the continuous shift of the bandgap energy with bromine content x.[414]
In order to quantify the apparently increasing exciton binding energyEBwith increasing bromine
content x, absorption spectra of MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 thin films on glass have been recorded for
varying iodine–bromine ratio in a temperature range of T = 5 K − 277 K. Analogously to
Fig. 7.1, all spectra have been analyzed by least-squares fits of the generalized Elliott formula.
The extracted exciton binding energies EB are displayed in Fig. 7.7. The accuracy is estimated
to be in the range of about 5meV.
For pure MAPbI3 (dark green squares), the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition is
visible at Tp ≈ 160 K similarly as in Fig. 7.2 (b). In the room-temperature tetragonal phase, EB
is slightly reduced in accordance with previous results.[338, 352] All in all, the values for pure
MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 are consistent with published reports and, in particular, coincide with
similar spectroscopic studies (see Tab. 7.1).
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Figure 7.7: Exciton binding energies EB for MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 obtained by generalized Elliott fits for
T = 5 K − 277 K. For pure MAPbI3 (dark green squares), the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal
phase transition is visible as a jump towards slightly lower values as also seen in Fig. 7.2.
Overall,EB yields larger values for increasing bromine content x in the range of about 25meV
up to 45meV. Interestingly, there seems to be a small gap in EB between x = 0.25 and
x = 0.5 (see colored areas).
The obtained exciton binding energies EB exhibit an overall trend towards larger values
for increasing bromine content x (compare to Fig.7.6) starting from slightly above 25meV
(for x = 0.0) up to more than 40meV (for x > 0.75). However, the increase appears to be
non-linear and (for most temperatures) non-monotonous with bromine content x. In terms of
photovoltaic performance, for instance, power-conversion efficiencies exceeding 8% [238, 415] and
open-circuit voltages up to 1.61V[416] have been achieved for pure MAPbBr3 (x = 1.0) despite
the rather high exciton binding energy (e.g., compared to MAPbI3) which possibly hampers
charge-carrier separation. This performance results for MAPbBr3-based solar cells are even
more notable considering the less suitable bandgap energy (Eg ≈ 2.3 eV) for efficient harvest-
ing of the solar spectrum which is reflected by a Shockley-Queisser limit of only ∼ 16%[146]
(compared to ∼ 30% at Eg = 1.6 eV in case of MAPbI3[146]). However, they are still clearly
outperformed by MAPbI3-based devices with record efficiencies above 20%.[417]
Interestingly, there seems to be a small gap in EB between x = 0.25 and x = 0.5 (see colored
areas in Fig. 7.7). Certainly, this needs further detailed investigation taking into account
possible uncertainties, e.g., by measuring the exact perovskite composition which has been
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only estimated from precursor solutions here. Nevertheless, the only slight increase of the
exciton binding energy for about 25% and less of incorporated bromine are promising for
tandem solar cells since the corresponding bandgap energies Eg of 1.6 eV − 1.8 eV represent
optimum values for top cells in combination with silicon or Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based bottom cells
(see chapters 2.1.3 and 2.3)[418–421] Moreover, further engineering of perovskite compositions
by incorporation of additional cations has led to significant improvements in terms of device
performance and reproducibility.[120, 143, 167, 168, 172, 336] These promising, optimized compounds
will be examined in the following section.
7.2.3 The Exciton Binding Energy of Cesium-Containing
Multiple-Cation Compounds
Multiple-cation perovskite compounds have not only demonstrated notable stability improve-
ments and enhanced reproducibility compared to methylammonium-only based perovskites, but
ML0010, ML0012, ML0020, ML0031
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Figure 7.8: Exciton binding energies EB for two different multiple-cation mixed-halide perovskite
compound, namely Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 (Cs0.05, purple circles) and
Cs0.1FA0.765MA0.135Pb(I0.765Br0.235)3 (Cs0.10, blue circles). The results for pure MAPbI3
and MAPbBr3 are shown for comparison (see Fig. 7.7). Both Cs-containing compounds
exhibit lower EB values than MAPbI3, in particular, Cs0.05. From [195], licensed under
CC-BY (modified in color).
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also represent an important step forward in further increased power-conversion efficiency up
to 21.6% and above (see chapter 2).[143, 167, 168, 336] Not only because of the great relevance for so-
lar cells, they are predestined for further material characterization in order to elucidate the effect
of different cations and their combinations. Here, especially two different compounds including
cesium, formamidinium (FA) and methylammonium (MA) as well as iodine and bromine serve
as widely-used photovoltaics-relevant examples: Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
(abbreviated as Cs0.05) and Cs0.1FA0.765MA0.135Pb(I0.765Br0.235)3 (Cs0.10).
In analogy to the MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 studies, temperature-dependent absorption spectra have
been measured and evaluated using Elliott fits for both Cs-containing mixed perovskites.
Figure 7.8 summarizes the results for Cs0.05 (purple circles) and Cs0.10 (blue circles) in
comparison with values for pure MAPbI3 (green squares) and MAPbBr3 (red triangles) as
discussed before. Both mixed-cation compounds exhibit smaller exciton binding energies
compared to MAPbI3 which is especially pronounced in the case of Cs0.05. In addition,
the bandgap energies Eg of Cs0.05 and MAPbI3 are very similar around room temperature
(1.65 eV and 1.66 eV, respectively) and, therefore, the expected maximum power-conversion
efficiency from the Shockley-Queisser limit is nearly identical (opposed to the investigations
of MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 presented above). This indicates that the lower exciton binding energy,
which is beneficial for charge-carrier separation and collection, can – at least partly – account
for the better solar-cell performance for the multiple-cation compound Cs0.05.
However, it should be noted that, in particular, for small exciton binding energies and large
line-width broadening at high temperatures, the excitonic peak in the absorption spectra cannot
be reliably separated from the continuum contribution above Eg as can be seen in Fig. 7.9
(The spectra are shifted by the energy position Eex of the excitonic peak maximum and
normalized to the absorbance at En = Eex + 0.25 eV.).
Exciton Binding Energy EB
at 10K at 150K > 150 K
MAPbBr3 36meV 38meV 41meV
MAPbI3 25meV 29meV 32meV
Cs0.05 21meV 19meV 24meV
Cs0.10 24meV 25meV 20meV
Table 7.2: Summary of determined exciton binding energies EB for Cs0.05 and Cs0.10 multiple-cation
mixed-halide perovskites and pure MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 for comparison. Values at tem-
peratures of 10K and 150K are directly taken from Fig. 7.8 while the last column repre-
sents the results of the f -sum rule method for T > 150 K. The exciton binding energy is
reduced for the Cs-containing compounds even compared to MAPbI3 and, in particular, at
high temperatures.[195]
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Thus, the accuracy of the Elliott fits as well as the extracted EB values can be compromised
(see appendix B). Since this might affect especially the low-EB Cs-containing perovskites at
temperatures approaching room temperature, the so-called f -sum rule method proposed by
Sestu et al. (introduced in chapter 4.3) has been additionally applied (Here, the integration is
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Figure 7.9: f -sum rule method proposed by Sestu et al.[352] (see chapter 4.3) applied to the
Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 (Cs0.05) perovskite compound. The measured
absorption spectra are shifted by the energy positionEex of the excitonic peak and normalized
to the absorbance at the normalization energy En = 0.25 eV (For the spectra at T ≥ 210 K,
Eex could not be determined accurately and was extrapolated linearly which corresponds to
the open circles in the inset.). Inset: The integrated normalized absorption Iexp, which has
been numerically calculated for the depicted energy range and each temperature T , is nearly
constant as expected. Iexp corresponds to an exciton binding energy of EB ∼ 24 meV for
temperatures T > 150 K (with 8µ2b/~4 ≈ 1.24 eV−1 estimated from direct Elliott fits).
From [195], licensed under CC-BY.
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As expected, the resulting broadening-independent integral Iexp is mainly constant in the tem-
perature range investigated (see inset of Fig. 7.9). By numerical calculations as explained in
chapter 4.3, Iexp is mapped to absolute values for the exciton binding energy yielding a value of
EB ∼ 24 meV. Since this technique is especially exploited to improve the reliability of results
at temperatures approaching room temperature, the temperature range of the f -sum evaluation
is restricted to T > 150 K. The respective results for Cs0.10, MAPbI3, and MAPbBr3 are
summarized in Tab. 7.2. While the values for EB determined by the f -sum rule method are
slightly higher compared to the ones in Fig. 7.8, the overall trend of reduced exciton binding
energies for the investigated multiple-cation mixed-halide compositions Cs0.05 and Cs0.10
compared to MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 is confirmed. The influence of additional bromine and
formamidinium in the mixed compounds can be considered to roughly cancel out each other:
The incorporation of small amounts of bromine (here 17% and 23%, respectively) leads to an
increase of EB of a few meV as demonstrated in Fig. 7.7. On the other hand, the additional FA
slightly reducesEB as reported, e.g., from magnetoabsorption spectroscopy (EB = 10 meV for
FAPbI3 compared to EB = 12 meV for MAPbI3, both at T ∼ 160 K).[407]
With regard to photovoltaic performance, the reduced exciton binding energy of the Cs0.05 and
Cs0.10 compounds will favor the separation of electron–hole pairs and, thereby, the collection
of electrons and holes in solar cells with the respective perovskite absorber layer. There-
with, it can – at least partly – account for improved solar-cell performance in these nowadays
widely-used compounds.
7.3 Implications of Excitonic Effects
for Solar-Cell Performance
The clear signature of excitons in optical spectra of organic–inorganic perovskites, especially
in electromodulation spectroscopy, raises the question of the consequences for optoelectronic
applications, here, with a focus on solar cells. The beneficial effect of lower exciton binding
energy on separation of photo-generated electron–hole pairs has already been mentioned in the
previous section by comparing different perovskite absorber compositions which can be used
for bandgap tuning as well as high-performance solar cells. In the following sections, a more
general discussion of excitonic effects and the exciton binding energy on the photovoltaic
performance of perovskites will complement this chapter. This includes beneficial effects due
to increased absorption, implications for charge-carrier extraction, and the effective expected
ratio of excitons and free charge carriers under application-relevant conditions.
The discussion about beneficial absorption effects due to the Sommerfeld enhancement in
the following section is partly published in [358]. The temperature-dependent photocur-
rent measurements in section 7.3.2 were achieved in collaboration with Philip Lange within
his master’s thesis.[422]
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7.3.1 Increased Absorption Coefficient due to Sommerfeld Enhancement
At first glance, excitons seem to be detrimental for high-performance solar cells in any case
since bound states of photogenerated electrons and holes are opposed to effective extraction
of these charge carriers. While this is true for strongly bound electron–hole pairs, there are
indeed advantageous excitonic effects which can predominate for sufficiently small exciton
binding energy. In this context, the main point to be mentioned is the increased absorption
coefficient in excitonic semiconductors described by the so-called Sommerfeld enhancement
(see also chapter 3.3.3).[78, 348]
Figure 7.10 visualizes this effect in the case of perovskites (here in MAPbI3). While the solid
red lines once more represent least-squares fits of the generalized Elliott formula, the blue and
dashed curves are derived from these fits by manually modifying particular parameters. For
vanishing excitonic effects described by EB = 0 (dashed lines), the spectra are apparently
different. First of all, the discrete excitonic peak below the bandgap energy Eg (dashed black
line) vanishes as expected. However, even above the bandgap energy Eg, the spectral shape of
the absorption spectrum is apparently different.
In the case of non-vanishing excitonic effects (i.e., nonzero exciton binding energyEB), even for
no longer bound, but ionized excitons above Eg, the residual Coulomb attraction of electrons
and holes still leads to a correlation of their statistical positions and, thereby, their wavefunction
overlap. This influences the absorption probability compared to negligible excitonic effects and
affects the spectral shape of the absorption spectrum. In the ideal case of perfectly parabolic
band dispersion (blue curves), the square-root shaped absorption for non-excitonic band-to-
band transitions (dashed blue line) is replaced by a nearly constant absorption in the excitonic
case (see chapter 3.3)).
More importantly, the magnitude of the absorption coefficient in the ionization continuum is
strongly enhanced by these excitonic effects which can be understood as magnified absorption
probability or oscillator strength due to increased correlation of electron and hole positions
(see equation (3.15) in chapter 3.3). The consideration of the reverse process might offer a
more intuitive approach: An increased probability of finding electron and hole at the same
position (meaning a higher wavefunction overlap) due to mutual Coulomb interaction results
in an enhanced probability of radiative recombination of electrons and holes. Figure 7.10 (b)
clearly demonstrates the relevance of this enhancement even at room temperature leading to an
absorption increase of more than a factor of 2 for photon energies in the vicinity ofEg. In addi-
tion, the non-parabolicity leads to further amplification of the absorption thanks to an increased
density of states (see equation (4.2)). These processes contribute to the outstanding absorption
coefficient in organic–inorganic perovskites which is one of the key aspects of their favorable
properties for photovoltaics enabling the fabrication of thin-film solar cells with an only 300 nm-
thin absorber layer. The small layer thickness is especially advantageous for perovskite solar
cells in order to facilitate the extraction of charge-carriers within their diffusion length. In that
sense, excitonic effects are beneficial for solar-cell performance as long as the exciton binding
energy is sufficiently small in order to maintain effective charge-carrier extraction.
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Figure 7.10: Generalized Elliott fits (solid red curves) of measured absorption spectra at (a) T = 10 K
and (b) room temperature. The blue curves in (a) show the same Elliott fit but with non-
parabolicity 8µ2b/~4 = 0, i.e., perfectly parabolic bands, to visualize that the increased
absorption above Eg is partly related to non-parabolic band effects. The dashed lines
represent identical fits but with vanishing exciton binding energy EB demonstrating the
large increase of the absorption coefficient not only at the excitonic peak below Eg, but also
in the ionization continuum aboveEg. This effect is known as Sommerfeld enhancement and
even relevant at room temperature as visible in (b). Original measured spectra obtained in
collaboration with Alice Magin.[389] © 2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [358].
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7.3.2 The Influence of Excitonic Effects on Charge-Carrier Extraction
in Perovskite Solar Cells
In order to study the impact of excitons on charge-carrier separation and collection in perovskite
solar cells, simultaneous temperature-dependent measurements of absorption and photocurrent
spectra have been performed. Details of the measurement principle, experimental setup, and
data analysis can be found in appendix A.2 and [422]. For a more straightforward interpretation,
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) was calculated, i.e., the spectrally resolved ratio of
extracted charge carriers per incident photon:[197, 211, 423,424]
EQE (~ω) = # of extracted charge carriers (~ω)





However, only relative EQE values (in arbitrary units) can be obtained at low temperatures
since a quantitative calibration of the incident photon flux per area is not feasible inside the
used cryostat.
Fig. 7.11 presents a comparison of absorptance (calculated by A′ = 1− T ) and (relative) EQE
spectrum at temperature T = 10 K for MAPbI3. From high photon energies around 1.9 eV to
the absorption edge at about 1.6 eV (from right to left), the decline in EQE in (b) is apparently
stronger compared to the one in absorptance in (a). Furthermore, the excitonic peak is much less
pronounced in external quantum efficiency. This indicates that, as expected, bound electron–
hole pairs in the discrete excitonic peak (or with small excess energy close to it) contribute
less to the EQE (and, thereby, the photocurrent) than the unbound electrons and holes in
the continuum for a comparable number of absorbed photons. Surprisingly, despite the very
low thermal energy at T = 10 K, a significant amount of charge-carriers can be extracted at
the excitonic peak. Thus, additional mechanisms have to be responsible for the dissociation
of excitons, presumably the dissociation at interfaces similar to organic solar cells.[1, 399, 425]
Patel et al. observed similar excitonic effects in temperature-dependent photocurrent spectra
but with an even stronger reduction at the excitonic peak for temperatures T < 45 K. This
further demonstrates the impact of excitons on the charge-carrier separation and collection.[426]
Despite the clear signature of reduced contributions of excitons to the photocurrent (and corre-
sponding EQE) at cryogenic temperatures, similar effects are not observable at high tempera-
tures. Moreover, the spectrally integrated (or total) photocurrent at room temperature is more
than three orders of magnitude larger compared to the one at T = 10 K as shown in Fig. A.3
in chapter A.2 (similar to other reports[426, 427]) rationalizing the experimentally obtained high
power-conversion efficiencies of perovskite solar cells under normal operation conditions.
In accordance with the room-temperature observations, there is a general consensus in literature
that charge-carrier dynamics in perovskites are dominated by free charge carriers at solar-cell
conditions, i.e., room temperature and 1 sun illumination.[20] Accordingly, the fast dissociation
of excitons into free electrons and holes is reflected by experimentally obtained short dissociation
times in the order of picoseconds.[428, 429]
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Figure 7.11: Simultaneousmeasurements of (a) absorptanceA′ = 1−T and (b) relative external quantum
efficiency (calculated from photocurrent spectra) of MAPbI3 at T = 10 K. As expected, the
contribution to the EQE (and, thereby, the photocurrent) is reduced in the discrete excitonic
peak of bound electron–hole pairs at E = 1.62 eV (dashed line) compared to the ionization
continuum at higher photon energies. Data published in [422].
The Saha–Langmuir equation, originally derived for the ionization of atoms in stars,[430–432]
provides a simple illustration of this by considering a gas of excitons and free charge carriers
in equilibrium (using a mass-action law).[79, 412, 433–435] The ratio x = nfree/n of free charge-













with reduced exciton mass µ (approximated to be 0.15me[340,412]), Boltzmann and Planck
constant kB and h, respectively, and temperature T .
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Figure 7.12 illustrates the results for different exciton binding energies EB at room temperature
in (a), and varying temperature for a fixed intermediate EB = 30 meV in (b). The photo-
voltaic regime can be estimated by the total absorbed solar flux and the excitation lifetime to be
1013 cm−3 − 1015 cm−3 and it is strongly dominated by free charge carriers at room tempera-
ture (x > 90%) even for the highest reported exciton binding energies (see Fig. 7.12 (a)).[412]
As expected, the fraction of excitons is strongly increased at lower temperatures. Nevertheless,
under different conditions, both excitons and free charge carriers – or even both simultane-
ously – have been observed at room temperature using various measurement techniques, e.g.,
electromodulation spectroscopy as presented in section 7.1.[76, 415, 436]
Certainly, the presented model is rather simplified and should only be seen as an illustrative
description. For instance, exciton–exciton interaction and the formation of an electron–hole
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Figure 7.12: Illustration of the fractionx = nfree/n of free charge carriersnfree for different total excitation
densities n = nfree +nexc. (a) Varying exciton binding energyEB at room temperature. The
photovoltaic regime of n ≈ 1013 cm−3 − 1015 cm−3 is strongly dominated by free charge
carriers even at the highest EB values reported in literature. (b) Varying temperature T
for a fixed intermediate EB = 30 meV. At low temperatures, excitonic effects become




In this chapter, the role of excitons in organic–inorganic perovskite solar cells for both, fun-
damental optical transitions and photovoltaic performance of different perovskite compounds,
is examined in detail. The combined evaluation of simultaneously recorded, temperature-
dependent electroabsorption and standard absorption spectra proves the excitonic nature of
fundamental transitions in the mostly-used perovskite model system MAPbI3. The resonance
energy in ∆T/T electroabsorption spectra is clearly below the bandgap energy (determined by
generalized Elliott fits) and agrees well with the energy position of the excitonic peak in the
corresponding absorption spectra. This demonstrates that the fundamental transitions probed
by electromodulation spectroscopy arise from discrete states of excitons opposed to unbound
electron–hole pairs in the ionization continuum above the bandgap energy. This is found to be
true for the whole temperature range investigated from T = 10 K up to room temperature. Con-
sequently, resonance energies extracted from electromodulation spectra do not coincide with
the bandgap energy as compared to other solar-cell materials.[74, 75] Moreover, the best agree-
ment of experimental ∆T/T spectra with a Gaussian-broadened FDFF line shape expected for
excitonic transitions further substantiates these conclusions.
In order to compare different perovskite compositions, the exciton binding energy EB is de-
termined by least-squares fits of the generalized Elliott formula[77, 79] to experimental tempera-
ture-dependent absorption spectra and the f -sum rule method.[352] For varying iodine–bromine
ratio x in MAPb(I1−xBrx)3, which can be utilized for bandgap tuning, a (non-linear) increase
of EB from about 25meV up to 45meV with increasing bromine content is observed. Ad-
ditional incorporation of cesium and formamidinium on the cation site in compounds with
low bromine content (17% or 23.5%) leads to a further reduction of the exciton binding en-
ergy even below the values for pure MAPbI3. These low exciton binding energies of about
20meV inmultiple-cation compounds are favorable for charge-carrier separation and collection
in solar cells.
Furthermore, implications of excitonic effects on the performance of perovskite solar cells in
general are discussed: The exciton binding energy EB in the order of thermal energies at room
temperature leads to a significantly increased absorption coefficient compared to vanishing
EB (more than a factor of 2 for photon energies close to EB) even at room temperature.
This so-called Sommerfeld enhancement is a consequence of residual Coulomb attraction
between unbound electrons and holes in the ionization continuum above the bandgap energy.
With respect to the influence on charge-carrier extraction, temperature-dependent photocurrent
spectroscopy indeed reveals that, as expected, at low temperatures, electron–hole pairs bound
as excitons contribute less to the extracted photocurrent compared to unbound electrons and
holes in the ionization continuum. However, the difference is surprisingly small and, in
particular, only observable at temperatures far below room temperature. This is also illustrated
by the so-called Saha–Langmuir equation which predicts ratios of free charge-carriers compared
to excitons above 90% in perovskites for illumination intensities in the photovoltaic regime
at room temperature.[412, 430, 432]
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In conclusion, excitonic effects play a key role in organic–inorganic perovskites which combine
the desirable properties for photovoltaics, being high absorption coefficient and efficient charge-
carrier extraction. On the one hand, the notable exciton binding energy leads to a significant
increase in absorption due to the Sommerfeld enhancement. But, on the other hand, it is still
small enough to ensure efficient dissociation of excitons and extraction of electrons and holes.
As a result, the remarkably high power-conversion efficiencies of perovskite solar cells exceed-
ing 20% can be rationalized, which have been reported e.g., for Cs-containing multiple-cation
compounds. These promising candidates for high-performance devices possess especially favor-
able characteristics and will be investigated in more detail with regard to temperature-induced





Organic–inorganic perovskites such as the model system MAPbI3 do not only exist in the often
depicted cubic crystal structure, but possess a lower-symmetry tetragonal or orthorhombic
structure at reduced temperatures. Transitions between these different crystal phases are caused
by thermally-induced rotation and orientation of the organic cation (e.g., MA) leading to
distortions of the surrounding inorganic (Pb–I) framework (see chapter 2.1.1).
Since the occurrence of crystal phase transitions could influence the performance of perovskite-
based devices, e.g., solar cells or lasers, in-depth studies are not only interesting from a
materials-characterization point of view, but are also relevant in terms of applications. For
instance, Jia et al. attribute their achievement of continuous-wave lasing in MAPbI3 to charge-
carrier accumulation caused by a mixed orthorhombic-tetragonal phase at low temperatures.[39]
However, in general, suppression of temperature-induced phase transitions is preferred for
stable performance of devices,[42] e.g., in photovoltaic applications in space where temperatures
between 90K and 350K are not uncommon.[437]
Temperature-induced (and phase-transition related) changes of the average positions of the
atoms relative to each other modify their wave function overlap and, thereby, the electronic
structure of the material, e.g., the bandgap energy Eg. This opens up the possibility of spectro-
scopic detection of crystal-phase transitions. In this chapter, temperature-dependent absorption
and electromodulation spectroscopy are utilized to study phase transitions in MAPbI3 and
MAPbBr3 (section 8.1) as well as in CsxFAyMA1−x−yPb(I1−zBrz)3 compounds (section 8.2)
introduced in the previous chapter (Cs0.05 and Cs0.10). In addition, the achieved spectroscopic
results are verified by temperature-dependent X-ray diffraction (XRD) results (section 8.3).
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8.1 Phase Transitions in Methylammonium Lead Iodide
and Methylammonium Lead Bromide
The results in the following sections are published in [195, 358]. Electromodulation spectra
and resulting resonance energies have been obtained in collaboration with Alice Magin within
her master’s thesis.[389]
In case of methylammonium lead iodide, MAPbI3, the transition between the orthorhomic
crystal phase below Tp ≈ 160 K and the room-temperature tetragonal phase is clearly detectable
in temperature-dependent optical spectra. ∆T/T electroabsorption spectra depicted in Fig. 8.1
are utilized for an exemplary discussion of the key features.
In addition to the expected increase of spectral broadening, the resonance features in the ∆T/T
spectra overall shift towards higher photon energies with increasing temperature which is a
result of the temperature dependence of the perovskite’s bandgap energywithdEg/dT > 0. This
behavior is in striking contrast tomost typical semiconductors such asGaAs orGe, which exhibit
a decrease of the bandgap energy with increasing temperature.[438–442] The reason for this is
found in the specific band structure of lead-based perovskites and, in particular, the antibonding
nature of the valence band (see chapter 2.1.2).[81, 412, 443] The thermal expansion of the lattice
with temperature decreases the overlap of the Pb–6s and I–5p orbitals forming the valence band.
Consequently, the valence band maximum (VBM) shifts downwards in energy.[443, 444] Since
this shift exceeds the changes of the conduction band minimum (CBM), the bandgap energy
increases with temperature which has been shown theoretically and experimentally.[408, 443–445]
For instance, increasing the temperature from 25 ◦C to 85 ◦C leads to a decrease of 110meV
and 77meV of VBM and CBM, respectively, in experiments resulting in an increase of the
bandgap energy of 33meV.[444]
Furthermore, the pronounced abrupt shift of the spectra of about 100meV towards lower en-
ergies around T = 160 K marks the transition from the low-temperature orthorhombic to the
room-temperature tetragonal crystal phase.[412, 443, 446] For the understanding of temperature-
induced changes in the different crystal phases, the orientation of the organic A-site cation,
here CH3NH+3 (MA), plays a prominent role (see chapter 2.1.1). The orthorhombic crystal
structure at low temperatures is characterized by the fully (antiparallel) aligned MA cations due
to hydrogen bonding between the MA and the inorganic Pb–I cage.[82, 84, 85] As a result the inor-
ganic Pb–I framework is distorted and the PbI6 octahedra are tilted (see chapter 2.1.1).[82, 84–86]
This distortion of the Pb–I bonds is reduced in the tetragonal phase above Tp ≈ 162 K[80]
due to increased thermal motion of the MA cation and, thereby, less hydrogen bonding.[82, 84]
Theoretical calculations show that the reduced distortion of Pb–I bond angles leads to a decrease
of the bandgap energy which is clearly validated by optical spectroscopy.[81, 96, 102, 447]
Moreover, another important feature accompanying the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase tran-
sition is the coexistence of both phases in a certain temperature range which show up as two
concurrent resonance features in the ∆T/T spectrum at 150K in Fig. 8.1.[84, 443, 446, 448] This is
a result of the spatially non-uniform transition process leading to tetragonal-phase inclusions in
the orthorhombic phase or vice versa over a certain temperature range and is probably related to
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the grain structure of the perovskite layers.[89, 331, 443, 446,448,449] As a consequence, the observed
macroscopic phase-transition temperature depends, in particular, on the temperature profile
(measured from low to high temperatures or vice versa). This effect is known as “temperature
hysteresis”.[449] In extreme cases, i.e., under local laser excitation, tetragonal phase inclusions
have been observed even at 5K.[448]
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Figure 8.1: Temperature-dependent electroabsorption spectra of a semitransparent solar cell withMAPbI3
absorber layer for T = 10 K − 294 K.[358] The shift of the spectra towards higher energies
with increasing temperature is a result of the temperature dependence of the bandgap energy
with dEg/dT > 0which is typical for lead-based perovskites due to their antibonding valence
bands.[81, 412] The orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition reveals itself by an abrupt shift
towards lower photon energies around the phase-transition temperature Tp = 162 K.[80] The
coexistence of both phases at 150K is related to so-called “temperature hysteresis” effects
and caused by small inclusions of both phases on the microscale. © 2018 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from [358].
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Another straightforward way for spectroscopic studies of crystal phase transitions without the
need of fabricating complete devices is the measurement of temperature-dependent absorption
spectra of perovskite thin films on glass substrates. The subsequent evaluation can be performed
by generalizedElliott fits similar to the determination of the exciton binding energyEB in chapter
7.2. In fact, the results presented in the following complement the analysis in that chapter. Since
EB has been shown to depend only weakly on temperature, extracted bandgap energies Eg as
depicted in Fig. 8.2 provide reliable results.

















































Figure 8.2: Temperature dependence of the bandgap energy Eg of (a) MAPbBr3 (green diamonds) and
(b) MAPbI3 (black squares) extracted from generalized Elliott fits (related to Figs. 7.6 and
7.7). The orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition is clearly marked by a kink or jump
(∼ 100 meV) ofEg around the transition temperature of 145K[80] and 162K,[80] respectively.
However, no clear indication is observed for the tetragonal-to-cubic transition at 237K.[80]
From [195], licensed under CC-BY (selected data).
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In case of MAPbI3, the abrupt shift of ∼ 100 meV at temperature T ≈ 160 K in Fig. 8.1 indi-
cating the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition can be rediscovered in the temperature
dependence of Eg extracted from absorption spectra which is shown in Fig. 8.2 (b). The direct
comparison of absorption and electroabsorption results is discussed in chapter 7.1.1.
The situation is different for MAPbBr3 depicted in Fig. 8.2 (a): In this case, no distinct jump
appears at the phase-transition temperature (Tp ≈ 145 K for MAPbBr3), but rather a small
kink-like decrease of Eg.[80, 443, 450, 451] Interestingly, Dar et al. observed a similar feature in
their photoluminescence spectra for FAPbBr3 but not for MAPbBr3.[443] Clearly, further inves-
tigations are required to reveal the underlying effects and the influence of different compositions.
It should be noted that the tetragonal-to-cubic phase transition occurs around 237K for
MAPbBr3[80] which is within the investigated temperature range up to room temperature.
However, in this case, no clear indication can be identified in the temperature dependence of
the bandgap energy. This observation is in good agreement with previous reports about the
influence of the tetragonal-to-cubic phase transition on optical and electronic properties in both
MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3. So far, only small changes in photocurrent for MAPbI3[452] and Hall
mobility in case of MAPbBr3[453] have been observed, but no influence on the optical bandgap
could be detected.[444, 445, 454] Overall, the tetragonal-to-cubic phase transition is found to be
much more “continuous” in most parameters and, in particular, lattice constants compared to
the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal one.[82, 84, 454–456]
Concerning the implications on photovoltaic performance, no or only minor effects have been
found in different studies for the tetragonal-to-cubic transition opposed to clear detrimental
effects of the transition from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase. These are mainly related
to a reduced photocurrent[426, 427, 452] and can become relevant, e.g., in space applications.[437]
8.2 Phase-Transition Suppression in Cesium-Containing
Mixed-Cation Compounds
Building on this knowledge about possible changes of bandgap energy and resonance features in
absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy, respectively, indicating phase transitions in per-
ovskites, the focus in the following sections is on the Cs-containing multiple-cation compounds
Cs0.051 and Cs0.102 introduced in chapter 7.2.3. The results for the temperature dependence of
the bandgap energyEg extracted from absorption spectra is shown in Fig. 8.3 for both multiple-
cation compounds as well as MAPbI3 for comparison (see Fig. 8.2). Concerning the variations
for Cs0.05 close to room temperature, the possibly reduced reliability of the Elliott fits has al-
ready been discussed in chapter 7.2. Clearly, the bandgap energy of Cs0.10 is overall increased
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More importantly, both Cs-containing compounds do not exhibit any indication of a phase-
transition related jump or kink in bandgap energy Eg over the whole temperature range investi-
gated up to room temperature. Consequently, the spectroscopic data suggests a suppression of
phase transitions opposed to the clearly observable orthorhombic-to-tetragonal one in MAPbI3
and MAPbBr3 for these temperatures.
In order to further substantiate these conclusions from absorption spectroscopy, temperature-
dependent electroreflectance spectra of complete solar cells with Cs0.05 and MAPbI3 absorber
layer were recorded. Thereby, the influence of phase-transitions on the fundamental optical
resonance of the perovskite can be probed in a standard layer stack for photovoltaics consisting
of FTO/TiO2/perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD/Au.
The results from electroreflectance spectroscopy for Cs0.05, which is more widely-used in
photovoltaics than Cs0.10, compared to MAPbI3 are presented in Fig. 8.4. Similarly to the
analysis of absorption spectra in Fig. 8.3, MAPbI3 exhibits a pronounced jump of the resonance
energy of about 100meV around T ≈ 160 K which is not present in the Cs0.05 compound.
Therefore, the conclusion of phase-transition suppression in Cs-containing multiple-cation
perovskites is confirmed not only for thin films on glass but also in complete solar cells.
































Figure 8.3: Temperature dependence of the bandgap energy Eg for Cs0.051 (red circles) and Cs0.102
(blue triangles) compounds in comparison with MAPbI3 (black squares, taken from Fig. 8.2)
extracted from generalized Elliott fits (related to Fig. 7.8). The absence of any jump or
kink for both Cs-containing compounds indicates the suppression of phase transitions in the
investigated temperature range. From [195], licensed under CC-BY.
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8.3 Structural Verification of Phase-Transitions by Temperature-Dependent X-Ray Diffraction


























Figure 8.4: Temperature dependence of the fundamental resonance energy of Cs0.05 (red symbols, tri-
angles and circles denote different samples) and MAPbI3 (black squares) obtained by electro-
reflectance spectroscopy. Similarly to the bandgap energy Eg extracted from absorption
spectra in Fig. 8.3, the Cs0.05 compound does not exhibit any jump or kink of the reso-
nance energy (as compared to MAPbI3) confirming the clear indication of phase-transition
suppression for T = 10 K − 295 K also in complete solar cells. From [195], licensed
under CC-BY (selected area).
8.3 Structural Verification of Phase-Transitions by
Temperature-Dependent X-Ray Diffraction
Temperature-dependent optical spectroscopy is a very feasible tool for studies of phase-
transition induced changes of material properties such as the bandgap energy Eg in both
bare absorber layers and complete devices. The application of these techniques on perovskites
enabled the identification of the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition in MAPbI3 and
MAPbBr3 as well as its suppression in multiple-cation compounds. However, only structural
characterization methods such as neutron or X-ray diffraction provide unambiguous evidence
for crystal structure changes due to phase transitions since alterations in the crystal phase
do not translate in clearly observable optoelectronic changes in any case. For instance, the
tetragonal-to-cubic transition was not detectable in absorption data of MAPbBr3 in Fig. 8.2.
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Consequently, the conclusions drawn from optical spectroscopy are verified by temperature-
dependent X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements to complement the analysis in this
chapter. The XRD patterns have been measured by Bettina Rendenbach in collaboration with
Meltem F. Aygüler and Nadja Giesbrecht at Ludwig-Maximilian-University (LMU) in Munich
and are published in [195]. The samples are fabricated as thin films on glass, scraped off
afterwards, and prepared with grease between two foils. For comparison, XRD diffractograms
of grease only are shown in Fig. 8.6 (a) and can account for, e.g., the peak at 13◦. Further
Details on the experimental system can be found in Appendix E.1.
Figure 8.5 presents the diffractograms for MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 for temperatures
T = 20 K− 300 K. The orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition inMAPbI3 between 140K
and 180K is clearly apparent by changes in the XRD patterns in Fig. 8.5 (a). For instance, for
temperatures T = 180 K and above, two additional peaks (marked in gray) appear around 24◦
which can be assigned to the tetragonal crystal structure (as (211) and (202) reflexes[458]) by
comparison with theoretically calculated patterns. Similiarly, specific peaks around 32◦ (high-
lighted in gray) are only present either below T = 180 K or at T ≥ 180 K and, thereby, indicate
a crystal-phase transition in this temperature range.
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Figure 8.5: Temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffractograms of (a) MAPbI3 and (b) MAPbBr3 for
T = 20 K − 300 K (green to red curves). For both perovskite compositions, temperature-
induced changes in the XRD patterns due to crystal-phase transitions are clearly visible
(see, e.g, peaks highlighted in gray). In particular in MAPbI3, the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal
transition is very well pronounced as observable, e.g., by comparison of diffractograms at
T = 140 K and T = 180 K. From [195], licensed under CC-BY (peaks highlighted).
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Overall, the diffractrograms are in good agreement with theoretical predictions and observed
reflexes can be assigned to the low-temperature orthorhombic phase or room-temperature
tetragonal phase.[458]
In case of MAPbBr3 shown in Fig. 8.5 (b), the respective temperature-induced variations
of the XRD patterns are less pronounced and appear to be more gradual in a range of
T = 100 K− 220 K (see peaks highlighted in gray) pointing towards a stronger temperature
hysteresis effect (see section 8.1). Still, the observed changes reflect the orthorhombic-to-
tetragonal phase transition. Interestingly, the tetragonal-to-cubic transition between 220K and
260K cannot be detected by changes in the diffractograms and better techniques would be
needed for clarification.[80, 455, 459]
Compared to the distinctive phase-transition related changes in X-ray diffractograms ofMAPbI3
and MAPbBr3, respective temperature-dependent XRD patterns for Cs0.05 do not exhibit any
equivalent characteristics as shown in Fig. 8.6 (a). Only, thermal expansion of the lattice with
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Figure 8.6: (a) Temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffraction patterns of Cs0.05 for
T = 20 K− 300 K (green to red curves). Diffractograms of grease (grey curves)
used for sample preparation at 10K and 300K, respectively, are depicted for comparison.
The absence of any changes in the perovskite diffractograms – except for a continuous shift
caused by temperature-induced lattice expansion (see (b)) – confirms the phase-transition
suppression observed in optical spectroscopy. (b) Enlargement of the perovskite peak at
2θ∼ 14.2◦. As expected, lattice expansion with increasing temperature leads to a continuous
shift of the diffraction peak towards lower angles. From [195], licensed under CC-BY.
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increasing temperature leads to a shift of the XRD peaks toward lower diffraction angles as
expected (see enlargement in Fig. 8.6 (b)). The absence of any other temperature-induced
changes perfectly validates the conclusion of phase-transition suppression in Cs0.05 for tem-
peratures up to room temperature. Thereby, not only the feasibility of optical spectroscopy for
phase-transition studies is demonstrated but also the applicability of Cs-containing multiple-
cation compounds for phase-stable operation in devices such as perovskite lasers or photovoltaic
applications in space.[35, 40, 42, 298–300,460]
Unfortunately, the complexity of these compounds including both multiple cations and multiple
halides strongly complicate the theoretical understanding of the underlying processes. Ac-
cordingly, no theoretical calculations are reported in literature yet which is probably because
of the large computational effort needed for mixed compounds. Therefore, only comparisons
with pure compounds are possible, e.g., CsPbI3 which exhibits similarities in structural fea-
tures and bandgap energy compared to MAPbI3 (but with an orthorhombic crystal structure
at room temperature).[139, 461–463]
8.4 Summary
In this chapter, crystal phase transitions in the perovskite compounds MAPbI3, MAPbBr3 and
CsxFAyMA1−x−yPb(I1−zBrz)3 (in particular, Cs0.05 and Cs0.10) have been studied in detail
using absorption and electromodulation spectroscopy. The transition from the low-temperature
orthorhombic to the room-temperature tetragonal phase in MAPbI3 can be unambiguously
identified as an abrupt decrease of the bandgap energy (extracted from generalized Elliott fits
to absorption spectra) or optical resonance energy (obtained from electromodulation spectra).
Similarly, a kink of the temperature-dependent bandgap energy is observed at the orthorhombic-
to-tetragonal phase-transition temperature Tp = 145 K for MAPbBr3.
Compared toMAPbI3 andMAPbBr3, theCs-containing perovskite compounds do not reveal any
phase-transition related features in bandgap or resonance energy in the investigated temperature
range from T = 10 K up to room temperature. This clearly indicates the phase-transition
suppression in these compounds.
Both the orthorhomic-to-tetragonal phase transition in MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 and its sup-
pression in Cs0.05 are verified by temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffraction. This
emphasizes the applicability of optical spectroscopy for facile investigation of phase transi-
tions in perovskites and proves the suitability of Cs-containing multiple-cation compounds for
phase-stable operation in applications such as lasers or in space photovoltaics.[35, 40, 42, 298–300,460]
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Chapter 9
Bandgap Instabilities in Multiple-Cation
Mixed-Halide Perovskite Solar Cells
Stability is undoubtedly one of the key challenges of perovskite-based solar cells (and other
applications) including both the perovskite material itself and additional layers in the device
architecture. As demonstrated in previous chapters, perovskite compounds consisting of mix-
tures of different ions offer great possibilities of tuning desired properties. Unfortunately, they
are predestined for instabilities such as demixing. The most prominent example in this context
is the segregation into iodine-rich and bromine-rich phases in MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 which occurs
in seconds under illumination (see section 9.1).
Perovskites additionally incorporating multiple cations do not only possess beneficial properties
regarding exciton binding energy and phase-transition suppression as presented in chapters 7
and 8, but are also reported to be stable against halide segregation.[143, 167, 336,337] However, by
utilizing electroreflectance spectroscopy, reversible instabilities of the bandgap energy are found
in Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)31 under illumination and applied bias simulating
solar-cell operation conditions (section 9.2). Investigations of the role of different incorporated
ions as well as structural characterization using in-situ X-ray diffraction and Time-of-Flight
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) provide insights into the origin of these insta-
bilities (section 9.3). Subsequently, the influence of illumination and bias as driving forces
are thoroughly studied (section 9.4). The assessment of the impact of atmospheric conditions,
namely, oxygen content and relative humidity, completes the examination of solar-cell relevant
conditions (section 9.5).
9.1 Review of Studies on Compositional Stability
of Mixed Perovskites
The first report of compositional instabilities due to segregation of the halides has been presented
by Hoke et al. for MAPb(I1−xBrx)3.[335] For bromine ratios 0.2 < x < 1, they observed
an additional red-shifted contribution in photoluminescence spectra with strongly increasing
1 hereinafter referred to as (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 and abbreviated as Cs0.05 in chapters 7 and 8
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intensity under 1 sun illumination in less than one minute which is attributed to the formation of
iodine-rich and bromine-rich domains.[335] Because of the smaller energy gap for iodine-rich
domains, the photoluminescence is dominated by the evolving red-shifted peak arising from
these areas. The splitting of perovskite reflexes in X-ray diffractograms and increasing sub-
bandgap absorption under illumination provide further evidence.[335] Surprisingly, the observed
changes are fully reversible after a few minutes in the dark.[335]
On the basis of these surprising observations, various studies revealed further insights. Iodine
vacancies are found to play a key role influencing the segregation process[335, 464–466] and
spatially-resolved measurements identified the grain boundaries as origin of low-energy emis-
sion from iodine-rich phases.[467, 468] With respect to the performance of solar cells, iodine-rich
domains can act as additional recombination centers (due to the smaller energy gap) that in-
hibit current flow in the device or reduce open-circuit voltage and fill factor.[468–471] However,
the extent of performance deterioration varies significantly between different studies which is
presumably caused by different crystal quality and device fabrication as well as measurement
procedure (e.g., at maximum power-point or open-circuit conditions[472]).
Different models have been proposed to explain the origin of photo-induced halide segregation
inmixed perovskites. Nevertheless, none of them can fully account for all reported observations.
Calculations of the Helmholtz free energy suggest the formation of local minima at iodine-rich
and bromine rich composition, respectively, under illuminationwhich favors segregation.[413, 473]
However, this model does not provide any driving force for the demixing in the dark.
Bischak et al. proposed the formation of polarons due to large electron–phonon coupling in
perovskites.[474] The stabilization of polarons at iodine-rich areas of initially present com-
positional fluctuations due to carrier localization (as a consequence of the smaller bandgap)
and resulting lattice strain are assumed to cause accumulation of further iodide and, thereby,
growth of iodine-rich domains.[413, 466, 474] Accordingly, homogeneous filmswith reduced halide
fluctuations show less segregation.[413, 474]
Further, a kinetic model developed by Draguta et al. identifies the reduced bandgap energy
of the iodine-rich composition as driving force for the segregation by modifying the (initially
nearly zero) free energy under illumination.[466, 475] The extent of segregation is then also
dependent on the diffusion length of charge carriers to reach iodine-rich domains. Thereby,
the inhibited segregation in nanocrystals (with small diffusion length) up to a critical size of
about 45 nm can be explained.[466, 475, 476] However, the proposed model cannot rationalize the
reduced segregation in high-quality films with less grain boundaries and large charge-carrier
diffusion lengths.[466, 475]
Barker et al. focused on the role of iodine vacancies and found the low-bandgap iodine-rich
phase at the illuminated side of the perovskite film.[465] Based on these spectroscopic results,
they proposed a strong gradient in photogeneration of charge carriers across the film thickness
due to an illumination gradient in the strongly absorbing perovskite and suggested a resulting
inhomogeneous defect-assisted halide migration.[465]
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Despite the still missing universal model for the segregation process, different strategies have
been developed to reduce or suppress compositional instabilities. Other approaches rely on
the significant role of defects, especially iodine vacancies, and apply, e.g., additional iodide
treatment,[335, 471] passivation of surfaces and grain boundaries using potassium doping,[174] or
surface treatment of the perovskite layer[477] to reduce halide segregation.
In any case, the most common strategy is the incorporation of additional organic or inor-
ganic A-site cations, e.g., FA+ or Cs+ (see chapter 2.1.3).[140, 143, 336,337,478] According to
Bischak et al., the less polar FA+ and Cs+ compared to MA+ reduce the formation of polarons
resulting in less segregation.[474] Similarly, the multiple-cation lead mixed-halide compound
Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 (hereinafter abbreviated as (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3)
originally introduced by Saliba et al.[167] is claimed to be intrinsically stable against halide
segregation and presents the most widely used compound in perovskite solar cells. Therefore,
the following chapter presents an in-depth study of compositional stability issues focusing on
these mixed compounds.
9.2 Reversible Shifts of the Bandgap Energy in
Electroreflectance Spectra Under Illumination and Bias
This section introduces the observed phenomena of reversible bandgap instabilities in
(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 and presents first indications of their origin based on investigations of
compounds with varied anion and cation compositions. Main parts of the measurements in this
section were achieved in collaboration with Pascal Rietz within his bachelor’s thesis[383] and
are published in [241].
9.2.1 Fundamental Phenomena
Repeated electroreflectance measurements of devices with (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 absorber layer
under identical conditions yield surprising results: The recorded spectra clearly vary despite
the fact that (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 is reported to be more stable compared to other com-
pounds.[143, 167, 336, 337] In particular, not only the amplitude of the electroreflectance signal
changes over time but – more importantly – the whole spectrum shifts toward lower energies.
This behavior signifies a shift of the resonance energy Eres of the perovskite which is linked to
its bandgap energy.
Figure 9.1 presents an exemplary study of these phenomena. An electroreflectance spectrum
was recorded every 15 minutes (with a measurement time of ∼ 7 minutes) using a sinusoidal
ac bias with Vac = 0.5 V and Vdc = 0 V (see Fig. 9.1 (a), green to red curves, only one spectrum
per hour is depicted for the sake of clarity). In between the individual measurements, the ac bias
was kept on and the sample was illuminated with a 1 sun solar spectrum to simulate solar-cell
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relevant conditions. The shift of the normalized transformed modulus spectra |M (E)| toward
lower photon energies in Fig. 9.1 (b) clearly confirms the decrease of the resonance energy Eres
which is determined as energy position of the peak maximum.
Here, it should be noted that the resonance energyEres is not identical to the bandgap energyEg
in the investigated perovskite compounds but shifted by (about) the exciton binding energy EB
as pointed out in chapter 7. Still, it is reasonable to assume that the rather small exciton binding
energy EB does not significantly vary and relative changes of Eres observed here are mainly
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Figure 9.1: Reversible changes in (a)∆R/R electroreflectance spectra and (b) corresponding transformed
|M (E)|modulus spectra. Repeatedmeasurements (green to red curves) have been performed
every 15min (with a measurement time of ∼ 7 minutes) with 1 sun illumination and ac bias
kept on in between two measurements (only one spectrum per hour depicted for clarity). In
addition to a moderate decrease in intensity, the spectra clearly shift toward lower energies
indicating a decrease of the resonance energy Eres and, thereby, the bandgap energy Eg.
(c) Eres extracted from the energy position of the maximum in (b) drops by about 50meV
over 8 hours. Remarkably, the initial spectrum and, thereby, the resonance energy are fully
recovered after storage in the dark in dry air for several days (dashed blue curves and blue
square). Adapted with permission from [241]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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caused by changes of the bandgap energy Eg (which will become clearer with regard to the
underlying mechanism revealed within the following sections). Accordingly, relative changes
of Eres are also denoted as shifts of the bandgap energy Eg. In order to quantify the observed
energy shifts, the peak position of the modulus spectrum |M (E)| is plotted over time in
Fig. 9.1 (c) which shows a maximum bandgap decrease of about 50meV after 8 hours of ac bias
and additional 1 sun illumination (for about 50% of time as explained above).
Remarkably, the spectrumcompletely recovers its initial line shape after storage in the dark in dry
air for several days (dashed blue curve)2. Accordingly, the original resonance energy Eres and,
thereby, the bandgap energy Eg are also recovered as depicted in Fig. 9.1 (c). This exceptional
reversibility of the obtained decrease in bandgap energy gives rise to the hypothesis of halide
segregation as origin of the observed phenomena in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 – despite the reported
stability against segregation effects in these compounds.[143, 167, 336,337] To further examine this
assumption, studies of different compositions are presented in the following section.
9.2.2 Influence of Different Absorber Compositions
In order to identify the relevant cations or anions causing the observed bandgap instabilities,
solar cells with different absorber compositions were investigated (see appendix F for details and
power-conversion efficiencies). Starting from the full mixture of involved cations and anions,
(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3, successively ions were removed – first bromide followed by cesium and
formamidinium which finally results in standard MAPbI3. The observed resonance energies
Eres over time (again, under illumination and applied bias) are summarized in Fig. 9.2 (a).
The overall dependence of the bandgap energy on the composition of the different compounds
is in accordance with previous reports: Starting from MAPbI3 (red squares), incorporation of
formamidinium reduces the bandgap energy as observable for FA0.83MA0.17PbI3 (abbreviated
as (FA,MA)PbI3, green squares). Additional cesium and bromine both lead to an increase
of the optical gap, visible for both Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95PbI3 ((Cs,FA,MA)PbI3, yellow
diamonds) and (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 (blue diamonds). In the latter case, the influence of
FA as well as Cs and Br seem to roughly cancel out each other. Nevertheless, the most
striking difference is clearly represented by the fact that only (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 exhibits a
decrease in resonance energy Eres over time while no changes of Eres are observable for all
other compositions. This strongly emphasizes the role of iodine and bromine with regard to
the observed phenomena and further supports the conclusion of photo- and voltage-induced
halide segregation. It should be noted here that a small irreversible shift of about 5meV is
detectable in (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 under high relative-humidity conditions which could be caused
by formation of a Cs-rich secondary phase.[172] Similarly, a small irreversible contribution is
also observed in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 (see section 9.4.1).
2 In this case, the sample was measured again after 14 days but was probably recovered after three to four days judging
from similar measurements
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Figure 9.2: (a) Resonance energies Eres over time for different absorber compositions under illumination
and bias. Clearly, only for (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 (blue diamonds) containing iodine and
bromine, a reversible decrease of Eres is observable supporting the hypothesis of halide
segregation as origin of the observed instabilities. (b) The resonance broadening Γ extracted
from FDFF fits of measured electroreflectance spectra exhibits a clear increase over time
(under illumination and applied bias) in case of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 (blue diamonds). This
indicates an increased inhomogeneity of the perovskite absorber layer which is in accordance
with the assumption of halide segregation. After sufficient relaxation in the dark, the initial
value for Γ is recovered. No similar behavior is observable in (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 without
any bromine (yellow diamonds). Error bars denote fit uncertainties only. Reprinted with
permission from [241]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Additionally, not only the energy position of the resonance but also its (spectral) broadening
can provide further information about the underlying mechanism. Qualitatively, an increase
of the resonance broadening under illumination and bias is already visible in the transformed
|M (E)| spectra in Fig. 9.1 (b) by comparison of the larger shift of the low-energy side of the
resonance peak compared to its high-energy flank. Figure 9.2 (b) presents a more quantitative
evaluation in the form of the time-dependent evolution of the resonance broadening Γ extracted
from FDFF fits of the measured electroreflectance spectra. In case of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3
(blue diamonds), the clearly visible increase of the resonance broadening Γ confirms the
trend in Fig. 9.1 (b). Similarly to the |M (E)| spectrum, the initial value of Γ is recovered
after sufficient relaxation in the dark. Clearly, no similar behavior can be identified in case
of (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 (yellow diamonds) which further confirms the absence of any photo-
or voltage-induced changes in compounds without any bromine. The increasing resonance
broadening over time in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 indicates a rising inhomogeneity in the material
which can be explained by segregation of the fully intermixed perovskite into iodine-rich and
bromine-rich domains.
In summary, monitoring of photo- and voltage-induced changes in electroreflectance spectra
of different perovskite compositions provides strong evidence for iodine- and bromine-related
segregation within the absorber layer. The next step for further confirmation requires additional
direct observations of structural or compositional alterations, e.g., obtained by X-ray diffraction.
9.3 Characterization of Photo- and Voltage-Induced
Structural Changes
In order to verify the role of iodine- and bromine-related changes in the perovskite absorber for
the observed photo- and voltage-induced bandgap instabilities, in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD)
is utilized to monitor changes in the crystal structure. Furthermore, Time-of-Flight Secondary
Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) provides spatially-resolved results on iodine and bromine
content in complete solar cells.
9.3.1 Correlation of Bandgap-Energy Shifts to Structural Changes
Using X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction patterns contain information about the crystal structure and lattice constant
of a crystalline material. Therefore, specific materials and compositions can be identified
by comparison with theoretically calculated patterns. In order to detect small compositional
changes induced by illumination and applied bias, a conventional X-ray diffractometer has
been equipped with a white-light LED solar simulator (with / 1 sun due to tilted arrangement
because of space limitations) and a function generator to provide a bias voltage.
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These in-situX-ray diffractionmeasurements presentedwithin this chapter have been obtained at
the Ludwig-Maximiliam University (LMU) in Munich in collaboration with Meltem F. Aygüler
and are published in [241]. See appendix E.1 for further experimental details.
Figures 9.3 (a) and (b) present X-ray diffractograms obtained before (black curve) and after four
hours of illumination and bias (red curve, similar as above ∼ 1 sun and sinusoidal ac bias with
Vac = 0.5 V and Vdc = 0 V). An additional pattern was recorded after 7 days of relaxation in the
dark (blue curve). The reflex at 26.5◦ can be assigned to the FTO layer which does not change
during the four-hour treatment (and can be used as reference for the relaxation pattern). Both
perovskite reflexes at 24.6◦ and 28.4◦ exhibit an asymmetric broadening after illumination and
bias which is more apparent in the enlargement in Fig. 9.3 (b). The shoulder at smaller angles
(∼ 28.3◦) is attributed to an iodine-rich phase because the larger effective radius of iodide
compared to bromide results in a larger lattice constant and, thereby, a smaller diffraction angle
compared to the mixed iodine–bromine phase. Accordingly, the shoulder-like feature at larger
angles (∼ 28.5◦) probably stems from a bromine-rich phase. In addition, similarly to the optical
spectra, the initial diffractogram is (nearly) recovered after relaxation in the dark.
Additionally, the characteristic (100) perovskite reflex at 14.1◦ was monitored in situ under
illumination and applied bias for five hours (see Fig. 9.3 (c), green to red curves). The observed
asymmetric broadening of the (normalized) diffraction patterns toward smaller angles presum-
ably corresponds to a similar evolution of the peak as in Fig. 9.3 (a) and (b) but here it cannot
be clearly resolved. Still, the Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) can be utilized as a quan-
titative measure and is depicted over time in Fig. 9.3 (d) (colors correspond to the diffraction
patterns in Fig. 9.3 (c)). The increasing FWHM is in accordance with the results obtained by
electroreflectance spectroscopy in Fig. 9.2 (b) and is attributed to the rising inhomogeneity of
the perovskite due to progressing segregation into iodine-rich and bromine-rich domains. After
termination of illumination and applied bias, the perovskite reflex relaxes towards its initial
shape over the course of days which is visible in both the diffraction patterns (dashed purple
and blue curve) in Fig. 9.3 (c) and the FWHM in Fig. 9.3 (d).
The analysis of in-situ X-ray diffractionmeasurements confirms reversible changes in the crystal
structure of the perovskite absorber in complete solar cells induced by illumination and ac bias.
These results are consistent with photo- and voltage-induced reversible bandgap instabilities
observed in electroreflectance spectra in terms of increasing broadening and reversibility and
can be attributed to a segregation of the initially intermixed perovskite into iodine-rich and
bromine-rich domains.
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Figure 9.3: (a) X-ray diffractogram before (black curve) and after four hours under illumination and ap-
plied ac bias (red curve). The initial perovskite reflex at 28.4◦ (and 24.6◦) starts to split
into two contributions which are visible as shoulder-like features at smaller (∼ 28.3◦) and
larger angles (∼ 28.5◦) in the enlargement in (b). They can be attributed to an iodine-rich
and bromine-rich phase, respectively, due to the different lattice constants and corresponding
diffraction angles. After one week relaxation in the dark, the initial diffraction pattern is
(nearly) recovered. (c) Monitoring of the perovskite reflex at 14.1◦ under white-light illumi-
nation and applied ac bias for 5 h (green to red curves). The apparent asymmetric broadening
on the small-angle side is attributed to increasing inhomogeneity caused be progressing halide
segregation. The diffraction pattern (nearly) recovers its initial shape after storage of several
days in the dark (dashed purple and blue curve). (d) The FWHM of the perovskite reflex in (c)
is utilized as quantitative measure and increases accordingly under illumination and bias. In
the dark without applied voltage, the FWHM relaxes towards its initial value after several
days (colors correspond to the curves in (c) but with two additional data points for relaxation).
Reprinted with permission from [241]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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9.3.2 Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)
The mass analysis of secondary ions ejected from the surface of a sample of interest due to
sputtering with so-called primary (or probing) ions is a useful tool for determination of the
elemental composition (see appendix E.2 for further details and experimental setup).[353] In
particular, depth profiling is possible over several micrometers[353] and yields, e.g., the spatial
distribution of different ions in a perovskite solar-cell stack. Thereby, additional information
about the photo- and voltage-induced changes in halide composition within the perovskite
absorber layer can be gathered.
Figure 9.4 depicts depth profiles of two samples together with approximate positions of the
different layers in the layer stack.3 One sample was treated similarly to the previous electrore-
flectance and X-ray diffraction measurements by illumination with a solar spectrum (1 sun) and
applied bias (here: reverse bias condition with Vdc = −0.5 V), in this case, for two times five
hours (bright curves). After six days of relaxation in the dark, an additional measurement was
performed (dashed lines). A second untreated control samples is used for comparison (dark
curves). All measurements were designed together with and have been performed by Dr. Jonas
Hanisch at the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg
(ZSW) in Stuttgart.
Both the iodide (blue curves) and the bromide (red curves) signal exhibit an increase in the
spiro-OMeTAD hole-transport layer in case of the treated sample (blue and red arrow) which
is a result of the high ion mobility in the device. While the iodide signals remains at a higher
level after six days storage in the dark the changes in case of bromide are partly reversible
(green arrow). In addition, after illumination and bias, a local minimum of the bromide
signal appears in the center of the perovskite absorber layer which evens out after relaxation.
Thereby, ToF-SIMS investigations confirm the presence of reversible changes of the bromine
distribution within the perovskite absorber and – more surprisingly – the spiro-OMeTAD hole-
transport layer. The detected reversible redistribution of bromide ions presumably causes the
observed reversible changes in X-ray diffractograms and electroreflectance spectra described
above. The irreversible contributions of iodide and, partly, bromide in the spiro-OMeTAD layer
are attributed to simultaneous aging under ambient conditions. This is supported by additional
measurements of completely fresh samples which show significantly reduced iodide signals
in the spiro-OMeTAD layer (more than one order of magnitude). Similarly, the increased
contribution of gold within the perovskite (yellow arrow) in case of the illuminated and biased
sample can be a result of gold diffusion into the absorber layer (and adjacent layers) causing
irreversible degradation of the device as previously reported.[114, 131]
The apparent changes within the spiro-OMeTAD layer raise questions about the influence
of different hole-transport materials and their interface to the perovskite layer on the halide
segregation. While so far most studies focused on bare perovskite films only few reports of
3 The positions of the different layers are estimated from additional signals not displayed here such as TiO− or PbI−3 .
Their apparent width is based on the required sputter time and depends on the material properties and sputter source.
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interfacial properties and their modification are published and show the potential to influence
and reduce halide segregation.[174, 477] First investigations of different hole-transport layers using
electroreflectance spectroscopy indeed indicate variations in segregation rates and extent.[479]
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) results of a
sample with applied reverse bias (Vdc = −0.5 V) and 1 sun illumination for 2 × 5 h (bright
solid lines) and a control sample without treatment (dark solid lines). Additional results of
the treated sample after six days of recovery in the dark are depicted (dashed lines). Io-
dide (blue curves) and bromide (red curves) signal show a clearly observable increase in the
spiro-OMeTAD layer for the treated sample which is partly reversible in case of bromide.
Additionally, a local minimum in the bromide signal appears in the perovskite absorber which
evens out after relaxation. The reversible redistribution of bromide is assumed to be respon-
sible for the observed reversible bandgap-energy shifts. Irreversible alterations are attributed
to simultaneous aging of the sample in air. Furthermore, the increased gold content (yellow
curves) in the absorber of the biased and illuminated sample can indicate previously reported
diffusion of gold atoms from the contact layer which degrades the perovskite absorber.[114, 131]
Measurements have been performed by Jonas Hanisch at the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und
Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg (ZSW) in Stuttgart.
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9.4 The Role of Illumination and Voltage
for Induced Bandgap Instabilities
The next step after determination of the origin of the observed changes in resonance energy
Eres is a more detailed examination of external stimuli of halide segregation – in this case, light
and applied bias. This is even more important in the context of perovskite solar cells since
illumination and voltage represent intrinsic solar-cell working conditions. In order to enable
a better quantitative comparison of the impact of different external influences, a modified
measurement protocol has been developed which is introduced in the following and applied
for the examination of reversibility and photo- and voltage-induced effects. Main parts of the
measurements in this and the following section were achieved in collaboration with Pascal Rietz
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Figure 9.5:Measurement protocol used for better quantitative comparison of the impact caused by dif-
ferent external influences. After initial determination of the resonance energy Eres a defined
influence is applied for 4 h (red arrows and colored areas), e.g., illumination and/or applied
bias, or different atmospheric conditions, followed by a second measurement of Eres for
comparison. Prior to the next investigation, the sample is stored in dry air in the dark for
at least three days for recovery (blue arrows, note the number of days on the time axis).
(a) The first few measurements of fresh sample show a superimposed small irreversible
decrease in resonance energy (see dashed blue arrows) which is taken into account in com-
parisons of different external influences. (b) Different atmospheric conditions (or external
stimuli) result in a different extent of resonance-energy decrease. However, after sufficient
relaxation in the dark, the initial Eres is recovered. Reprinted with permission from [241].
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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9.4.1 Reversibility of Bandgap-Energy Shifts
The modified measurement protocol used for the following investigations is visualized in
Fig. 9.5. First, the resonance energy of the perovskite is determined by recording an electrore-
flectance spectrum and performing the modulus transformation. Thereafter, a defined influence
is applied for a duration of four hours (red arrows and colored areas), e.g., illumination and/or
applied bias, or different surrounding atmospheric conditions (depicted in Fig. 9.5 (b), see fur-
ther discussion in section 9.5). Finally, the resonance energy is measured again for comparison
with the initial value. Prior to the subsequent measurement, the sample is stored in dry air in
the dark for at least three days (blue arrows) to ensure complete recovery (Note that the time
axis is given in days but the colored areas denote only four hours.).
Figure 9.5 (b) shows the reversibility of the bandgap-energy shifts for different surrounding
atmosphereswhich is discussed in section 9.5 in detail. However, for the very firstmeasurements
of fresh samples a small irreversible shift (dashed blue arrows) is superimposed to the reversible
effects (see Fig. 9.5 (a)). After a few measurements the resonance energy of the recovered
solar cells stabilizes at 1.61 eV − 1.62 eV. Since a small initial shift is also observed in
(Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 but not (FA,MA)PbI3 and MAPbI3, this could be related to an irreversible
formation of a Cs-rich secondary phase.[172] More importantly, for comparison of results
under different conditions or stimuli, resonance energies Eres were always determined after
stabilization to ensure reliable results. Moreover, repeated measurements with varied order of
different external influences were performed to avoid any influence of aging or “memory” effect.
9.4.2 Impact of Light and Applied Bias on Bandgap Instabilities
Using the measurement protocol introduced in the previous section, repeated experiments were
conducted with either 1 sun illumination, applied ac bias, or both combined in order to disen-
tangle the influence of the individual stimuli. A representative example is depicted in Fig. 9.6.
As expected, no shift of the resonance energy Eres occurs for the reference experiment with
neither additional illumination nor applied bias. This also verifies the negligible influence of the
ac bias and illumination4 required during the electroreflectance measurement (for∼ 7 minutes).
In case of 1 sun illumination only, a small decrease of Eres of less than 10meV is observed
which, in a sense, confirms the enhanced stability of multiple-cation compounds compared
to, e.g., MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 from previous reports.[167, 336, 337,478] However, in order to fully
characterize solar-cell stability under relevant conditions, electric fields have to be taken into
account, in this study by an applied bias. The respective experiment with applied voltage but
without additional illumination shows that halide segregation can be induced even in the dark.
4 The intensity of the tunable light source is estimated to be in the order of µW/mm2 and, thus, significantly lower
than 1 mW/mm2 in case of 1 sun illumination
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In case of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3, the decrease in resonance energy of about 20meV actually
exceeds the one under illumination only. Nevertheless, the by far largest shifts of about 50meV
or even above occur in case of both 1 sun illumination and applied bias.
Although various models to describe and explain halide segregation in mixed perovskites pro-
pose different driving forces, e.g., strain induced by polaron creation and stabilization[474] or
a gradient in trap formation due to inhomogeneous light intensity[465] (see section 9.1), the
common feature is the migration and redistribution of halide ions. Therefore, in any case, the
additional applied voltage supports these mechanisms, e.g., in terms of additional activation
energy or microstrain, resulting in increased ion migration and, thereby, halide segregation.
Further correlation of the separate influence of illumination or voltage and structural charac-
terization such as X-ray diffraction or ToF-SIMS could help to reveal the underlying processes
in more detail.
In summary, the presented results emphasize the importance to include electric fields (here
as applied bias) in stability considerations of perovskite solar cells and, in particular, in case
of halide segregation. Moreover, bandgap instabilities in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 occur most
strongly under combined 1 sun illumination and applied voltage. Since both light and electric
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Figure 9.6: The influence of illumination and applied bias on bandgap instabilities. As expected, the
reference experiment with neither illumination nor voltage does not show any change. In
case of illumination only, a small shift of less than 10meV supports the previously reported
enhanced robustness against halide segregation of multiple-cation perovskites compared to,
e.g., MAPb(I1−xBrx)3. The reversible decrease of about 20meV with only applied bias
demonstrates that halide segregation can even be induced in the dark. Still, the strongest
change of about 50meV occurs under combined illumination and applied voltage. Reprinted
with permission from [241]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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9.4.3 Effects Under DC Bias Conditions
In order to complete the investigations of the role of illumination and voltage on halide segre-
gation in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3, effects of an applied dc voltage (instead of ac bias as above) in
forward or reverse bias were studied providing better emulation of realistic solar-cell conditions.
For both polarities of the applied dc bias (forward and reverse) qualitatively similar changes in
|M (E)| modulus spectra were observed as presented in Fig. 9.7. For instance, in case of a dc
forward bias of Vdc = 0.5 V (and 1 sun illumination), the |M (E)| spectra exhibit a transition
from the initial resonance peak (green curve) at 1.63 eV towards a second low-energy contri-
bution evolving at 1.55 eV after about 6 − 8 hours (orange curves).5 Finally, after 12 hours
(red curve), the initial resonance peak is strongly decreased in intensity and is only visible as
an additional shoulder-like feature. To reduce the potential influence of the ac bias applied
during electroreflectance measurements,5 additional experiments were performed consisting of
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Figure 9.7: Halide segregation effects under illumination and dc bias conditions (Vdc = ±0.5 V). (a) Tem-
poral evolution (green to red curves) of |M (E)| modulus and ∆R/R spectra (see inset) in
case of a dc forward bias. While the initial resonance peak at 1.63 eV (nearly) vanishes a
second low-energy contribution at 1.55 eV arises after 6 − 8 hours. (b) Electroreflectance
measurements before (black curve) and after (red curve) four hours under illumination and
dc reverse bias show a comparable behavior and exhibit a clear coexistence of both contri-
butions. The initial peak at 1.63 eV (blue dashed line) and the second evolving contribution
at 1.54 eV− 1.55 eV (yellow dashed line) are – for both forward and reverse bias – assigned
to an intermixed iodine–bromine phase and an iodine-rich phase, respectively. Reprinted with
permission from [241]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
5 Electroreflectance spectra are recorded every 30 minutes. Since an ac bias is required during the measurement dura-
tion of ∼ 7 minutes, (forward or reverse) dc bias and 1 sun illumination are only applied for about 75% of the time.
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Figure 9.7 (b) displays an example in case of a dc reverse bias of Vdc = −0.5 V. After four
hours of combined illumination and dc bias (red curve), the coexistence of both the initial
resonance peak and the additional low-energy contribution is clearly visible in ∆R/R and the
transformed |M (E)| modulus spectrum.
The energy position of the low-energy peak at about 1.55 eV agrees well with the resonance
energy of the bromine-free (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 perovskite modification (for both forward and
reverse bias). Therefore, it is assigned to an evolving iodine-rich phase because of the migration
of bromide – probably, at least partly, into the spiro-OMeTAD. Consequently, the initial peak
at 1.63 eV is attributed to an intermixed iodine–bromine phase. The coexistence of both
contributions in electroreflectance spectra indicates the formation of domains with different
bromine content. However, the behavior under dc bias conditions including the formation of
an additional low-energy resonance feature and the coexistence of two distinct contributions
differs apparently from the increasing broadening and continuous shift of the resonance peak in
case of applied ac bias. The latter can be attributed to the formation of an increasing number of
small iodine-rich domains within the perovskite absorber which are presumably located at grain
boundaries according to literature.[467, 468] Consequently, only an “effective” bandgap energy
of the perovskite is observed in electroreflectance spectra which decreases with the number of
iodine-rich domains and broadens due to the increased inhomogeneity. Similarly, in case of the
unidirectional nature of the electric field for an applied dc bias, the formation of larger domains
or accumulation of small domains – possibly at ETL and HTL interfaces – is hypothesized
which lead to resolvable contributions of both iodine-rich and intermixed phase. Again, the
spiro-OMeTAD layer plays an important role and diffusion of bromide into it could account
for missing bromine-rich signatures in electroreflectance spectra. Further investigations and
correlation with spatially resolved determination of iodine and bromine content could further
reveal the exact underlying mechanism.
9.5 Influence of Atmospheric Conditions
on Bandgap Instabilities
In addition to illumination and voltage, the surrounding atmosphere has a significant influence
on the halide segregation in the absorber and, thereby, the observed bandgap-energy shifts.
Using the home-built setup presented in chapter 6.1 both surrounding gas and relative humidity
can be controlled and their impact on electroreflectance spectra and corresponding resonance
energies Eres can be studied systematically.
9.5.1 Changes in Electroreflectance Spectra
Under High Relative Humidity Conditions
Prior to a systematic quantification of the influence of different atmospheric conditions on
bandgap-energy shifts, it is reasonable to scrutinize complete electroreflectance spectra.
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Figure 9.8: Time evolution of electroreflectance spectra detected at (a) fundamental frequency 1f and
(b) second-harmonic frequency 2f at 83% relative humidity in air (recorded every 15min).
No additional voltage or 1 sun illumination are applied except for the ac bias (and low-
intensity illumination of the tunable light source) during measurement which is responsible
for the small shift of less than 10meV. After approximately one hour, strong additional
contributions around 1.45 eV and 1.79 eV occur and rise until saturation after about 3 hours.
Spectra detected at second-harmonic frequency 2f do not exhibit similar changes and only
show a small shift related to halide segregation as before. Adapted from [383].
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Figure 9.9: Electroreflectance spectra detected at second-harmonic (2f ) and fundamental (1f ) frequency
for (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 (blue curves) and (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 (yellow curves) at 80% relative
humidity in air. While spectra detected at 2f exhibit a distinct resonance feature enabling
reliable determination of the resonance energy Eres strong additional contributions appear
in case of 1f detection. Interestingly, these additional features occur at identical energies
despite the different absorber composition. Data published in [383].
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In particular, for high relative humidity (∼ 80%) strong changes appear. Figure 9.8 shows the
time evolution (green to red curves) of∆R/R electroreflectance spectra detected at fundamental
frequency 1f in (a) and second-harmonic frequency 2f in (b) at 83% relative humidity in air.
Spectra were recorded every 15minutes without additional 1 sun illumination or applied voltage
except for the ac bias and low-intensity illumination of the tunable light source which are needed
for electroreflectance measurements. The influence of the measurements causes only a small
shift of less than 10meV accompanied by a minor decrease in amplitude (see in Fig. 9.8 (b)).
However, clearly visible additional contributions around 1.45 eV and 1.79 eV appear in case
of 1f detection (see Fig. 9.8 (a)) after approximately one hour and saturate after about three
hours. Interestingly, these effects are only observable at high relative humidity and show
only minor contributions for 25% and 55% relative humidity.[383] The observed additional
contributions for 1f are probably related to linear electro-optical effects which are suppressed
in second-harmonic detection.[341]
Furthermore, the comparison with electroreflectance spectra for (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 indicates
similar additional features for 1f detection at identical energy positions despite the clearly
different resonance energies (see Fig. 9.9). Moreover, the contribution around 1.79 eV is even
present in MAPbI3 and (FA,MA)PbI3.[383] Therefore, the origin of these effect could be related
either to the identical layer stack of all samples including electron- and hole-transport layer or a
mainly composition-independent process in the perovskite absorber. The latter might be linked
to the reversible formation of a hydrated perovskite as observed in MAPbI3.[325]
The time scales of 30−60minutes for hydration and about 10minutes for the reverse process are
consistent with the alterations of electroreflectance spectra.[325] In any case, the spectra detected
at second-harmonic frequency 2f show distinct and reliable resonance features even for high
relative humidity which allow for a precise determination of the resonance energyEres and were
used throughout this work. However, the high accuracy and reliability are even more important
in case of the small shifts of the resonance energy induced by halide segregation effects.
9.5.2 Impact of Oxygen Content and Relative Humidity
on Bandgap-Energy Shifts
Although halide segregation effects in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 are clearly induced by illumina-
tion and bias as demonstrated in section 9.4.2, the extent of the resulting reversible shifts
of the resonance energy Eres is also significantly influenced by additional factors, in partic-
ular, the surrounding atmosphere. Therefore, the impact of high and low relative humidity,
i.e., (23± 5) % and (81± 7) %, respectively, and oxygen content (pure nitrogen, air, or pure
oxygen) was systematically studied. The resulting shifts ∆Eres of the resonance energy after
four hours of 1 sun illumination and applied ac bias (Vac = 0.5 V, Vdc = 0 V) are summarized in
Fig. 9.10 (a). First, by focussing on air as surrounding gas atmosphere (blue boxes), an apparent
increase of the bandgap-energy shifts from about 30meV to (50± 13)meV accompanied by
a larger spread of the values is observed with increasing relative humidity. This tendency is
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even enhanced in pure oxygen atmosphere (green boxes) yielding maximum shifts exceeding
70meV for high relative humidity.6 In contrast, no significant trend is observable in case of
pure nitrogen atmosphere (red boxes).
In summary, a small bandgap decrease of about 20meV to 30meV occurs for low relative
humidity independent of the surrounding oxygen content. However, the combined influ-
ence of both high relative humidity and high oxygen content strongly boosts the extent of
the observed bandgap-energy shifts.7 In addition, Figure 9.10 (b) presents the resonance en-
ergy Eres before and after the four hours of illumination and applied ac bias in case of high
relative humidity. Starting at a comparable resonance energy of about 1.62 eV, the differ-
ent extent of bandgap-energy shifts (presented in Fig. 9.10 (a)) leads to final values ranging
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Figure 9.10: Influence of atmospheric conditions on bandgap instabilities in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3.
(a) Resonance-energy shifts∆E after 4 hours of 1 sun illumination and ac bias (Vac = 0.5 V,
Vdc = 0 V) for pure nitrogen (red), air (blue), or pure oxygen (green) and low ((23± 5) %)
or high ((81± 7) %) relative humidity. A small shift between 20meV and around 30meV
is observed for low relative humidity independent of the oxygen content. However, large
values exceeding 70meV occur only under the combined influence of both high relative
humidity and high oxygen content. (b) Resonance energy Eres before and after 4 hours of
illumination and bias in case of high relative humidity. For pure oxygen (green diamonds),
the lowest final Eres, i.e., the largest shift, is obtained which corresponds well to the value
of (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 without any bromine. This observation provides further evidence of
strong iodide–bromide segregation in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3. (b) Adapted with permission
from [241]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
6 It should be noted here that lessmeasurements have been performed under pure oxygen atmosphere and, unfortunately,
only one in case of low relative humidity.
7 The investigations of the role of illumination and bias in Figs. 9.6 and 9.7 have been performed at an intermediate
relative humidity of 50%.
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In particular, the latter value of 1.55 eV is the lowest one observed – even under most extreme
conditions – and clearly matches the resonance energy of the (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 compound
(brown diamond) containing no bromine at all. These observations provide further evidence
for strong iodide–bromide segregation in (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 and are consistent with the
evolving additional low-energy contribution in case of applied dc bias (see section 9.4.3).
The larger shifts of the resonance energy for high relative humidity can be attributed to an
increased mobility of the halide ions.[480, 481] The enhanced halide mobility supports faster
segregation and, thereby, results in a larger shift of the effective bandgap energy. In particular in
the context of a defect-assisted mechanism, this accelerated ion migration can be perceived as
most relevant effect.[465, 466] In addition, the formation of a monohydrated perovskite under high
relative humidity[172, 325] can reduce the homogeneity of the absorber layer and favor segregation
as explained by the polaron-assisted model of Bischak et al.[413, 474] In that sense, the observed
changes in ∆R/R spectra detected at 1f under high relative humidity could be an indication
for hydration of the perovskite (see section 9.5.1) which, in turn, might indirectly affect halide
segregation. However, the exact mechanism remains unresolved and, in particular, the role of
oxygen is still elusive. The present oxygen probably leads to the formation of O−2 superoxides
and, thereby, an increased number of defects.[328, 330] This could explain an increased defect-
assisted halide segregation but not the reversibility of the observed bandgap instabilities.
In summary, although the segregation into iodine-rich and bromine-rich domains in
(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 is driven by illumination and electric fields which represent intrinsic
solar-cell operation conditions, its extent could be reduced by effective encapsulation against
oxygen and moisture as pointed out by the results in this section.
9.6 Summary
In this chapter, compositional instabilities in multiple-cation mixed-halide perovskite solar
cells under illumination and applied voltage are thoroughly examined using electroreflectance
spectroscopy. While stability is identified as one of the key challenges for the future of perovskite
solar cells, unfortunately, mixed perovskite compounds with promising properties are prone to
demixing, e.g., by photo-induced halide segregation in MAPb(I1−xBrx)3.[335, 413, 466] Still,
multiple-cation perovskites such as (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 representing the most prominent and
relevant example in perovskite photovoltaics today are claimed to be stable against halide
segregation under illumination.[143, 167, 336, 337]
Nevertheless, by using electroreflectance as a very sensitive tool, a reversible decrease of the
bandgap energy accompanied by a broadening of the resonance peak under 1 sun illumination
and applied voltage was detected. A subsequent analysis of different perovskite compositions
identifies bromine and iodine as the origin of these bandgap instabilities. This observation is
confirmed by reversible changes in X-ray diffractograms recorded in-situ under illumination and
biaswhich are assigned to the formation of iodine-rich and bromine-rich domains. Furthermore,
a reversible redistribution of bromide in both the perovskite absorber and the spiro-OMeTAD
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hole-transport layer is observed in spatially-resolved ToF-SIMS results after illumination and
applied voltage. Additional irreversible alterations are attributed to simultaneous aging under
ambient conditions.
A detailed analysis of the role of light and voltage as driving forces for segregation reveals that
the combined influence of both 1 sun illumination and applied ac bias results in the largest shifts
of the resonance energy – clearly exceeding the individual contributions induced by light or bias
only. Furthermore, under dc bias conditions, a coexistence of the initial resonance peak and an
additional contribution at lower energies evolving after several hours of illumination and bias is
observed. Thus, the formation of an increasing number of iodine-rich domains is proposed in
the case of an ac bias resulting in a decreasing “effective” bandgap energy. The clearly resolvable
low-energy contribution under dc bias conditions can then be explained by the formation or
accumulation of larger iodine-rich domains. In addition, atmospheric conditions influence the
extent of the bandgap instabilities. The rather small changes of about 20 meV−30 meV in case
of low relative humidity are strongly increased for both high relative humidity and high oxygen
content exceeding 70meV. These results could open up the possibility to reduce detrimental
effects of instabilities by effective device encapsulation. Still, they cannot be avoided completely
since illumination and voltage are intrinsic to the solar cell’s operation conditions. Therefore,
further development of alternative compositions towards single-halide and completely inorganic





Summary and Conclusions of This Work
In recent years, thin-films solar cells based on organic–inorganic perovskites have attracted
a great deal of attention which led to vibrant and wide-ranging research activities. As a
consequence, remarkable achievements have been realized including an unprecedented rise of
power-conversion efficiencies exceeding 24%.[10] Still, these impressive results are not in all
cases accompanied by a profound understanding of underlying physical processes.
In this work, optical spectroscopy techniques were used to gain deeper insights into both exci-
tonic effects influencing the fundamentalworking principle and practical stability considerations
which are important for commercialization of this technology. In particular, electromodula-
tion spectroscopy has been established on complete working perovskite solar cells enabling
the precise and reliable determination of the energy of fundamental optical resonances. The
application of this sensitive spectroscopic method to different use cases represents the common
thread of this work. In addition, detailed Elliott analysis of temperature-dependent absorption
spectra complements the investigations. The utilized Elliott formula describes the absorption
spectrum of excitonic semiconductors and can be decomposed into a series of discrete exci-
tonic resonances below the bandgap energy Eg arising from bound electron–hole pairs and an
ionization continuum of unbound electrons and holes above Eg.[77–79] By least-squares fits of
a generalized version of the Elliott formula to experimental spectra, additional characteristic
parameters such as bandgap energy Eg and exciton binding energy EB can be extracted.
The significant role of excitons with respect to integral properties and the working principle of
perovskite solar cells is corroborated by results of combined temperature-dependent absorption
and electroabsorption spectroscopy for the mostly studied model system methylammonium
lead iodide, MAPbI3. The good agreement of the energy of the fundamental optical resonance
probed by electromodulation spectroscopy with the discrete excitonic contribution of the Elliott
formula demonstrates its excitonic nature arising from bound electron–hole pairs instead of
unbound continuum states. These findings hold true for temperatures from 10K up to room
temperature and were further substantiated by a detailed line-shape analysis of experimental
electroabsorption spectra.
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This rather proof-of-principle investigation was followed by a comparative study of different
perovskite compositions utilizing the exciton binding energy as a quantitative measure. The
experimental determination based on temperature-dependent absorption spectra was achieved
by least-squares fitting of the Elliott formula and an additional alternative approach based on
a so-called f -sum rule utilizing additional numerical integration.[352] The incorporation of
bromine into MAPbI3 allows tuning of the bandgap energy from 1.6 eV up to 2.3 eV but is
accompanied by a significantly increased exciton binding energy which possibly hinders charge
separation and collection in the device. However, for only small bromine contents, the partial
replacement of the organic methylammonium cation with cesium and formamidinium – leading
to so-called multiple-cation mixed-halide perovskites – results in values for the exciton binding
energy even below the ones of standard MAPbI3.
In general, excitonic effects are a double-edged sword with regard to photovoltaics. On the one
hand, bound states of photogenerated electrons and holes are detrimental to an efficient sepa-
ration and collection of these charge carriers and, thereby, reduce the solar cell’s performance.
However, on the other hand, a finite exciton binding energy significantly increases the absorption
coefficient due to the so-called Sommerfeld enhancement[78, 348] which was illustrated on the
basis of experimental absorption spectra of MAPbI3 utilizing the Elliott formula. The obtained
absorption and photocurrent spectra indicate that the exciton binding energy of perovskite solar
cells is in the ideal range for both a significant Sommerfeld enhancement in absorption and still
an efficient charge-carrier collection. This applies in particular to the exciton binding energies
of MAPbI3 and the optimized multiple-cation mixed-halide compounds in the order of thermal
energies at room temperature which show excellent device performance.
Furthermore, absorption and electroreflectance spectroscopy were employed as facile tools for
studies of temperature-induced phase transitions in different perovskite compounds due to the
impact of structural changes on the bandgap energy. In particular, the suppression of phase
transitions in multiple-cation compounds in the temperature range from 10K to 300K was
detected and confirmed by X-ray diffraction measurements. These results might be interesting
for low-temperature applications such as photovoltaics in space or foster further investigations
of phase transitions in the standard solar-cell operation regime above room temperature.
Despite all outstanding characteristics of organic–inorganic perovskites that promise a bright
future in photovoltaics, one key challenge remains which clearly is stability. One of the most
prominent examples in this context is the halide segregation in mixed-halide compounds un-
der illumination. Although additional incorporation of multiple cations enhances the intrinsic
stability of mixed perovskites[143, 167, 336, 337] a reversible decrease of the bandgap energy under
illumination and applied voltage was detected using electroreflectance spectroscopy as sensi-
tive and reliable determination method. The exceptional reversibility suggests iodine–bromine
segregation as origin of the observed bandgap instabilities which was further supported by the
fact that bromine-free compositions proved to be stable. Furthermore, in-situ X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) revealed reversible
structural changes which were assigned to the formation of bromine-rich and iodine-rich do-
mains under illumination and bias. An evaluation of possible driving forces identified that the
bandgap decrease caused by the combined influence of illumination and bias clearly exceeds
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the individual contributions induced by light and voltage only. Thereby, the importance of addi-
tional electric fields in stability considerations is strongly highlighted. Moreover, the observed
reversible bandgap instabilities cannot be avoided completely since illumination and bias are
intrinsic to the solar cell’s operation conditions. However, the extent of the bandgap decrease
strongly increases under the combined influence of high relative humidity and high oxygen
content which gives hope to reduce these detrimental effects by effective device encapsulation
against oxygen and moisture.
Future Work and Outlook
Considering the potential of electromodulation spectroscopy as characterization tool for thin-
film solar cells, a deeper understanding of the interplay of spectra detected at fundamental and
second-harmonic frequency and electric fields in the device could open up the possibility of
non-destructive investigations of built-in electric potentials in complete devices. The required
in-depth computational studies of the influence of spatially varying electric fields in the device
on electroreflectance spectra are currently under investigation using the simulation routines
which have been newly developed or refined from previous studies.[74, 75, 397]
The role of excitons with regard to fundamental optical resonances probed by electromodulation
spectroscopy has been elucidated within this work. However, further comprehensive exami-
nations of their implications for solar-cell performance are needed, in particular, with respect
to charge-carrier dynamics. Extended photocurrent spectroscopy studies can contribute to this
research question, preferably combined with other characterization techniques. Spatially and
temporally resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy allows the examination and quantifica-
tion of charge-carrier transport.[205, 482, 483] Thereby, changes in transport properties of excitons
compared to unbound electrons and holes could reveal additional insights and implications
for photovoltaics.
The characterization of reversible bandgap instabilities in mixed perovskites caused by seg-
regation into iodine-rich and bromine-rich domains raises various questions about the role of
charge-extraction layers and interfaces, not least because of significant halide diffusion into
spiro-OMeTAD detected by ToF-SIMS measurements. Consequently, solar cells with different
hole-transport materials as well as layer thicknesses and doping levels should be thoroughly
studied both experimentally and theoretically. Considering the experimental side, correlation
with – preferably, spatially resolved – structural analysis is essential. Potentially, novel mea-
surement protocols have to be established to guarantee fair quantitative comparison of different
architectures. Moreover, the influence of relative humidity and oxygen merit a closer investi-
gation, e.g., by correlation with compositional changes. Frequency-dependent measurements
especially at very low frequencies could improve the understanding of the influence of the
comparably slow ion migration and relevant time scales of these processes.
Furthermore, novel approaches to increase the long-term stability of perovskite solar cells,
e.g., an additional layer of a two-dimensional perovskite[54, 183–185] or completely inorganic
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devices,[484, 485] offer a broad field for further studies to gain deeper insights into perovskite
instabilities and the consequences for device performance
Since long-term stability clearly is the key challenge of perovskite-based solar cells and related
applications, a comprehensive understanding of mechanisms impairing their stability is crucial.
By resolving still present instability and degradation issues, a bright future for organic–inorganic





Techniques and Experimental Details
A.1 Verification of Temperature-Dependent
Absorption Spectra by Means of a Commercial
System with Integrating Sphere
In order to validate the results obtained by temperature-dependent absorption spectroscopy in
this work, exemplary spectra obtained by the home-built setup used for temperature-dependent
measurements and a commercial system with integrating sphere (PerkinElmer Lambda 1050)
are compared. The latter have been measured together with Raphael Schmager at the Light
Technology Institute (LTI) at KIT.
Figure A.1 (a) presents a direct comparison for a perovskite solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber
layer at room temperature. Both absorbance spectra A are calculated from transmittance
measurements by A = − log (T ). In the relevant photon-energy range (as depicted), nearly no
deviations between the home-built setup used for temperature-dependent measurements (red
squares) and the commercial system (black squares) are observable confirming the negligible
influence of scattered light on the evaluation of the spectra.
In Fig. A.1 (b), transmittance T (red curve) and reflectance R (blue curve) are depicted for
the same MAPbI3-based solar cell measured by the commercial system mentioned above.
Since R varies only moderately in the relevant energy range and is rather small compared
to T , the approximation A = − log (T ) for the absorbance is sufficiently justified – at least
a high temperatures (as presented in chapter 4.1). However, at cryogenic temperatures, more
pronounced features in reflectance could influence the evaluation.
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Figure A.1: (a) Exemplary comparison of absorbance A = − log (T ) spectra measured by the
temperature-dependent home-built setup used in this work (red squares) with results from
a commercial PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 system with integrating sphere (black squares) at
room temperature. The excellent agreement of both spectra in the energy range depicted con-
firms the negligible influence of scattered light for the evaluation (Note that both spectra are
scaled independently in arbitrary units since absolute values are neither relevant for this anal-
ysis nor precisely measurable with the home-built setup.). (b) Transmittance T (red curve)
and reflectanceR (blue curve)measured by the above-mentioned commercial setup. The only
moderate variations and the comparably small values ofR (with respect to T ) sufficiently jus-
tify the evaluation of the absorbance A = − log (T ) solely based on transmittance T . Data
obtained together with Raphael Schmager at the Light Technology Institute (LTI) at KIT.
A.2 Measurement and Evaluation of Temperature-
Dependent Photocurrent Spectroscopy
In this section, the basic idea including measurement principle and evaluation of temperature-
dependent photocurrent spectroscopy discussed in chapter 7.3.2 is outlined. Details about the
experimental setup and further results can be found in the master’s thesis of Philip Lange.[422]
As presented in chapter 7.3.2, the spectrally-resolved external quantum efficiency (EQE) is
defined as (see Eq. (7.3.2))
EQE (~ω) = # of extracted charge carriers (~ω)





The number of extracted charge carriers ne,h (~ω) during time ∆t with spectrally-resolved
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where Ein (~ω) = Pin (~ω) /A and Pin (~ω) denote the irradiance and power (impinging on
area A) of the incident (monochromatic) light, respectively.
The experimental setup for the simultaneous measurements of temperature-dependent absorp-
tion and photocurrent spectra is, in principle, similar to the one used for temperature-dependent
modulation spectroscopy described in chapter 6.1. In order to enhance the signal amplitude of
the photocurrent measurement, a lock-in technique is applied. Therefore, a chopper wheel is
introduced directly after the first monochromator (used as tunable light source) which provides
the reference modulation signal for the lock-in amplifier. The solar-cell sample is mounted
in the liquid-helium cryostat and connected via a transimpedance amplifier with the lock-in
amplifier for sensitive photocurrent detection. By tuning the incident wavelength using the first
monochromator, a photocurrent spectrum can be obtained. Simultaneously, the transmission
spectrum of the (semitransparent) solar cell is recorded by the silicon detector (this time without
the use of the second monochromator) to calculate the respective absorption spectrum.
The power spectrum Pin (~ω) of the incident light is then determined by a silicon reference
cell (FDS100 by Thorlabs) which is mounted in the cryostat at the sample position before
or after the actual measurement. The spectral responsitivity of the silicon cell given by the
manufacturer is taken into account in the evaluation. However, since an accurate determination
of the illuminated area A on the sample in the cryostat is not feasible, the calculation of precise
values of the radiance Ein (~ω) and, thereby, absolute EQE values is precluded.
In order to verify the reliability of the EQE results, measured spectra at room temperature are
compared to similar ones obtained by a commercially available system (Bentham PVE300). An
example of the results for the home-built setup used for temperature-dependent measurements
(red) and a commercial EQE system (black) is depicted in Fig. A.2 (It should be noted that the
red curve is scaled arbitrarily in vertical direction due to the unfeasible quantitative calibration
of the home-built setup.). The comparison indicates a shift in photon energy of about 15meV
which could be partly related to different ambient temperatures, but, more probably, is caused
by not ideal wavelength calibration of the monochromator.[422] However, this does not influence
the conclusions in chapter 7.3.2 since only simultaneously measured spectra are compared using
the same monochromator for wavelength tuning. Despite this small shift, both spectra match
very well which can be easily seen by shifting the spectrum of the home-built setup by 15meV
(dashed red curve). Therefore, the reliability of the home-built setup is confirmed.
FigureA.3 presents temperature-dependent EQE spectra ofMAPbI3 showing the strong increase
of photocurrent and EQE ofmore than three orders of magnitude approaching room temperature
(compared to T = 10 K) which rationalizes the efficient charge-carrier collection under solar-
cell working conditions despite the observable excitonic signatures at cryogenic temperatures
(see chapter 7.3.2).
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Figure A.2: Comparison of EQE spectra at room temperature measured by the home-built setup (red
curve) used for low-temperature EQE measurements in chapter 7.3.2 and a commercially
available system (Bentham PVE300, black curve). The red curve is scaled arbitrarily in
vertical direction due to the unfeasible quantitative calibration of the home-built setup which
would require a precise determination of the illuminated area A on the sample inside the
cryostat. The shift in photon energy of about 15meV is probably caused by not ideal
wavelength calibration of the monochromator. However, this is not relevant for the relative
comparison of simultaneously obtained absorption and EQE spectra in chapter 7.3.2. Despite
from this shift, both spectra match very well verifying the reliability of the home-built setup.
Data published in [422].
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Figure A.3: EQE spectra of MAPbI3 for temperatures T = 10 K − 295 K. The photocurrent and EQE
increase more than 3 orders of magnitude for increasing temperature from 10K up to room
temperature rationalizing the good photovoltaic performance of corresponding solar cells.
Data published in [422].
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A.3 Optical and Electronic Components
of the Experimental Setups
The following tables list all optical and electronic components of the used experimental setups
for absorption (see chapter 4), electromodulation (see chapter 6), and photocurrent (see chap-
ter 7.3.2 and appendix A.2) spectroscopy.
Absorption Spectroscopy
A schematic overview of the experimental setup used for the measurement of temperature-
dependent absorption spectra of perovskite thin films is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
Component Focal Length [mm] Diameter [mm] Comment
L1 80 38 Quartz
L2 80 30 Quartz
L3 100 30 Achromatic
L4 150 50 Achromatic
L5 100 38 Quartz
Table A.1: Optical components used for temperature-dependent absorption spectroscopy of perovskite
thin films as depicted in Fig. 4.1.
Part Manufacturer Type Comment
Halogen Lamp P = 150 W
Cryostat Cryo Industries Model 600 Liquid-helium
cryostat
Monochromator Acton Research Corp. SpectraPro-275 Grating monochr.
with f = 0.275 m
CCD Camera IKS Optoelektronics XMCD
Table A.2: Electronic components and additional equipment used for temperature-dependent absorption
spectroscopy of perovskite thin films as presented in Fig. 4.1.
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Electromodulation and Photocurrent Spectroscopy
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present a schematic overview of the experimental setups for electromodula-
tion spectroscopy at room temperature and cryogenic temperatures. Additionalmodifications for
the measurement of temperature-dependent photocurrent spectra are discussed in appendix A.2.
The following tables are similarly structured in three sections summarizing components used for
room-temperature electromodulation spectroscopy, additional equipment for low-temperature
measurements, and further components used for photocurrent spectroscopy.
Component Focal Length [mm] Diameter [mm] Comment
F1 – – OG515, GG435
L1 300 88.9 Glass
L2 300 31.5 Achromatic
L3 100 50.8 Glass
L4 60 50.8 Glass
L5 150 25.4 Quartz
L6 75 50.8 Glass
L7 100 50.8 Achromatic
L8 80 50.8 Achromatic
L9 100 30.0 Achromatic
L10 150 50.8 Achromatic
L6* (replaces L6) 120 38.1 Achromatic
Table A.3: Optical components used for electromodulation spectroscopy at room temperature (see
Fig. 6.1) and cryogenic temperatures (see Fig. 6.2) as well as photocurrent spectroscopy (see
chapter 7.3.2 and appendix A.2).
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Reliability of Elliott Fits and
f -Sum Evaluation Method
The evaluation of experimental absorption spectra using the generalized Elliot formula intro-
duced in chapter 4 can be expected to yield reliable results, in particular, at cryogenic tempera-
tures and/or high exciton binding energies since in these cases the pronounced excitonic peak
in the spectrum facilitates precise fitting (see, e.g., Fig. 7.1). However, for materials with small
exciton binding energy EB such as Cs0.05 (Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 as de-
fined in chapter 7.2.3) and large broadening Γ at room temperature, the excitonic peak becomes
indistinct which results in a compromised reliability of the fit. This is demonstrated in Fig. B.1
by three different fitting solutions with reasonable agreement with the experimental data but
clearly varying EB values. The range of 12meV up to 24meV provides a rough measure for
the fit uncertainty under these conditions.
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EB = 12 meV
EB = 18 meV
EB = 24 meV
Cs0.05
Exp. Data
Figure B.1: Generalized Elliott fits to a room-temperature absorption spectrum of Cs0.05. Because of
the large broadening Γ at room temperature and, at the same time, small exciton binding
energy EB, no clear excitonic peak is visible. As a result, the reliability of the Elliott fit
is compromised which is illustrated by three different fitting solutions. All three curves
apparently provide a decent agreement with the experimental spectrum, but correspond to
fairly different values for EB ranging from 12meV up to double the value.
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/~4 for the per-
ovskite compounds investigated in chapter 7.2.3 which are extracted from Elliott fits to absorp-
tion spectra. In particular, for both Cs-compounds Cs0.05 (purple dots) and Cs0.10 (blue dots,





/~4 do not show significant variations with temperature. In the
high-temperature range (T > 150 K) used for the f -sum evaluation (dashed boxes), the de-
viations are below ±3% and ±2% of the average value for Cs0.05 and Cs0.10, respectively.
While slightly increased to ±5% and ±10% in case of MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3, respectively,
the variations are still reasonably low providing a reliable f -sum evaluation.
The uncertainty of the exciton binding energyEB solely due to variations of the non-parabolicity
factor are below±2 meV (even below±1 meV for both Cs-compounds). In addition, deviations
of the integrated normalized absorption Iexp increase the uncertainty to about ±3 meV (up to
±5 meV for MAPbBr3) which is still notably lower than the range of 12 meV−24 meV shown
in Fig. B.1. Certainly, this discussion is not meant to be a complete quantitative assessment since
many uncertainties of the measurement technique affecting both evaluation methods are not
included. However, it emphasizes the improved reliability of the f -sum rule method compared
to individual Elliott fits for determination of EB close to room temperature.
Cs0.10 Cs0.05
ML0010, ML0012, ML0020, ML0031
Temperature T (K)

































/~4 for Cs0.05 (purple dots),
Cs0.10 (blue dots), MAPbI3 (green squares), and MAPbBr3 (red squares) determined by
fitting of Elliott fits to absorption spectra. The overall variations are rather small, especially
for both Cs-compounds, providing reliable results of the f -sum evaluation. The dashed boxes
depict the temperature range T > 150 K used for f -sum determination of high-temperature
EB values discussed in chapter 7.2.3. They represent variations of ±3% (Cs0.05), ±2%
(Cs0.10), ±5% (MAPbI3), and ±10% (MAPbBr3) of the respective average value in this
temperature range emphasizing the suitability for reliable results of the f -sum rule method.
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Appendix C
Analysis of Electromodulation Spectra
Using First-Derivative Functional Form
Line-Shape Fits
In contrast to the rather simple and explicit form of the Third-Derivative Functional Form
(TDFF) describing band-to-band transitions of (quasi-)free charge-carriers (see chapter 5.3.1),
more care must be taken in case of the description of discrete resonances using a First-Derivative
Functional Form (FDFF). An individual resonance is characterized by its energy E, line-width
broadeningΓ and oscillator strength f (or intensity I) which in principle can all bemodulated by




I of the FDFF line shape (see
chapter 5.3.2). In addition, line-width broadening can be caused by different mechanisms and
is often modeled by either Lorentzian or Gaussian broadening. The respective mathematical
expressions are given in the following section which is followed by further discussions of
relevant modulationmechanisms and respective FDFF line shapes for curve fitting in section C.2
(in addition to chapter 7.1.2).
C.1 Mathematical Expressions of Lorentzian- or
Gaussian-Broadened FDFF Line Shapes




I of the First-Derivative Functional Form and dielectric
functions ε assumed for Lorentzian or Gaussian broadening are listed on the next page together
with their visualization in Fig. C.1 (identical with Fig. 5.5).[356, 381]
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Figure C.1: Calculated line shapes for the derivatives of the real and imaginary part of the dielectric
function for (left) Lorentzian and (right) Gaussian broadening with respect to resonance
energy Eres, broadening Γ and intensity I . Identical with Fig. 5.5.
Lorentzian Gaussian
ε = 1 +
I
E − Eres + iΓ



















































































y = (E − Eres) /Γ,










where Φ (a, b, x) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function.
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C.2 Comparison of Different Contributions
in FDFF Line-Shape Fits of Experimental
Electromodulation Spectra
The different FDFF modulation terms fE , fΓ, fI are fitted separately to measured electromod-
ulation spectra in order to assess how well each of them reproduces the experimental data.
Thereby, the influence of the individual contributions on the overall quality of the fit can be
investigated. Figure C.2 serves as an example of a ∆T/T electroabsorption spectrum measured
on a semitransparent solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber layer at temperature T = 260 K.
Independent of the type of broadening, the intensity-modulation term fI is clearly not an
appropriate line shape since it provides by far the worst agreement with experimental data.







































Figure C.2: Least-squares fits of individual FDFF modulation terms fE , fΓ, fI including (a) Lorentzian
or (b) Gaussian broadening on a measured ∆T/T electroabsorption spectrum of a semi-
transparent solar cell with MAPbI3 absorber layer at temperature T = 260 K. For both
broadening types, the intensity-modulation terms fI are apparently not well-suited. Due
to the equivalent form of fE and fΓ (see chapter 5.3.2 and equation (C.1)) for Lorentzian
broadening, effectively only one line shape remains for fitting. In case of Gaussian broad-
ening, both fE and fΓ can be utilized. Original measured spectra obtained in collaboration
with Alice Magin.[389]
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As a result, effectively only the energy-modulation term fE remains as independent line shape
for curve fitting in case of Lorentzian broadening (see Fig. C.2 (a)) since the form of fE and fΓ
are equivalent (see chapter 5.3.2 and equation (C.1)). In addition, the residual line shape fE
can be expressed by (5.21) with n = 2 as presented in chapter 5.3.2.[356]
In case of Gaussian-broadened FDFF line shapes, fE and fΓ represent independent modulation
terms and both can be utilized in curve fitting as can be seen in Fig. C.2 (b) (Still, approximated
expressions are possible as discussed in chapter 5.3.2.). Here, linear combinations of both
fE or fΓ do not show significantly improved fit results and are therefore not further pursued.
Instead, line shape fits of fE and fΓ to ∆T/T of a MAPbI3-based solar cell are compared
for different temperatures. Figure C.3 (a) presents the coefficient of determination R2 repre-
senting the quality of the fits in both cases. While the differences are small representing good
agreement with measured data for both line shapes, a striking trend of improved fit quality
toward fE contributions at high temperatures and fΓ modulation terms at low temperatures is
observable. Exemplary spectra and fits at T = 130 K and T = 260 K in Fig. C.3 (b) and (c),
respectively, also show this behavior.
In principle, these observations could represent a general trend favoring broadening-modulation
terms at lower temperatures and energy-modulation at room temperature in case of Gaussian-
broadenedFDFF line shapes. However, in case of sampleswithCsxFAyMA1−x−yPb(I1−zBrz)3
absorber layer, no overall trend is observable. Therefore, the excellent agreement of the
crossover from fE to fΓ line shapes with the phase-transition temperature of 162K in MAPbI3
indicates that these changes are presumably related to different crystal structures with differ-
ent symmetries. Since changes in the crystal structure influence the wavefunction overlap
especially of the inorganic I–Pb framework they are able to modify the electronic structure
and, in turn, the response on a modulating electric field. Thereby, different modulation
mechanisms can become dominant for different crystal structures, here modulation of line-
width broadening and resonance energy in the low-temperature orthorhomic phase and room-
temperature tetragonal crystal phase, respectively. Accordingly, the absence of a similar trend in
CsxFAyMA1−x−yPb(I1−zBrz)3 perovskites matches the phase-transition suppression in these
compounds demonstrated in chapter 8. Still, further detailed investigations are needed in order
to verify and explain the observed trends.
In summary, based on FDFF line-shape fits, intensity modulation (described by fI ) is clearly
not a relevant mechanism in case of the investigated perovskites and, therefore, neglected
within this work. Since the remaining mathematical expressions fE and fΓ representing
modulation of resonance energy and line-width broadening, respectively, are equivalent in
case of Lorentzian broadening one of them is sufficient for FDFF curve fitting (and it is not
possible to discriminate between both mechanisms). In case of Gaussian-broadened FDFF line
shapes, the modulation of the resonance energy is often assumed to be the dominant mechanism
(as discussed in the framework of Stark theory in chapter 5.2.3) which can be confirmed, e.g., for
MAPbI3 due to better agreement of the fE modulation term (compared to fΓ) with experimental
spectra – at least for temperatures from T = 160 K up to room temperature. However,
below the phase-transition temperature Tp ≈ 160 K from the tetragonal to the low-temperature
orthorhombic phase, broadening-modulation seems to become the dominant mechanism which
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can be rationalized by changes in the electronic structure due to different crystal phases.
In any case, for Gaussian-broadened FDFF curve fits, the modulation term (fE or fΓ) which
reproduces the experimental spectra better is used for the evaluationwithin this work. A detailed
comparative examination of Lorentzian- and Gaussian-broadened FDFF as well as TDFF line-
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Figure C.3: (a) Coefficient of determination R2 for Gaussian-broadened FDFF line-shape fits of
temperature-dependent electromodulation spectra of MAPbI3-based solar cells using either
energy- or broadening-modulation terms, fE (red squares) or fΓ (blue circles), respec-
tively. Despite the small differences, there is a striking trend of better agreement towards
fE contributions at high temperatures and fΓ modulation terms at low temperatures. These
observations are also reflected by exemplary spectra at (b) T = 130 K and (c) T = 260 K.






The simulation routine for the numerical calculation of electroreflectance spectra at fundamental
and second-harmonic frequency detection is illustrated in Fig. D.1. Further information about
the general simulation procedure can be found in [389].
The “electronic” part of the calculations is performed using the one-dimensional simulation tool
SCAPS developed at the University of Gent.[394–396] These simulations require the definition
of all layer thicknesses and electronic properties of the layer stack including, e.g., bandgap
energies, doping concentrations, and trap densities. The calculation of j–V characteristics
(using SCAPS) and comparison with experimental data can be used as a cross-check of the
parameter set. The modulation voltage V (t) is discretized into V (tn) with evenly-spaced
times tn and, for each voltage value V (tn), the respective electric field distribution in the
device is computed. An example for a Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based solar cell is depicted in Fig. D.2. In
the space–charge region in the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber layer (starting at the interface to the CdS
buffer layer), the field clearly shows a linear behavior which could be used for simplification
of the simulation routine. As expected, an additional reverse bias of Vdc = −2 V leads to an
increase of the electric field in the device.
From the electric field distribution, the electro-optic energy ~θ can be calculated for each spatial
position which then enters the optical properties of the respective material via the electro-optic
function (see chapter 5.2). Clearly, the most relevant layer in this context is the absorber
(and eventually the CdS buffer). For all other layers, the influence of the electric field can be
neglected (also reflected by the electric field profile in Fig. D.2). In the simulation algorithm,
the space–charge region is discretized in N layers and a constant electro-optic energy ~θ is
assumed for each layer (see Fig. D.3).
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Figure D.1: Schematic Illustration of the simulation routine to calculate electroreflectance spectra at 1f
and 2f detection. The simulation tool SCAPS is used to calculate one-dimensional electric
field distributions in the device for different values V (tn) of the discretized modulation
voltage V (t). The resulting electric fields enter the optical parameters (n, κ) of the materials
(here, only of the absorber layer) via the electro-optic energy ~θ. Based on this “optical”
layer stack, a reflectance spectrum R (Em) with discrete photon energies Em is calculated
for each V (tn) value using a transfer-matrix method algorithm. The overall output matrix
∆R
R
(Em, V (tn)) including all photon energies Em of the spectra and the full discretized
modulation waveform V (tn) is transformed using a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain
electroreflectance spectra at frequencies 1f and 2f . See also [389].
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Figure D.2: Examplary simulated electric field distribution (and enlargement in the inset) of a thin-film
solar cell with ZnO:Al / i-ZnO window layer, CdS buffer, and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber layer
using SCAPS. A reverse bias of Vdc = −2 V (red curve) increases the electric field strength






















Figure D.3: Schematic illustration of the transfer-matrix method used for the calculation of reflectance
spectra. The one-dimensional approach uses 2 × 2 interface and propagation matrices M I
and MP, respectively. To implement the influence of an electric field, the stack is divided
intoN discrete layers with constant electro-optic energy ~θ. Interface roughness is modeled
by interpolating the refractive index ñ over a certain distance. From [398].
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Appendix D Numerical Simulation of Electroreflectance Spectra
For the optical simulations, a one-dimensional transfer-matrix method approach is utilized
which was initially developed by Christian Huber and Christoph Krämmer for the simula-
tion of ∆R/R spectra with an applied square-wave voltage and without second-harmonic
detection (basically comparing reflectance spectra with and without an applied dc voltage).
Further details about the transfer-matrix algorithm are discussed in their theses and publica-
tion.[74, 397, 398] Within this formalism the electric field propagating in the device (with wave
vector k) is described by a two-component vector and a propagation matrixMPj for each layer j
with thickness dj and complex refractive index ñj .[398] Additionally an interface matrix M Iij















with the Fresnel coefficients tij and rij for transmission and reflection, respectively. Interface
roughness between two layers is implemented by interpolation of the refractive indices of both
materials for a certain thickness (see Fig. D.3). The propagation of light through the total layer
stack is determined by multiplication of the individual matrices for each interface and material.
Subsequently, the reflectance and transmittance of the complete stack can be calculated.
The respective reflectance spectrumR (Em) with discrete photon energies Em is computed for
each voltage value V (tn) (based on the corresponding electric field distribution and, thereby,
“optical” layer stack) using the transfer-matrix algorithm. After calculating the relative change
∆R/R (compared to the reference reflectance spectrum at the average voltage Vdc), this results
in a total matrix ∆RR (Em, V (tn)) including the spectra for all photon energies Em and all
voltage values V (tn) of the discretized modulation waveform.
Finally, a line-by-line Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to the total matrix
∆R
R (Em, V (tn)). Thereby, the time-domain spectrum of ∆R/R (tn) (via V (tn)) for each
photon energy Em is converted to a frequency distribution ∆R/R (fn). By read-out of
the respective columns representing frequencies f and 2f of the total output matrix of the
line-by-line FFT, the desired electroreflectance spectra for 1f and 2f detection are obtained
(illustrated in Fig. D.4). See [389] for further details on this as well as a discussion of suitable
simulation parameters.
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Figure D.4: Visualization of the applied line-by-line Fourier-transform method. The input matrix
∆R
R
(Em, V (tn)) for all discretized photon energies Em of the spectra and all voltage val-
ues V (tn) of the discretized waveform is calculated by the transfer-matrix algorithm. Each
line representing a certain photon energy Em is Fourier transformed yielding a frequency
distribution of ∆R
R
(fn). The respective columns of the output matrix ∆RR (Em, fn) repre-
senting frequency 1f and 2f contain the desired electroreflectance spectra at fundamental






E.1 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis and
Experimental Instrumentation
X-ray diffraction analysis is based on coherent elastic scattering of X-rays at electrons in a
material. X-rays scattered at different atomic planes in a crystal interfere constructively for
distinct incident angles θ. By measuring the angle 2θ between incident and diffracted direction,
the spacing d of two atomic planes can be deduced from Bragg’s law:[353, 488]
2d sin θ = nλ (E.1)
with wavelength λ of the incident X-rays and a positive integer n. This rather simple formula
provides the basis for the interpretation of X-ray diffractograms which are mainly angular
scans of scattered X-ray intensity over diffraction angle 2θ (with fixed θ–2θ relation of incident
and scattered direction, so-called theta-2theta scans).[353] The specific set of distinct reflexes in
experimental diffraction patterns and the corresponding d values represent “unique fingerprints”
which enable the determination of the crystal structure and chemical composition of crystalline
materials.[353] In practice, measured diffractograms are compared with theoretically predicted
diffraction patterns of different materials. See, e.g., [353] for further details.
Experimental Instrumentation Used in This Work
In-situ X-ray diffractograms were obtained at the Ludwig-Maximilian University (LMU) in
Munich by aBrukerD8DiscoverX-ray diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 30mA, employing
Ni-filtered Cu-Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.5406Å) and a position-sensitive LynxEye detector under
ambient conditions in air (with (34± 5)% relative humidity at a temperature of (24± 2) ◦C).
Spectra are smoothed by a Savitzky-Golay algorithm. No shifts of the XRD reflexes to lower
angles due to local heating resulting from the 1 sun illumination were found (which can be
estimated to be in the order of 0.001 ◦/K and 0.002 ◦/K for the 14.1◦ and 28.4◦ perovskite
peak, respectively) excluding distortions of the results due to thermal effects. See also [241].
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Appendix E Structural Characterization Methods and Experimental Details
The temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed by Bettina
Rendenbach at the Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich (LMU) on a Huber G670
Guinier Imaging Plate diffractometer with Co–Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.788 965Å) and a Ge(111)
primary monochromator. Temperature control is realized by a low-temperature device 670.4, a
closed-cycle He cryostat (CTICryogenics, model 22), and a temperature controller (Lakeshore,
model 331). The perovskite powders were obtained by scraping off thin-films from their glass
substrate and were prepared with grease between two foils. For direct comparison with other
results, the 2θ values of the obtained diffractograms were recalculated to the ones of Cu-Kα1
radiation. See also [195].
E.2 Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(ToF-SIMS)
The basic principle of Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) is the bombardment of
a sample surface of interest with high-energy so-called primary (or probing) ions and the
subsequent detection of ejected secondary ions by mass analysis. Thereby, information about
chemical composition of the surface or within several micrometers depth can be gathered.[353]
One option to achieve mass spectrometry is the time-of-flight principle (ToF-SIMS). The
secondary ions are ejected using a short-pulsed primary ion gun to reduce temporal variations
of the point in time when the ions leave the sample surface.[353, 489] Afterwards, the ejected ions
are accelerated by a defined electric field towards the mass analyzer. Based on the flight time
in an adjacent flight path with fixed length, the mass/charge ratios of all secondary ions can be
determined simultaneously.[353, 489]
Using ToF-SIMS, the chemical composition of samples can be analyzed with large dynamic
range of detectable amounts of ions and high mass resolution, e.g., enabling the detection of
different isotopes.[353] In particular, the formation of clusters of different ions is characteristic
for high-energy sputtering which are detected in ToF-SIMS data.[353] However, especially the
interpretation of depth profiles can be challenging since the sputter time of a specific layer
depends on the material properties and sputter source. Moreover, additional side effects of
sputtering such as the topography can influence the measured signals.[353] See, e.g., [353, 489]
for further details.
Experimental Instrumentation Used in This Work
The samplesweremeasuredwith aToF-SIMS5 setup from ION-TOFGmbHwith negative polar-
ity (negative SIMS). Pulsed primary ions from a 30 keV Bi+ liquid-metal ion gun were utilized
as analytical source, and a second 1 keV Cs source was applied for sputtering. The actual ToF-
SIMS analysis was performed on a 100µm×100µm area inside the 300µm× 300µm sputter-
ing crater. Measurements were conducted by Jonas Hanisch at the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie-
und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg (ZSW) in Stuttgart.
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Appendix F
Samples Investigated In This Work
Within this work, both perovskite thin films on glass and fully-processed working thin-film
solar cells with perovskite absorber layer have been investigated and are listed in the following.
Perovskite Thin Films on Glass Substrates
All thin-film samples were fabricated by Nadja Giesbrecht, Philipp Angloher, or Meltem F.
Aygüler at the Ludwig-Maximilian University (LMU) in Munich using standard spin-coating
of a precursor solution and subsequent annealing. See, e.g., [238, 239, 241] for further details.
The compositions are derived from the initial precursor solutions and might differ in the final
prepared films.
Temperature-Dependent Absorption Spectroscopy
The thin-film samples for temperature-dependent absorption spectroscopy (see chapters 7.2
and 8) were capped with a thin layer of PMMA to prevent degradation.
Sample Composition Comment
ML0010 MAPbI3 x = 0.0
ML0012 MAPbBr3 x = 1.0
ML0017 MAPb(I0.5Br0.5)3 x = 0.5
ML0018 MAPb(I0.75Br0.25)3 x = 0.25
ML0020 Cs0.1FA0.765MA0.135Pb(I0.765Br0.235)3 Cs0.10
ML0025 MAPb(I0.25Br0.75)3 x = 0.75
ML0031 Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 Cs0.05
Table F.1: Perovskite thin films on glass substrateswith different composition investigated by temperature-
dependent absorption spectroscopy (see chapters 7.2 and 8).
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Temperature-Dependent X-Ray Diffraction
The samples for temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffraction (see chapter 8.3) were ob-
tained by scraping off thin films from their glass substrate as mentioned in appendix E.1.
Sample Composition Comment
ML0100 MAPbI3 x = 0.0
ML0101 MAPbBr3 x = 1.0
FMA289 Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 Cs0.05
Table F.2: Perovskite samples prepared for temperature-dependent X-ray powder diffraction (see
chapter 8.3).
Perovskite Solar-Cell Samples
Hysteresis in j–V Scans
The sample used as exemplary demonstration of dynamic hysteresis effects in j–V scans
(see Fig. 2.9) was prepared by Tobias Abzieher at the Light Technology Institute (LTI) at KIT.
It was fabricated by spin-coating and subsequent annealing using a standard layer stack.
See, e.g., [324] for further details. Similar samples have been studied in more detail in
collaboration with Nico Weber and are presented in his bachelor’s thesis.[267]
Sample Absorber Layer Stack
C276 MAPbI3 Glass/FTO/TiO2/MAPbI3/Spiro-MeOTAD/Au
Table F.3: Exemplary sample demonstrating dynamic hysteresis effects in j–V characteristics
(see Fig. 2.9). See [267] for more detailed studies.
Establishing Electromodulation Spectroscopy on Perovskite Solar Cells
The samples used for first measurements to establish electromodulation spectroscopy on per-
ovskite solar cells (see chapter 6) were prepared by Jonas Schwenzer at the Light Technology
Institute (LTI) at KIT. They were fabricated based on typical layer stacks by standard spin-
coating and subsequent annealing. See, e.g., [324] for further details.
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In order to prevent a current flow through the device, the hole-transporting material Spiro-
OMeTAD was replaced by a thin PMMA layer. Further investigations of similar samples can
be found in the master’s thesis of Ina Kelz.[388]
Sample Absorber Layer Stack / Comment
300 MAPbI3 Glass/ITO/TiO2/MAPbI3/PMMA(230 nm)/Au
Modified sample with PMMA, SEM image (Fig. 6.6)
306 MAPbI3 Glass/ITO/TiO2/MAPbI3/PMMA(230 nm)/Au
Diffuse electroreflectance measurements (Fig. 6.3)
I312 MAPbI3 Glass/ITO/SnO2/MAPbI3/Spiro-MeOTAD/Au
Comparison with PMMA-modified sample (Fig. 6.6)
Table F.4:Modified samples with insulating PMMA layer instead of spiro-OMeTAD and standard ref-
erence sample. for establishing electromodulation spectroscopy on perovskite solar cells
(see chapter 6). See [388] for further measurements.
Further standard solar cells with MAPbI3 or Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
(Cs0.05) absorber layer were fabricated by Meltem F. Aygüler at the Ludwig-Maximilian
University (LMU) in Munich. The commonly used layer stack glass/FTO/ TiO2/perovskite/
Spiro-MeOTAD/Au was used. See, e.g., [241] for further details. Additional investigations of
similar samples can be found in [388,389].
Sample Absorber Comment
FMA188-04 MAPbI3 Frequency dependence of ∆R/R spectra (Fig. 6.8)
FMA201-02 MAPbI3 Voltage dependence of ∆R/R spectra (Fig. 6.8)
FMA211-03 MAPbI3 Angular dependence of ∆R/R spectra (Fig. 6.3)
and determ. of suitable mod. voltage (Fig. 6.6)
FMA274-04 Cs0.05 Modulus transformation (Fig. 5.6)
FMA288-05 Cs0.05 SEM image (Fig. 2.8 (b))
Table F.5: Standard solar-cell samples with MAPbI3 or Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95 Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
(Cs0.05) absorber layer in a glass/FTO/TiO2/perovskite/Spiro-MeOTAD/Au layer stack
for establishing electromodulation spectroscopy on perovskite solar cells (see chapter 6).
See [388,389] for further results.
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Temperature-Dependent Electromodulation Spectroscopy
For temperature-dependent electroreflectance spectroscopy investigations (see Fig. 8.4), fur-
ther standard perovskite solar cells with MAPbI3 or Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
(Cs0.05) in a glass/FTO/TiO2/perovskite/ Spiro-MeOTAD/Au layer stack fabricated by
Meltem F. Aygüler at the Ludwig- Maximilian University (LMU) in Munich have been used





Table F.6: Standard solar-cell samples with glass/FTO/TiO2/perovskite/ Spiro-MeOTAD/Au layer stack
used for temperature-dependent electroreflectance spectroscopy investigations (see Fig. 8.4).
See [389] for additional results.
In order to compare electromodulation spectra and standard absorption spectra (see chapters
6.2, 7.1, 7.3, 8.1 and appendix C), semitransparent solar-cells with transparent contact layers are
necessary. These devices were prepared by Moritz Schultes at the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie-
und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg (ZSW) in Stuttgart using sputtered IZO[223]
with an additional thin MoO3 protection layer (see Fig. 2.8). See [389] for further results on
similar samples.






(for SEM image in Fig. 2.8 (c)) Spiro-MeOTAD/MoO3/IZO
Table F.7: Semitransparent perovskite solar cells for comparison of electromodulation and standard ab-
sorption spectra (see chapters 6.2, 7.1, 7.3, 8.1 and appendix C). See [389] for further results
on similar samples.
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Temperature-Dependent Photocurrent Spectroscopy
The semitransparent perovskite solar cells used for temperature-dependent photocurrent spec-
troscopy (see chapter 7.3 and appendix A.2) were fabricated by Moritz Schultes at the Zentrum
für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg (ZSW) in Stuttgart (see
above, here with additional SiO2 nanoparticles for improved layer quality[240]) and Ihteaz
Hossain at the Light Technology Institute (LTI) at KIT (here with sputtered ITO as second
transparent contact layer). Further measurement results have been obtained in collaboration
with Philip Lange and are presented in his master’s thesis.[422]
Sample Absorber Layer Stack
261d (ZSW) MAPbI3 Glass/ITO/SnO2/C60-SAM/SiO2-NP/
MAPbI3/Spiro-MeOTAD/MoO3/IZO
B116 (LTI) Cs0.1(FA0.83MA0.17)0.9 Glass/ITO/SnO2/Cs0.1(FA0.83MA0.17)0.9
Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3/Spiro-MeOTAD/ITO
Table F.8: Semitransparent perovskite solar cells for temperature-dependent photocurrent spectroscopy
(see chapter 7.3 and appendixA.2). Additional results on similar samples can be found in [422].
Electroreflectance Studies of Bandgap Instabilities
All samples used for the investigations of reversible bandgap instabilities in multiple-cation
mixed halide perovskite solar cells (see chapter 9) were prepared by Meltem F. Aygüler
at the Ludwig- Maximilian University (LMU) in Munich using the standard Glass/FTO/
TiO2/perovskite/Spiro-MeOTAD/Au layer stack (see above). The used sample layout con-
sists of 12 cells per sample which allows for different investigations of the same sample,
e.g., time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and electroreflectance
spectroscopy. The standard absorber composition Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
is abbreviated as (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3. (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 and (FA,MA)PbI3 similarly denote
Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95PbI3 and FA0.83MA0.17PbI3, respectively.
Figure F.1 presents typical values of the power-conversion efficiency of these standard perovskite
solar cells with different absorber compositions.
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Sample Absorber Comment
FMA211-04 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Comparison of compositions (Fig. 9.2 (a)),
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 9.10),
spectra at high RH (Figs. 9.8 + 9.9)
FMA211-10 (FA,MA)PbI3 Comparison of compositions (Fig. 9.2 (a))
FMA211-14 (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 Comparison of compositions (Fig. 9.2 (a))
line-width broadening (Fig. 9.2 (b)),
spectra at high RH (Fig. 9.9)
FMA221-02 MAPbI3 Comparison of compositions (Fig. 9.2 (a))
FMA221-03 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Check of reversibility (Fig. 9.5), and
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 9.10)
FMA221-04 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Check of reversibility (Fig. 9.5), and
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 9.10)
FMA253-08 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 In-situ X-Ray Diffraction (Fig. 9.3)
FMA274-01 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Comparison of
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 9.10)
FMA274-02 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Comparison of
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 9.10),
influence of dc bias (Fig. 9.7)
FMA274-04 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Shift in ∆R/R Spectra (Fig. 9.1),
comparison of broadening (Fig. 9.2 (b)),
influence of dc bias (Fig. 9.7),
and ToF-SIMS (Fig. 9.4)
FMA274-05 (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I,Br)3 Influence of dc bias (Fig. 9.7)
Table F.9: Standard perovskite solar-cell samples with glass/FTO/TiO2/perovskite/Spiro-MeOTAD/Au
layer stack used for the investigations of reversible bandgap instabilities (see chapter 9).
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Figure F.1: Typical values of power-conversion efficiency (PCE) of standard perovskite solar cells with
different composition of the perovskite absorber which were fabricated by Meltem F. Aygüler
at the Ludwig- Maximilian University (LMU) in Munich. Mean PCE values between 12%
and 19% demonstrate the good quality of perovskite absorber layers and solar cells. Reprinted
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Finally, but most importantly, how could one study the influence of light without the
Father of light himself?
“Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down
from the Father of light.”
– James 1:17, The Bible –
“Thanks be to God for his indescribable gift!”



























Perovskite solar cells are the new hope of next-generation 
photovoltaic concepts for sustainable energy generation 
due to their unprecedented increase in power-conversion 
effi ciency in the last decade. Regarding their favorable 
optoelectronic properties, bound electron–hole pairs 
(so-called excitons) play a significant role and are 
thoroughly investigated within this work utilizing different 
spectroscopic methods.
The major obstacle to the successful commercialization 
of perovskite solar cells is their limited stability. A 
prominent example is the light- and voltage-induced 
segregation in perovskite compounds incorporating 
mixtures of different halides. In this work, the resulting 
instabilities of the bandgap energy are detected using 
electrorefl ectance spectroscopy and are correlated with 
structural characterization data. A detailed analysis of the 
underlying effects and infl uencing factors such as ambient 
humidity provides insights for further improvements of 
the intrinsic material stability of perovskites.
